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ABSTRACT 

The present study deals with the spoken dialect of 

the Ghawarneh community,, who inhabit the Jordan Valley 

in the Hashemite Kingdo a of Jordan, as well as presenting 

data concerning their history, social organization and 

certain of their customs o 

The thesis first considers the geographical location,, 

social organization, and reputed origins of this community, 

and describes certain. elements in their traditional way of 

life (customs connected with circumcision, death,, marriage,, 

etca). 

It next turns to the language aspect,. and offers a 

description of Ghawarneh speech under the headings of 

phonology, morphology,, lexis and syntax. The dialect is 

thereafter compared to the neighbouring dialects of towns- 

folk, country people,, and bedouin on the Western and Eastern 

side of the river Jordan, and also with Syro-Mesopotamian 

dialects,, and the dialect of North Arabian desert tribes. 

This again is done under the headings of phonology,, morph- 

ology and lexis, though syntax has to be omitted from the 

discussion for lack of suitable comparative documentation. 

It is found that,, while Al-Ghor dialect possesses features 

in the realisation of the definite article /-al/, which 

differ from the rest of the neighbouring dialects� it has 

otherwise a close relationship mainly with the country 
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dialects on both the Western and Eastern side of the river 

Jordan, but less so with Palestinian bedo. uin dialects. q 

fairly close relationship in certain respects also exists 

with Syro-Mesopotamian dialects. However, ', except for 

intonation, the Ghawarneh dialect is not very similar to 

those of the North Arabian tribes. 
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THE CONS01 ANT SYSTEM OF AL-GHOR DIALECTS 

State of Place of Manner of 
Vocal Cords Articulation Articulation 

? --------- Glottal Plosive/Stop 

b voiced Bilabial Plosive 

t voiceless Dento-alveolar, Plosive 
non-emphatic. 

Voiceless Dental, Fricative 
non-sulcal 

j Voiced Palato-alveolar Affricate 

Voiceless Pharyngal Fricative 

x Voiceless Uv-u Ian. Fricative 

d Voiced Dento-alveolar, Plosive 
non-emphatic. 

Voiced Dento-alveolar, Fricative 
non-sulcal, 
non-emphatic. 

r ` oiced Alveolar Tapped-Trilled 

z u'oiced Dento-alveolar, Fricative 
s ulc al . 

s Voiceless Dento-alveolar, Fricative 
sulcal , 
non-emphatic. 

s Voiceless Alveo-Palatal, Fricative 
sulcal. 

s Voiceless Dento-alveolar, Fricative 
's ulc al , emphatic 

t V"oicele-ss Dento-alveolar, Plosive 
' emphatic 

Voiced Dento-alveolar, Fricative 
" non-sulcal, 

emphatic 



1. V 

State of Place of Manner of 
Vocal Cords Articulation Articulation 

Voiced Pharyngal Fricative 

Voiced Uvular Fricative 

g Voiced Velar Plosive 

f Voiceless Labio-dental Fricative 

k Voiceless Velar Plosive 

V Voiceless Alveo-palatal, Affricate 
sulcal 

1 V sic ed Alveolar- Liquid 
Lateral 

m Voiced Bilabial-nasal Continuant/Liquid 

n Voiced Alveolar, nasal Continuant/Liquid 

h Voiceless Glottal Fricative 

w Voiced Labio-velar Semi-vowel 

Y_ V oiced Pal-at al Semi-vowel 

q Voiceless Uvular Plosive 

d voiced Dento-alveolar, Plosive 
emphatic 

THE VOWEL SYSTEM 

1. -TFe- Short vowel are&- 

i. e9. arp. c4 otu, and, a 

2, The Long vowel 

ii uu 
ee 00 
as qa 
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INTR0DUCT10N 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate, describe 

and discuss the contemporary spoken dialect of the people 

of Al-Ghor (the Jordan Valley), or more precisely, of the 

eastern side of the Jordan Valley which is now within the 

political boundaries of Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, 

though some reference will- be made to the West Bank of 

Jordan as well.. 

The historical antecedents of these people, their 

tribal division,. customs, etc., will likewise be given 

attention. 

Work of this type is exposed to certain difficult- 

ies. Though early travellers have made occasional. 

references to the people of Al-Ghor,., these references are 

scattered in a vast literature, only a small part of 

which was available to me here. Again,; whilst some 

linguistic observations were made (as by Bergstrasser) , 

there is no previous coherent description and discussion 

of the speech of these people. The thesis had, therefore, 

to be based largely on my own field work and field record- 

ings (by tape recorder) which were thereaf ter transcribed 

and analysed. The work was undertaken during a stay of 

six weeks, from May to June 1977, and three weeks in March 

1978, arranged, specially to obtain these recordings, and 

Foll* g the general principle adhered to in this thesis 

of spelling place names as found on maps, Al-Gor will 

throughout be written with simple o (not oo, or aw) , 
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also the necessary background information about the tribal 

structure, history, customs, etc. , of the people found in 

this area. This task proved to be by no means an easy one, 

especially during my first period of investigations in.. 

1977. 

The Arabs as a nation do not gladly give inform- 

ation of a private nature to strangers, and this attitude 

is very prevalent among the tradition-bound people of 

Al-Ghor. Moreover,, there is an attitude among them,. 

dating back to Ottoman times, v; hich suspects hidden 

motives in official enquiries,, which are best countered 

by hiding away, or anyway,. if possible, by avoiding the 

giving of information. I may illustrate this by quoting 

one case 

I went once to a potential informant, and asked him 

for information. He welcomed me, and gave me a cup of 

coffee and tea, and invited. me to eat with him.. I had, 

however, already had my lunch and asked him a little later 

whether he could give me any information about his clan 

"' n. d himself. He replied, "I do not know anything. I am 

a farmer and that is all. ', I tried again, but without 

success. However, by chance I knew that a relative of 

mine was an officer stationed at the local police station,, 

and I went to him. and asked him if he would come with me 

to that person. He did so,: and once the man saw the 

policeman he greeted us, and after we had had tea, coffee, 

and food, I again asked him to give me some information. 
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He looked at the officer and said to rte, "Why did you 

not tell me you had a relative here? " I said, " zeýer 

mind. that now, just give me the information please. " 

He then agreed to tell me whatever I wanted, but there 

is little doubt that without the intervention of an 

official he would not have done so. 

This is just one example, and other people I 

interviewed did not prove any easier either. Again, if 

I wanted to interview a female, I had to take with me 

an elderly woman to avert any suspicions,, or I had to 

go to the girls' school and ask the teacher there to 

take the tape recorder to the girl's home,; and only in 

that way did I succeed in obtaining a recording. One 

female, when L asked to interview her, said to me, "I 

have been to the pilgrimage (Ha j1} , and I pray,, so I 

cannot give you any information at all, " She obviously 

thought it would be impious to answer any questions. 

There was,, however, another way in which I 

could get information. My father, who owns some land in 

the Al-Ghor,, knows some prominent people there, chiefs 

of tribes, and I managed to obtain help from them. Once 

I told such a chief what I wanted, he would quickly send 

for the people I had described, and arrange an interview, 

for me. On the whole,; I succeeded in the end.,, in one way 

or another, to interview all the informants I needed. 

without too much trouble. 
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All this applies to my first period of field work. 

On my second trip I did not encounter any difficulty, 

because the locals had seen me once before. 

p 

4 
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Informants 

The total number of my informants was 30, (23 male 

and. 7 female). Of these, four came from al-Shuna 

al-Shamaliyya, three from al-Sawalha, three from. al. 

Mashari', three from Azumaliya, two i rom Waqqas, two 

from al -glans hiya, two from Damya, two from Abu Bayda, 

one from al-Rayahna, one from Wadi al-Yabis, one from al- 

Harawiya, one from Ma'cdi, one from Dair 'Alla, one from 

al Shuna al-Janubiyya, and one from al-Kufrein. 

This would seem to provide a fairly even cover, 

best perhaps in the middle Jordan Valley. 

In the selection of these informants, priority was 

given to older people (male or female) so as to make it 

possible to obtain good examples of "traditional" speech, 

which is apt to be modified in the case of younger people 

by linguistic influences connected with certain features 

of modern life, such as television, school,, radio, the 

press, the cinema, etc o 

The Technique 

Most of the recordings were gathered on tapes by 

portable tape recorder. Only conversational- prose was 

thereafter selected for study,, recitals of poetry being 

excluded as belonging to. a different type of language. 

All. these recordings were thereafter transcribed accord- 

ing to the symbols of the International Phonetic 
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Association's alphabet, with some slight modifications. 

However, in the presentation offered in this thesis a 

"broader" transcription has been used. This, like the 

terminology and general approach used in our study, 

owes much to T. M, Johnstone's book, Eastern Arabian 

Dialect Studies, London, 1967. Af ter transcription,, 

the texts were systematically translated into English. 

The arrangement of the material 

In this thesis we arranged the material in the 

folLo. wing order; - 

1, Introduction. In this chapter we give a brief 

description of how the data were collected ( and the 

difficulties faced in doing so), and a brief account 

is also given concerning the informants, and where 

they came from. We also offer a sketch history of 

the Al-Ghor, and a brief summary of information 

concerning the origin of the people now living there, 

about their social structure and traditional customs 

still maintained there. 

2. PhonoL y. This chapter deals with the phono- 

logical aspects of Al-Ghor dialect, 
. which does not 

appear to include any definite sub-variants. However, 

during the discussion we shall- refer to any linguistic 
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differences found among them. A description is given of 

the realisation of' consonants (including primary and 

secondary emphasis (tafxiim) 
, affrication of /k/ and /q/, 

gemination, assimilation etc. ), and of simple vowels both 

short and long, and diphthongs, Consonant clusters, 

syllable structure and stress are also dealt with here. 

3. Morphology. This chapter deals, firstly,, with the 

verbs both strong and speak, taking in the forms occurring 

in the perfect, imperfect, imperative, and participle in 

the basic, and to the extent required, in the derived 

forms. Both forms of types /fa'al/, /fi'al/, and /fi'il/ 

(and their respective imperf ec ts) of the normal strong 

verbs receive attention. Coming to nouns, attention is 

given to the nominal patterns occuring in the dialect, to 

diminutive fotms, and to the singular, dual and plurals, 

both sound and broken, of nouns. Variations from 

classical Arabic patterns also receive attention. 

Collective nouns are treated, and traces of nunation 

(tanwin) are noted. Various forms of adjectives express- 

ing the comparative and superlative are likewise described. 

Pronouns (demonstrative, and, personal), and pronominal 

suffixes, numerals including use of the description and 

conjunction are also dealt with. 

4. L. exis. This section offers a list of certain verbs, 

and4nouns, s adjectives,, and phrases found in the speech of 

Al-chor people. Note is taken of the general fields of 
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human activities in which these occur, and various mean- 

ings derived from basic connotations are also noted 

occasionally. 

5. Syntax. This chapter deals with some syntactical 

features as agreement, the use of. the complements, the 

employment of tenses (perfect, pluperfect, imperfect)' mperf ec t)' and 

certain types of sentences, such as conditional sentences, 

and negative sentences. 

6. Comparison and conclusion. This chapter deals with 

the comparison of Al-Ghor dialect with the adjacent 

regions,, east and west of the River Jordan, from all the 

aspects of the language,, i. e. linguistically, e. g. phono- 

logy, morphology, lexis and syntax, and it is intended to 

determine the position of Al-Ghor dialect among the other 

c iai_ects in the vicinity,; and its relationship to these. 

41 
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Previous Relevant Studies 

The only study which directly takes into consider- 

ation the spoken dialect of Al-Ghor people is the well 

knoviinvestiga-tion by Bergstrasser, G. Zeitschrift 

des. DgUtschen Palästina -_Vereins, vol. XXXVIII, 1915, 

"Sprachatlas von_ Syrien und Palgstina'". Bergsträsser 

features in. his maps an entry Ghavrarneh (GauErne in his 

transcription. 14 in his list Po 177) rohen we check- 

ed against our ovin findings, Bergstrasser's data corres- 

ponds with very few exceptions to ours, if Al-Ghor 

dialect is regarded as belonging chiefly to the Bedouin 

or recently settled Bedouin. It must be said, however, 

that Bergsträsser does not present individual. and 

original field recording,. but the Al-Ghor speech forms 

have to be deduced from the general framework in which 

they are placed in each case. 

A slightly puzzling feature is also that 

Bergstrasser places his reference No. 14 not in. the 

Jordan Valley proper, north of the Dead Sear but to the 

east of its where the hills rise steeply towards the 

Trans-Jordan plateau. The reason for this is unclear.. 

At lest present dialects of Al-Ghor are not found in 

those parts, but only in the Jordan proper,. frt which 

indeed the Ghavrarneh have of tervrard been named, 

.1 
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Physical Geography 

Al-Chor, according to Lane's Arabic-English Dictionary 1 

means "low or depressed land,, country or ground" and 

similar meanings are offered by other scholars, like 

E. Robinson and E. Smith: "al-'Chor, signifying a depressed 

tract or plain, usually between two mountains. " 2 

It is a rift valley 105 kilometres (64 miles) long 

and 5-10 kilometres wide (3-6 miles), running in a 

north-south direction between Lake Tiberias, which , 
is 200 

metres below sea level,, and the Dead Sea, 400 metres below 

sea level. Al-Chor is surrounded by hills 
_on 

both the 

eastern and western sides; to the east by the mountains of 

Balga and "Ajlun, and to the west by the mountains of 

Galilee and Nablus. These mountains are interrupted only 

by a few watercourses, some with perennial streams. The 

chief stream-beds from both sides are the following: -3 

1. From north to south (on the western side) 

a) The W di Hindaj, opposite Lake Huleh,. known in its 

uppermost reaches as Wadi Fara. 

b) The W di ¶Amüd, Rubadiya (or Tuffa), and Hamam, is 

flowing into Lake Tiberias,, and the Wadi Bira (or Sherrar) 

joining the Jordan south of it. 

1. E. W. Lane. Arabic-Dictionary, Book 1. Part 6. London 
1877. p. 230 

2. Biblical Researches in Palestine by E. Robinson and 

E. Smith. Vol. 2. London, 1838, p. 258. 

3. Geographical names are quoted as given in Palestine 
TransJordan, Geographical Handbook Series, London, l9 3, 
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c) The Nahr J alüd, draining the Emek Jezreel past Beisan 

into the Jordan. 

d) The Shubash, Malih, Far"ia (or the Wadi Jauzala), 

Ahmar,, and ''Auja, rivers of Samaria. 

e) The Kelt and Makallik, of northern Judea, the last 

entering to the Dead Sea directly. Further south, the 

great eastern walls of Judean Plateau,. 3500 feet high; 

are cut by impassable ravines and gorges. 
1 

2. The main streams from the eastern side are: 

a) Al-Yarmuk River, from which the water of East Ghor 

Canal is taken. 

b) Wadi. al- Arab. 

c) Wadi Zi ql ab . 

d) Wadi al -Y äbi s. 

e) Wadi Shu'eib. 

f) Wgdi Kufran j a. 

g) Wadi Räjib. 

h) al-Zarka River. 

i) V7F, di al -Kuf r ei n. 

Al-Ghor is economically very important to Jordan,, 

for it is considered as Jordan's greenhouse. It has a 

rich soil and is blessed with a climate conducive to all- 

year-round agricultural production, if the necessary water 

can be provided. Al-Ghor receives rain only during the 

1. Palestine & TransJordan, Geographical- Handbook 
eSr 1. es, Londön, 119 3 pp. 21-22. 
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months of October until May, and whilst the northern part 

recieves ca. 380 mm. (15 inches )p and is quite green, the 

southern part receives only ca. 164 mm. (6ý inches )t and' 

is practically a desert region. Since the Mid 1960's, 

water has been diverted from the Yarmuk River into the 

East Ghor Canal, which irrigates the east Jordan Valley as 

far as the Karama region. 

Climate 

The Jordan Valley (al-Ghor) is warm and becomes very hot 

during the summer months (May - October) ; but it is cool 

to comfortably warm during the winter months (November 

April) . In the northern part of the Valley, the Iaean 

summer and winter temperatures are ca. 30.5C (87F), and 

ca. 14.4c (58F) respectively,, whilst the mean high extreme 

for summer is 41.5C (107F), and the mean low extreme for 

winter is ca. 7.3C. 

Economic Activity in the Past and Present 

In the past Al-Ghor was at times inhabited mostly by 

unsettled tribes, because of the heat, and a shortage of 

water, except for the few places where water flows down 

from the surrounding mountains or is provided by wells and 

springs, as at Jericho. However, Denis Baly says, " It 

must not be imagined, however, that the fact that the 

lower Ghor was desert meant that it was uncultivated. Far- 

back in the time of, Abraham there had been many little 

settlements along the edges of the hills, and under the 

Ronan genius the Ghor was made to flourish,, for the waters 
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from the hills were brought in acqueducts, and spread among 
the palm groves of the plain. " And the above is confirm- 

ed, where Biblical. times are concerned, by Aharoni, who 

says: "The eastern side of the Jordan Valley is watered 

by many rivers and therefore we find a chain of important 

cities from the Sea of Galilee in the north and the Dead 

Sea in the south. " 2 In the Arab Middle Ages, the Al-Ghor 

was partly cultivated and of some economic importance. 

Al-Mukaddasi, quoted by Le Strange, says "Syria is very 

pleasantly situated. The country, physically, may be 

divided into four zones .............. The third zone is 

that of the valley of the Jordan Ghour, where are found 

many villages and streams, also palm trees, well culti- 

vated fields, and indigo plantations. " 3 Le Strange adds, 

"Everywhere in this district the traveller of the present 

day meets with ruined mills for crushing the cane, (named 

TawaI. in as-Sukkar). The cultivation of the sugar cane 

was introduced into Western countries from Khuzistan in 

Persia. " 4 During the period of Turkish rule , the Al-Ghor 

languished and cultivation declined, much of the land being 

1. The Geography of the Bible, by Denis Baly,; London, 

T7629 T, . 
2. The Land of the Bible, by Yohanan Aharoni, London, 

3r ? ̀gbh; P, 
3, Palestine under Moslems, by G. Le Strange, Beirut,. 

-19 6' P" (Muko186) 

4. Le Strange. Op. Cit. p. 17. See further op. cit., 
p. 30-31, concerning Al-Ghor and its products. 
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used by nomad tribes for pasture. In addition, raiding 

by neighbouring Arab tribes made the region unsafe. Very 

early in the 19th century, J. L. Burckhardt, had this to 

say of the Jordan valley: The Val: Ley of the Jordan 

affords pasturage to numerous tribes of Bedouins. Some 

of them remain here the whole year, considering it as 

their patrimony; others visit it only in winter; of the 

latter description are the Bedouins who belong to the 

districts of Naszera and Nablous, as well as those of the 

eastern mounta, ins. " 1 Things rýemained rather like this 

during the following 150 years or so. 

More recently, since the mid-20th century, the 

Jordan Valley has undergone a change for the better. 

Security has improved, and in particular since 1957-8. 

There were attempts to develop and irrigate this land. 

One plan was to divert a Canal from the Yarmuk River, and 

to pump water from the river Jordan and from other springs 

or streams near Al-chor. Though all. attempts to do this 

were postponed for a time, owing to lack of money and 

other reasons, in 1957,. the Jordanian government proceeded 

with a project for the so-called East Ghor Canal, with the 

aim. to provide Al-chor with water, and to irrigate part of 

the land. This Canal now draws most of its water from a 

1. Travels in Syria and the Holy Land, by J. L. Burckhardt, 
London,; 1822. Pa 3. 
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diversion of the Yarmuk River. Reservoirs have been built 

at Ziglab, Shu'eib, and Kafrein, and the major reservoirs 

project, the King Talal Dam on the Zarka River has also 

been completed. 

The length of the Ghor Canal is about 120 kilometres; 

it starts in the Yarm, uk River in the north to al-Karama 

region, and it has not been finished yet. Nevertheless, 

this Canal now irrigates most. of the east Jordan Valley. 

Because of the Canal, thousands of acres are classed as 

irrigated land alongside the Canal,, but in the hills 

irrigation is on a very small scale. This project attract- 

ed many people from Al-Ghor, as well as outsiders. For 

this reason many people came from various areas, especially 

from the surrounding regions of Al-Ghor. Some of these 

people settled in Al-Ghor permanently. 

Communications 

Roads are an important element in the country. Al-Ghor, 

as an agricultural land, needs roads between the villages 

and cities to enable the people to send their products to 

the big markets, in Amman and Irbid in particular. Before 

the project for the East Ghor Canal, there were some minor 

roads in Al-Ghor which were used for motor transport. 

These linked up with the villages� but recently the road 

network has been improved and can be used by both light 

and heavy vehicles. The main roads which cross Al-Ghor 

now are the following: From the Test Bank there is the 
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road from Jerusalem, via Jericho to Amraan, which crosses 

the Jordan river at Allenby Bridge. The road from Haifa 

to Irbid, and eventually on to Baghdad, crosses the Jordan 

river at Jiser al-Majämif ; this is the oldest road 

crossing Al-Ghor, The most important road is now the one 

between Nablus and Irbid; this crosses most of the 

villages of Al-Ghor. It has been improved and widened 

recently so as to take any type of vehicle, and it is now 

the busiest road in the region. 
lk 

Political boundaries and Administrative divisions 

Politically, the eastern side of the Jordan valley is now 

partly in Syria,: Partly- in Jordan, while the west bank is 

at present under Israeli control. Such a division is a 

fairly novel phenomenon, for the Jordan never acted as a 

political boundary until 1923.1 

The Jordanian part of Al-chor is divided into 

three sections administratively& The northern district 

of Al-Shuna Al-Shamaliya, the central one around Al-Nashäri', 

and in the south Al-Shuna Al-Janubiya. Mayors (Mukhtars) 

are found in all the villages of Al-Ghor. The admin- 

istrators of these districts are aPPointed by the 

government,. but the Mayors are appointed by the local 

camm. unities, and each one of them is the representative of 

his village for the district administrators. 

1. Palestine & Transjordan, Geographical Handbook Series, 
on 

on, 1943r P. 401. 
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The Inhabitants 

The term "Gharwarneh" means "inhabitants of the Ghor" 

(Jordan Valley )# and they are, or were, found in this 

form in the upper Jol-rdan region near the former Lake 

Huleh down to the middle Jordan Valley near Beisan, and 
the lower Jordan region in the vicinity of Jericho; 

indeed they have also been found South of the Dead Sea 

in the Ghor as-Safi. 
l 

However, Ghaýrarneh have been found in other' parts 

of Palestine. Oppenheim mentions them as breeders of 

buffalos in the swamps near fAkka, they were once found 

near the Wadi @z-Zerka in the coastal plain, and some 

reportedly lived near the Frank Mountain, south of 

Jerusalem, and near Deir Mar Yuhanna in the same region. 
2 

This study will.. deal only with those Ghawarneh who 

live on the Jordanian side of the Jordan Valley, from 

near 'Aa-asiya in the north down to Al-Shuna Al-Janubiya in. 

the south,, and with whom 

contact. 

the writer has had personal 

Early descriptions of the Ghawarneh 

The earliest possible mention of the Gharrarneh goes back 

to the 12th century. The well known geographer and 

traveller al-Idrisi,, quoted by G. Le Strange, described 

1. M.. F... appeiiheim, Die Beduinen., Vol. 2. Leipzig, 1943. p. 12. 

2. ©ppenheims op. cit. p. 273. 
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the people of Al-Ghor as follows: "Its inhabitants are 
brown-skinned, and some of them are even almost black. "1 

Only in the 19th century,. however,. do references become 

more numerous and detailed. In 1874, H. B. Tristram� in 

his book, The Land of Moab' , said of the Ghawarneh "They 

are an unmanageable and dangerous tribe. "2 Similarly, in 

G. Schumacher,, The Jaul-ant in 1889, referred to the 

Ghavrarndz in not very flattering terms. 3 

G. A. Smith,, in his book "The Historical Geography 

of the Holy Land" described the Ghariarneh, "Within the 

Arab family are differences that approach racial degree. 

The tropical Ghor has engendered, or fostered, a variety 

of Arab, the Ghawarneh, whose frizzled hair and blackened 

skin contrast with the semitic features of the Bedouin of 

the Plateaus. 
4 

The authorbtDaf Trat al-Malarif described Riha (Jericho) 

"The proper inhabitants of Rihawere rated at about fifty 

men or some two hundred souls, but the number had been 

a diminished by the conscription. They are of the Ghawarneh, 

or inhabitants of the Ghor,. a mongrel race between the 

BedWy and Hudhry, disowned and despised of both. 5 

1. G. Le Strange, Palestine under the Moslem, Beirut, 
1956, po 31. 

2. H. B. Tristram,,. The I and of Moab', London, 1874, p. 44-45 
3. G. Scht1macher, The Jaul an, _. 

1$9, London. pp. 60-619 

4. G. A. Smith, The Histor c Geography of the Holy Land, 
London, ist edition, 1894, p. 183. ýýý 

5. Da? irat al-Naf, ärif 
, Encyclopaedia of Knowledge, (in 

7MkMTTr15Y .aa- äßr ii, ßßc Z;?, p. 2 , IBeirut, 
1974, p. 21. 
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Most recently, Yehuda Karmon, in his book "Israel, 

A Regional Geography", writes: "In the 19th century a 

settlement was renewed by the tribes of Ghawarneh, 

comprising a mixture of deserters from the Egyptian army 

of Ibrahim Pasha. They set up a small number of villages 

and organised a form of irrigation for rice and maize. " 1 

The eople 

There are two kinds of people in Al-Ghor: 

1) The inhabitants of Ai-Ghor. 

2) The outsider people, i. e. the people who came 

recently into Al -chor after the - East Ghor Canal has been 

established, and who were attracted by the economic 

possibilities which now exist there. However, this study 

is concerned only with the original inhabitants of Al-Ghor, 

the Ghawarneh. 

The peo, le of Al-Ghor: The communities of Al-chor: m- 

The inhabitants of Al-Gh"or are in their own estimation 

of three kinds: 

a) A1-? ahraar, "the freemen". 

b) The Ghawarneh. 

cý Al-rgbiid, "the slaves". 

However, all these are rated as Ghawarneh in the wider sense,, 

1. Israel, A ReC ional Geography. Yehuda Karmon,. London! 
1971, p. 166. 

x The. names of tribes and individuals are given in the 
transcription used in the main body of the thesis. 
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and the speech of all of them is investigated in this thesis. 

The origin of the tribes in Al-Ghor 

According to what I have heard from my informants,. the 

first people who lived in Al-Ghor were Al-Aiahaadiyae Those 

people came from Syria,. and they fought.. with the people of 

Al-Ghor at that time,. namely the r Adwaan tribe, and the 

1Adwaan tribe drove them away to Syria, and they are still 

there today. The lAdvwaan tribe ruled in Al-Ghor for some 

time, until other tribes ca, me,. namely Bani Saxar. 

With regard to the north part of Al-Ghor, the first 

people who ruled were the tribe of Sxuur al-Ghor. They 

controlled most of that area, and they moved away. After 

them. came the tri be of Al-Buun, the name of their chi ef 

was Misawwi i Abu- Alliban. They ruled for sometime and a 

number of their tribe are still in that area. 

These events happened at the time of Abd al-Hamiid II, 

the Sultan Caliph of the Ottoman Empire. According to my 

informants the Al-Buun tribe originally came from Egypt. 

As for the village near Al-Shüna Al-Shanaliya called 

Al-1Adasiya, the inhabitants of this village were Persians, 

and some of them. are still there. (Al-Shüna Al-Shamaliya 

is the capital of the northern part of Al--Ghoro 

The names of the clans still in Al-Shüna Al -Shan, aliya 

are: - Addheraat, Al-Buun, Ali Ibidiya, Alig, a,; Arrbayi 

The names of the villages and their clans near 
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A1. -Shona A1-Shamaliya are: - 

The village of Al--Baqüra: the clans are Al--Hindaawi, 

Abu 'rAbbaas, Al- tAzzaam., 'Abu 'BAs fad, and 6amlooni. 

The Village of A1-'adasiya: 

and Al- tajam "the Persians" . 

the clans are Al-Waakid 

The names of the other clans which are scattered near 

A1-- Shuia A1-Shamaliya are: - 

A L-Ma raawna , As-Sawaahiin, 

A1--Nagaarba, Adda Laayka 

Majaadla, Aligyaam, 

A1- Hamaamra, 

and Al-Masarga. 

The_s. e tribal sections and clans. in this area are not 

Ghawarneh. They told me that they came from- various 

places, like Egypt, Western Palestine, and East Jordan, 

but from the linguistic aspect, they exhibit on the whole 

the same features as the rest of the Al-chor. (Details 

will be discussed below in the chapter dealing with 

phonology) 

Coming now to the middle part of Al-Ghor,; the main tribal 

gro. upz in these parts are: - Al-ýzaawiyya, Al-Balaawna, 

Al-Ma aalxa, fabbad, Az Znaatiya and A1-Basaatwa. 

These tribes live in various villages,, and we list 

hereafter the tribes,, clans and. the villages in_ which 
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they live: - 

i) Al Gzýyra This tribe consists of several clans 

o. r sub-tribes: 

a) Ad-Dbees At-Twesaat 

d) Al-Baakiir e) A #Zenaat 

gý Al-Rayaarineh h) Al-Xassaan 

i) Al-Qweesim k) Al-Kafarneh 

c) Al-Bawwaati 

f) Al -' aw a am reh 

i) Kanlaan 

1) ?i 'besiy a 

All these clans are not true blood relations to the 

main tribe, except for the clan of Kan"aan - the only one 

which has a genuine blood relation with Al-Gzaawiyya, as 

far as my informants told me; though most of the cGthers 

are of Ghawarneh stock. The other clans, which were at 

that time lacking the elements of protection and finance, 

attached . themselves to Al- zaawiyya, the reason being that 

Al-Gzaavriyya were then affluent and powerful. On the 

other hand, these clans used to live in Al-Ghor before 

Al-ýzaawiyya came to Al-Ghor, and when these clans found 

this tribe they attached themselves to it, and, now they 

consider themselves as part of the main tribe. Indeed 

they share responsibilities with them in every respect as 

if they were descended from them. 

I collected two stories concerning the origin of 

the Al-GzaaWiyya tribe. The first one is from one of its 

members; When I asked him. about the origin of his tribe, 

he told me that it was from. Al-Hijaz (Saudi, Arabia) at 

the time when the Bedouin tribes emigrated from that place. 
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He said, "We came to Jordan,, and lived for a while in 

an area near rAjluun, called Sikhra, and later we carte 

down to Al-Ghor. " 

The other story, which I have been told by most of 

the informants I spoke to, is that Al-Gzaawiyya came 

originally, from Ghazza, and they then went on to Sikhra 

to live there. At that time, there were no inns or guest 

houses where travellers could be put up. However, near 

Sikhra there was a big cave, and the people of Sikhra 

used to put up anyone who came to them in this cave. 

However, it so happened that nobody who spent the night 

there was found alive next morning. The people of 

A1-Gzaavriyya knew of this fact. When a group of Al- 

Gzaawiyya came to this village and were put in this cave 

at night,, the 'chief of the A1-Gza. awiyya stayed awake. 

He saw a big snake coming from. the back of the cave, and 

it went to the water pot (some say milk pot) and drank 

from it, and then spat all it had drunk back into the same 

pot while the chief was watching. Next morning,: he 

warned his people not to drink from this pot, and he 

covered the pot up. During the following night, the same 

thing happened again,. but when the snake drank from the 

same water (or milk) it burst open and died. Then 

suddenly the back of the cave opened, and the Al-Gzaawiyya 

found a treasure there and they took it. So the chief 

vowed to God to make a pilgrimage and asked if any others 

would like to go,. not only from his tribe but also from 
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anywhere else. He did. this for seven or eight years. 

Then some people plotted to kill him., and among these were . 
his deputy and seal-holder, and that is the reason why he 

left his village and went to Al-Ghor. 

2) Al--Balaavrneh 

Al-Hi jäz ( Saudi 

The origin of this tribe is from. 

Arabia , according to a statement made 
to me by one of its members. This is true, because the 

tribe of Al-Balaawneh is a section of Bild which was at 

home originally in Saudi, -Arabia. Here are the clans of 

this tribe: 

a) A1-'Alaawneh b) Az-Zneriaat c) Al-Yasiin. 

d) A1-Xanaatla e) Al-MaXaalda f) Al- *Asaawda 
" 

g) Al-Maraaytia 

Among these, there are three clans who are related in 

blood to the main body of Al-Balaavrneh, namely: 

A1- fAlaawneh., A1-Xanaatla and. A1-MaXaalda, but the 

remaining clans are attached to the main tribe for various 

reasons, similar to those mentioned in the case of 

Al-G zaavriyya. The villages where these clans are at 

present living are: 

aý Q1e'ät b) A1-Harrawiyya c) viagqas 

dý Bseta e} A 1-PIashäri' 

All these clans are settled in Al-Ghor and have bought land 

-niere,, and most of them are now farmers or landowners, and 

workers. 

drat al- larab by Omar Kahhäla,. S afi at Shibh Ja:. 
2nd edition,, 1384 H. 1964 Cairo - pp. 14,213. 
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3)J Aa s 2e. lxa According to the informants, and interviews 

With other people from Al-Ghor, this tribe is the oldest 

tribe in Al-Ghor and they are true Ghawarneh, except for 

one clan. 

The clans which have branched off from this tribe 

are: - 

a) ? ibn S' eef aan 

b) Al -F as'uur 

c) Al-Rabii r 

d) Assn ti 

e) Al-Masaahra 

f) Al-1Alaagnma 

g) 'Admeedaat 

h) Add. a. YY a at 

i) AFiflwaraat 

j) Al-Mifisin 

k) Al-Garaagiir 

they live in Deir (Alla 

they live in Abu {ubayda 

they live in Krayymeh 

they live in Al-Nallaafia 

they live in Deir 'Alla 

I have been told that all these clans are from 

Al-Ghor except for the Al-Faa'uur clan. This clan came 

from Syria, and I have been told by one of its members 

that they still have relatives in that country. 

4) '. Abbaad This tribe lives in Deir 'rAlla. It includes 

a number of clans, namely: - 

a)- Al -X at t al iin b) Al -N "e e. a a at c) Al -dr eesa at 

d) Al-Gananmeh e) A1-Yazjiin f) Al-Manaasiir 

g) Al-Ramaadne 

All these clans live around Deir 'rAlla. 
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5}A l-Znaatiya According to informants, this tribe came 

from western Palestine a long time ago, i. e. the Beisaan 

region. They live in Al-Ghor and they are regarded as 

prominent people in that region. They are not a very big 

tribe, compared with the others, and some people consider 

them as a branch from Al-GzaaWiyya tribe. 

6) Al-Basaatwa This tribe is very old in Al-Ghor, and it 

is believed that it came from Western Palestine, just 

across the river Jordan. 

according to informants. 

They are true Ghawaarneh, 

The main clans of Al-Basaatwa 

are: - 

a) As-s eem.. aat b) As-ýahaayne c) Al-'Amri 

d) Al-Bakkaar e) As4kuur f) Al-Traamsa 
.. 

All these clans live in Al-Ghor, and work thereo 

In addition to the above tribes, there are small 

independent families living in Al-Ghor interspersed here 

and there. 

The list of the tribes and clans I included in 

this thesis coincides to some extent, but by no means 

entirely, with the lists which are given by Oppenheim in 

his book "Die Beduinen". In the case of the Al-BasaatWal 

tribe, Oppenheim mentioned more clans than I was told 

about. In the case of Sxuur al-Ghor2 I have collected 

1. M. J. Oppenheim,, Die Beduinen, Vol 2, Leipzig,. 1943. 

B as aatWa, PP* 33-3T* 

2. Oppenheim, op. cit. Sxuur Al-Ghor p. 193. 
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more names of clans than he did, and in reference to the 
3 

Al-Gzaawiyya} the Al -M asaalxa2 and the Al-B alaWrneh he has 

again mentioned more than I have, but there are some 

tribal groups, the names of which I collected,. which are 

not found in his aforementioned book. 

Not all these Ghawaarneh are to be found in 

Al-Ghor all the time, since during the time of summer 

heat many people migrate to the adjoining hills, and 

Al-Ghor may at that time be almost empty. Conversely,, 

people tend to flock to the Ghor in winter,: when it is 

pleasantly warm compared with the bleak climate of the 

neighbouring hill country. 

The fact that people of African descent tolerate 

summer heat better than other people may have some bearing 

on the frequency of dark skin pigmentation among the 

Ghawaarneh, who tend to be brown or black. 

Relations between all the various tribes mentioned 

are no longer hostile; they no longer fight each other as 

they used to, partly because of the existence of strong 

government,, and education in the region. However, social 

distinctions still exist; for instance, the bigger tribal 

groups consider themselves as notable people distinct 

1. M. J. Oppenheim, r. Die Beduinen, Vol 2, Leipzig, 1943. 
Al-6 zaITLYYa, PP " 19 -197 

" 

2. Oppenhei. m, op. cit. pp. 199-200. 

3. Oppenh'eim, O. cit. pp. 201. 
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frorq the others,; partly because they have more land and 

money than the others, and when a government representative 

cones to visit Al-Ghor he will be met by these people first 

and discuss with them affairs in general and matters 

involving other groups as well. 

a 

R 
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Structure of the Community 

All the people of Al-Ghor are sedentary., they no 

longer live in tents, except temporarily near their own 

land at the time of active cultivation. City dwellers 

call them "FallaHii. n. " or "Ghawarneh", and think them 

unused to modern ways of life, like entertainments such 

as the cinema. In fact the lifestyle of the people of 

Al-Ghor is very traditional. Thus the women of Al-Ghor 

do not go out of their houses without covering their 

heads, according to Islamic Lav1, but they go out and work 

in the fields alongside the men. As far as social 

structure is concerned,, their life is more or less like 

the life of Bedouins, Each tribe in Al-Ghor has a chief 

or sheikh, who is responsible for everything. If any- 

thing happens to a clansman, he goes and discusses 

matters with him. Also each clan is usually represented 

by a Mukhtar or Mayor, whose position is vulnerable and 

his support often comes from his own clan, but he is not 

as important as the chief of the tribe. 

The people of the clan are blood relatives, and 

they call- themselves k: wlaad Al-"Amm "Sons of the cousin", 

ox luzum. Since they are blood relations, if anything 

happens such as the need to pay compensation for the 

killing of one of them,, all. the clan will- bear the 

consequences,. and the big tribe will help too. Awlaad 

Al-'Amm. perform. an important function of social control. 
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It is immediately implicated in cases of honour, e. g. 

murder,, assault, adultery, and several other things 

committed against any member of the group. For this, 

the wholle kinsgroup has to contribute towards the truce 

and blood money demanded by the victim's kinsgroup. 

This contribution has also to be made by the rest of the 

tribe to whom the group is related. 

Although the tribes of the Al-Ghor and their clans 

were not originally all linked to each other by blood,. as 

I mentioned above,, soon these clans all considered them- 

selves members of the tribe whose name they have adopted, 

and they f ulf,: ill their duties towards the tribe as if 

they were their true relations. 

However,, there are a few independent families here 

and there, but they do not go out of their tribal circle,. 

and its traditional way of life. That is to say, if 

anything happens to a member of one of these families; 

he will go straight to the chief of a neighbouring clan 

P and discuss the problem with him. The relationship of 

the members of each family which consist of parents, 

brothers and sisters are close to each other, and when a 

young man gets married he does not like to go away from. 

his parents' home, so that he may be able to help his 

parents in their work. Each chief has a big room called 

Dinaan or Madaaf a "guest house", where the people gather 

together to drink coffee, and discuss the affairs of the 
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tribe or other tribes, or any events which happen between 

them and other tribes; or even government issues. The 

chief has the final- word on all these matters. If the 

chief dies, it is more likely his son will take over, if 

he appears capable, otherwise the dead chief's brother 

o. r the next of kin will fill the vacant place. To deal. 

with tribal affairs is not an easy task,. but it needs a 

respectable man who has experience in this field. 

Marriage Customs 

The people of the Al-Ghor, Ghawarneh, like many 

other Arab groups, tend to get married rather than to 

stay single,. if they have the means, This is because the 

more sons a man has, the more power and influence he has. 

Furthermore,. they like to have many children in order to 

help in the fields, and in other matters. 

If a person has no sons from. his first wife, he 

will- marry again in order to have sons. I noticed this 

when doing my fieldwork,. and I met people who have more 

than one wife - two or even three- and they are proud of 

their sons, For example, I met one informant who told 

me that he has twenty sons and daughters from three wives, 

and in addition ten other children who died, 

The Steps of Marriage 

The first rule for a man when he wants to get 

married is that he should marry his cousin- (bint Al-ramm) 

"his father's brother's daughter" if he has one, if not 

he should marry the next of kin to his cousin, because 
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they do not like to marry outsiders. From the girl's point 

of view it is the same case. 

Exceptional cases occur, like elopment. If a man - 

wants to marry a girl and there are obstacles from. his or 

her Parents,: the only Way is to elope with her, but these 

cases are very,, very rare. 

The first step in marriage after a man has somehow 

I 

managed to see the girl in question, is that his father 

sends a man (Taaris or wasTt)1 The task of this man is to 

get things going, and to tell the girl's family about the 

potential groom and his position and other 
, 
things about 

him. The bride's father will tell. him "Go now and we 

will send somebody to inform you about our decision. " 

The long discussion might . take several hours or days. 

The girl's father will then consult his wife and his sons, 

brothers and other close relatives, and they mention the 

matter to the girl. If all of them agree to give her to 

that man,, they will send a messenger to the groom's father 

to tell him that they agree to give their daughter to his 

son. 2 The girl's consent is not vital, but she normally 

agrees with the decision of her father. 

Once the groom's father has received the nevis that 

1. Marriage Conditions in Palestinian villa es, 
by. H.. Grangvist, vol. ^6. Helsingfors,: 1935, P. 9" 

2. Granqvist, op. cit. p. 12. 
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the other side has agreed to give their daughter in 

marriage, he announces this to all his clan, friends and 

neighbours. On the next day,, the groom's father gathers 

together his relatives and the notable people from his 

clan (called J aha) and tribes y and they go to the girl's 

house to negotiate the marriage payment and other things. 

On their arrival at the house,, the father serves 

them coffee,. and everybody puts his cup in front of him.. 

The chief or representative of this group will say, in 

front of all of them, "0 Abu F'Zaan (Oh father of so and 

so) we came to ask you for the girl's hand for our son,, 

and we will. not drink this coffee until you give us your 

word. " Then the girl's father will say, "I give you my 

word. " i. e. I give my daughter to your son. 

These things are done in a fairly formal way. Then 

they drink coffee. and they start to negotiate the payment 

or dowry (mahar). Finally they agree. 

I would like to explain what mahar (dowry) is: - 

There are two kinds of mahar; the first one is called 

Mahar Mu 1aj jal, the second is called Mahar Mu? ajjale 

According to Islamic Lavr, the mahar ought to be paid to 

the girl, but her father will take it on her behalf, or 

if her father is not alive her elder brother, or her uncle 

or a legal guardian (wakiil). The amount of money depends 

on various factors. A poor man cannot afford a very large 

sum,. unlike a rich man who can afford to pay a lot. The 

i. e. speedy or delayed bridal payment. 
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first,. Mahar MU'ajjal, the groom's father should pay 

imnediately after the agreement; but the second, Nahar 

Mu? aj j al.,. will be paid if anything should happen bet-�een 

the groom and the bride, e. g. divorce. The Mahar used to 

be in terms of land, houses or livestock (sheep, goats and 

cows), but nowadays it is mainly money, or a combination 

of one of the aforementioned and money. 

The next morning, the groom gathers together his 

friends and starts "Ta'liil'f spending several nights 

dancing and singing, usually between five and seven days, 

and he slaughters sheep or goat or whatever, he is able to 

offer, He invites everybody including the chief of his 

tribe. At this stage, the groom's father pays some of the 

tM ahar al-MM u1 aj j al, to the girl's father, and they recite 

the Fatiha, i. e. the opening chapter of The Holy Qurän. 

'This arrangement is called a "Khutba" engagement. After 

that,; if the groom wants to marry a few days later, he 

will- ask his father to make "aqd al-nikah) 
l 

The groom's father will ask the Iman, or the 

m. a? duun, to conduct the marriage. When the Imam arrives 

at the girl's house, everybody sits down,, including the 

groom's father and the girl's father and two male witnesses. 

After that,. the Irnaim starts to conduct the marriage; the 

1. Marriage Conditions in a ales tinian V X11 age, by 

H. Granavist, Vol. - to e1SI - ioT i , P. 25 
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girl's father and the groon's father put their hands 

together and the Imam says to the girl. 's father, "Do 

you give your daughter in marriage to the son of so and 

so? " The Ima. mentions the amount of the mahar. 

The girl's father replies, "Yes", and the Iman 

asks the groom's father,, "Do you accept this offer? " 

and the Imam repeats the same question,, and he says "Yes", 

and within this the ImoiL has completed the ceremony, 

There must be a declaration of intention from both sides 

(? i j aab) and (Qabuul ),, after that both sides sign the 

paper along with the witnesses. 

On the Wedding Day, the groom's father gathers 

a 

together his people from his own clan who will proceed in 

a procession of cars to the bride's house, accompanied by 

music (Zaffa) and fireing into the air. When they arrive, 

the girl's father and his people will meet them with 

delight and joy. The girls who accompanied the groom's 

ather will go to the house and take the bride, and put 

her into the car, together with the mather and sisters of 

both the groom and the bride, and then they go around the 

area for one or two hours. Finally, they go to the groom's 

home and the women put the girl on a dais where she sits 

down. They sit together while the people sing. After a 

while, the relatives leave the bride a, nd bridegroom, and 

everyone goes home. 

As .I mentioned before, the people of Al-Ghor are 
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classified into three classes: - 

a) Al-? ahrar b) the Ghaw7arneh c) Al-'abiid 41 

According to what I have heard from the people of 

Al-chor, and particularly from those who are concerned 

with the Al-? ahrar, people do not give or take in marriage 

members of the Ghawarneh and labiid in almost any circum. 

stances. Very few such cases happen where elopment is 

concerned. On the other hand, the Ghawrarneh people in 

principle do not give their girls in marriage to ' abiid 

but a few cases may occur. However, these customs now 

tend to disappear, though very slowly. Indeed the 

Gharwarneh people do not go and ask others, i. e. Al-? ahrar 

for marriage, because they know what the answer will be. 

I myself talked to some people from Al-? ahrar 41 

dr 

about this subject, and I mentioned that such restrictions 

were agains-t Islam.,, I was given the answer "yes, but such 

marriages outside the customary restrictions here have 

never occurred before in our forefather's time.. " 

Circumcision tuhuuý 

As an Islamic practice, every Muslim child should 

be circumcised,, but the time of circumcision differs with 

the people concerned. Some people circumcise their sons 

a few days after birth, others do it after a while -say 

a month - but mainly they do it when the child is very 

young (less than a year). In Al-Ghor the circumcision 

is turned into a small ceremony. S7hen the father wants 
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to circumcise his child,. he announces this among his 

f araily and his close relatives, and a small group of 

people Will attend, including women. They will. send to 

the circumciser to come to the place concerned. The boy 

is dressed in a white garment,; when the circuniciser starts 

operating the women start singing "Oh circumciser, do not 

hurt him., mind your hand, do not be harsh on him,, and so 

on .... " The circumcision ceremony is not very big 

compared with the marriage. At the end of the operation, 

the boy's father slaughters a sheep or goat, or distributes 

sweets, depending on his economic situation. The whole 

festival may last about a day or two. The boy will. stay 

at home until his wound is healed. During this time his 

father receives guests who will wish the boy all the best. 

Nowadays, the circumcision is often done in hospital when 

the child is born,, and then there is no ceremony. 

Food and Hospitality 

The main food eaten by the people of the Al -Ghor 

is bread, rice, meat and sour milk. Now they will- also 

eat vegetables because they produce them. When a stranger 

comes to a house in the A1--Ghor, the host greets him, and 

offers hire a cup of coffee. He asks him if he has had 

anything to eat,: and if the guest said "yes" the host 

would ask hint to swear by God that he had eaten. If the 

guest swore,;. then- the host would serve him tea and some 

small snacks, but usually the host does not ask the guest 

UNIVERSITY 
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whether he has eaten or not because he considers this as 
reflecting an the dignity of the host. Normally,, the 

host prepares a meal for the guest,, the style of which 

depends on his situation. If he is not rich, he offers 

meat, chicken, butter, bread, eggs,. yoghurt, honey, and 

some other things. If the host is rich enough, he will. 

especially slaughter a sheep or goat and make a "Mansaz "' 

sour milk, and pinenuts on' the top. It is prepared as 

(, Jordanian dish) which consists of meat, bread, rice and 

follows: - 

After the meat and rice are cooked and the bread baked, 

a big tray is brought. First the bread is Placed on the 

tray. 9, on top of the bread is placed rice and on top of 

the rice the meat. One must put the head of the sheep or 

goat in the middle of the tray. At this stage, nuts are 

fried and put on top of the whole dish or tray; then the 

sour milk, after boiling it until it thickens, is poured 

over as gravy. Before the host presents the dish, a man 

will- go to the guests and other visitors to allow them 

to wash their hands. He starts first with the guest and 

then the visitors, if the visitors are invited in the 

guest's honour. After they have all washed their hands, 

two people go out and bring in the dish. When they start 

eating the host must serve the guest first. The host 

refuses to eat until all-- the guests have eaten. While 

they are eating someone sits near the chief guest and puts 
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Meat in front of hin and the guest should not refuse this. 

After the meal they all go and rash their hands, and then- 

drink coffee, tea, and if there are any fruits the host 

will. bring them. Then one of the visitors will ask the 

permission of the host to have the guest for a meal at 

his own home. If the host agrees, he will go, otherwise 

he will stay until- the guest finishes whatever he came to 

do. 

Coffee Pre aration 

Making Arabic coffee is an intricate affair. Coffee is 

one of the important elements in the social life of the 

Bedouins,; as well as in all parts of the Arab world, and 

in particular in Al-Ghor. Many poets wrote about coffee, 

describing it as the most important thing to indicate that 

a certain man is very generous, and the man who does not 

make coffee is no longer thought so and they consider 

him. a miser. For these reasons, a man must make coffee 

and he is proud of it. The musical sound of the n_ihbaas 

(wooden porter for pounding coffee beans) around the 

vicinity and the smell- of the coffee make him f eel elated. 

The preparation of coffee involves many stages and here we 

will describe the main stages. 

The coffee pots are four in number, and they are 

called dlaal. l 
The largest one is called tabaax "boiler" 

16 The Manners and Customs of the Rwa1a Bedouins, - by A-. 

-M1u. si1,.. -News York, 1928, p. 100 - 



and `it must be clean. The man who makes the coffee places 

it by the fire, whilst rinsing out the other three pots, 

and then pours their contents into the largest one. Then 

he takes about one pound of coffee beans, puts it in the 

miIimaasah "hot plate" and roasts them. When the coffee 

beans turn brown, he lifts the plate and puts the coffee 

aside into the barraad "wooden plate" specifically used 

mihbaas or nijir1(wooden m. orter) and pounds the coffee. 

When the rhythmical sound of the pounding is produced by 

for cooling coffee. Then he puts the coffee in the 

the mihbaas, everybody in the vicinity will. hear it,, and 

there is a real artistry in making the sound of pounding. 

After he has pounded the coffee into small granules, he 

takes it out of the mihbaas. By this time,, the largest 

pot has started boiling and he puts the coffee he has 

already pounded into it, and starts boiling it for at 

least one hour. Then he lifts the pot aside for a while 

until the residue settles, he then pours the coffee into 

the second pot, and lets it boil for at least 45 minutes, 

after which' he removes it,, and allows it to settle, and 

he pours the contents into the third pot and boils it for 

half an hour. At the same time he puts into the mihbaas 

some grains of spice known as Caldamcnr and pounds them 

also. When the third pot has boiled and is ready, he puts 

1. The Manners and Customs of the vr , la Bedouins, by Ai, 
Tiusil, New York, 19 28 . P- 101- 
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the coffee into the fourth pot, called bakkraj,. and he 

adds the cardamom into the coffee and boils it for five to 

ten minutes. Then he puts the fourth pot by the fire to 

let its contents settle. After five minutes, the coffee 

is ready to serve, and he will pour it out for the guests 

into small cups called f anajiin. 

SU "peacemaking" 

Sulhi means peacemaking: this term is used by most tribes 

in Al-Ghor. The tribes have a saying "? As_sü1hSayyid 
. 

al-afTkaam" i. e. "peace is better than all. verdicts given 

by courts", and there is a similar saying "? A cults yamliai 

al j°urhi" which means "peace heals the wound". For that 

all cases disputed may be solved by sulfa. 

Peace based on sulk agreement usually takes place 

in cases of murder, honours and also other matters. Tribal 

jurisdiction is an important principle generally accepted 

among the tribes, and tribes have judges to deal with any 

matter occuring within the tribe or even outside it, and 

judges may even be consulted by another tribe about their 

own problems. 

"Sulft" peacemaking occurs when somebody kills a 

Person from another tribe. The murderer will go to his 

own clan and tells them. about his crime. The clan will 

then inform. the chief and the rest of the tribe. The 

culprit's tribe will. seek an influential tribe in that 

area; if they do not find one they will go to another 
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area until they find one suitable and willing to act on 

their behalf. The murderer and his tribe then seek 

sanctuary1 with that tribe. 

The tribe offering sanctuary and mediation will 

then go: to the victim. 's tribe and notify them of the 

murderer and his tribe being now under their protection 

"duxla", and their having undertaken this obligation. 

After that the culprit's tribe Will pay money " mal 

al-doom ", literally "sleeping camel" or "1atvwra" - "payment" 

that is a certain preliminary sum which is given to the 

victim's tribe so as to enable the culprit's tribe to 

continue living in the area. The people who deliver the 

payment are the tribe giving sanctuary. Before they pay 

the money,. the tribe giving sanctuary gather all the 

notable people in their own tribe, and go as "j ha"' to the 

victim-'s tribe,, together with a representative from the 

culprit's tribe. The chief and other notable people fromm 

the victim's tribe will receive them; they sit down and 

he pours out coffee. The tribe giving s antuary will not 

drink the coffee until they have reached an agreement for 

peace between the murdered man's tribe and the culpr . t's 

tribe. When they have agreed they all drink coffee and 

the tribe offering sanctuary pays over the "atwa"" After 
G 

this they discuss all the arrangements; that is the victim's 

ýý 

1. Arab Village, R. T. Jntoun, London, 1972. p. p. 41-42 
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tribe agrees to make peace with the culprit's tribe 

against the payment of '9)iyya"- "blood money". Thereafter 

the chief of the victim's tribe will ask for "Kafiil_ W7, afa" 

and "' Kafiil Daf a". The first one is someone who is a 

guarantor for the outstanding financial commitments, which 

will. be given to the victim's tribe after the peace has 

become effective. The o±her one is to guarantee that 

nobody from the victim's tribe will attack the culprit's 

after peace has been established. When they have "appointed 
these two people, they start to negotiate about the money. 

The chief of the victim's tribe will first ask for a 

staggering sum of money. The role of the chief of the 

sanctuary tribe is to reduce this sum; he will try very 

hard and at last they all agree about the sum of money to 

be paid. The "Kafiil al-, Daf a" will then go to the culprit's 

tribe and inform. them about the agreement,, and he will bring 

the assassin to the victim, 's tribe under his own protection. 

He will. take him.. to the place where they are all sitting 

with his ". (igae, l" - "head rope" - around his neck, to prove 

that all the tribe accept the requirement for payment. The 

chief of the victim's tribe will then take the 'igaal frort. 

the murderer's neck and put it on his head, and they all 

shake hands and kiss each other. After that, the victim's 

tribe and the sanctuary. giving tribe, and also the culprit's 

tribe, go to have the meal which is ready for them; they 

drink coffee, and go away with all enmity forgotten. 
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2-e ath 

When a person dies in the tribe, the rest of the tribe will 

be informed about the death. When the news reaches other 

tribes they, send delegations to attend the funeral, and 

offer their condolences to the dead man's tribe. Then the 

Iman,, or the religious leader in that area, will come and 

wash the corpse with the help of other people,, and wrap 

him_ in a white shroud,, and put perfume on him,, and place 

him_ in the coffin. During this time some people from the 

dead mar's tribe go to the cemetery and dig a grave for 

hire.. When they have finished the digging, the Imam and 

most of the people attending go to the Mosque and pray 

over the dead body. It is not the usual prayer, but a 

prayer called ". funeral prayer", 71hich is conducted with 

all the people standing. When they finish praying they 

. 
take the body to the cemetery, some people carry the coffin 

and the rest of the people walk behind it. While they are 

walking they chant "laa ? ilaah ? ilalla" - "There is no God 

except Alla". If the women want to go with the funeral 

procession they walk behind the men,. wailing and lamenting 

over him. When they reach the cemetery they put the dead 

body down on the ground, and they look at the grave to see 

if it is alright. They place the dead body in the grave 

with his face towards the qibla, i. e. "towards Mecca", and 

draw aside the cloth covering his face. The grave in 

which the body is lying is roofed over with pieces of wood, 
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and then all-the mourners put soil on top of the roof and 
fill up the grave. After that, the Imam si ll once more 

pray for the dead man and the rest of the people will say 

"Amiin". Thereafter, everybody will offer his condolences 

to the relatives of the dead person immediately after his 

burial, saying "al bagiYYa fi tiayaatak" i. e. "may what 

remains be added to your life". After that, a clan from 

the same tribe will invite the relatives for a meal; they 

will continue inviting them for- at least seven days. When 

the period of mourning is over, then everything returns to 

0 normal, and the relatives of the dead man will receive 

condolences fromm: his tribe and others. 

The grave will be visited regularly, especially on 

Thursdays, mainly by women. Tombs are normally only 

erected for rich people whose families wish to do this. 

In the case of a Woman's funeral; women Will Wash the body, 

but the burial is carried out by the men, as is the praying 

and all other parts of the ritual. 

Al-. Gho rat the P res Present tine, 

When the East Ghor Canal project was founded, it attracted 

many people from outside Al-Ghor,, as well as from its native 

dwellers,; especially when the government granted the farriers 

land to cultivate and to oven, known as "plant units". The 

people of Al-Ghor are much more prosperous now than before, 

because Al-Ghor is considered as the "green life-line" of 

Jordan, as well as for export outside the country. 
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° Because of its ir. 7)ortance, the -overnment started 

to provide Al--Ghor with all the facilities which it 

required. Essential services were provided, including 

electricity, telecommunications, and transport. The Ghor 

is now linked by a goad road sys ter. I with Amman, and Irbid, 

The government also established agricultural narkets in. 

certain places in Al-Ghor to enable the farmers to bring 

in. their products and sell- them, and for the outside 

buyers to come to Al-chor, Regional government facilities, 

including courts,, branches of certain ministries and 

licensing offices, are located in three administrative 

centres along the Ghor. 
1 

The occupations of the people of Al -chor vary. 

Some of them are workers, but the majority are farmers and 

land owners, and some are professionals, such as teachers 

or officials for the government,. serving in the army, 

police� etc. 

Each village has a separate school for boys and for 

girls,, elementary and preparatory, but secondary schools 

are located in the big towns only. The school programme 

includes all the subjects which are found in schools in 

Jordan in general. 

The percentage of illiterate people in Al-chor is 

now very low compared with what it was a few years ago. 

1. Jordan, Ministry of ItLf ar i , tioM, London, 1978, 
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Most of the young people at least know how to read and 

Write, and some of the people even become University, students. 

The standard Arabic,., therefore, is daily affecting the 

spoken dialect of the younger people. 

The health service is -also active in Al-Ghor. It 

is administratively divided into five distbicts, 
_ based on 

the population size, and within each health service district; 

there is a medical centre staffed by two doctors, which 

provides emergency beds, x-ray facilities and laboratories. 

The people of Al-Ghor now live in houses and no 

longer in tents, unless they desire to have a vacation 

somewhere near their land when they erect a tent, otherwise 

all the people build houses. Depending on the economic 

situation of a man, he has the choice of stone or concrete. 

Mosques are found in every village, and tombs and other 

religious sites have been preserved, e. g. M. ul'aaft Bin Jabal, 

Abu "ubaydah 'raai1er ? ibn al-JarraaIi. 

The latter is mainly visited by older folk, 

especially women, on Thursdays and Fridays, and it is 

common practice to light small "vigil" lamps or candles. 
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PART I PH0 11 0L0GY 

Introduction. 

In this chapter we present the main phonological 

features of Al-Ghor dialect. The treatment of euch 

z eatures in this study is intended to convey what is 

essential only p, and it is not intended to be exhaustive 

or comprehensive beyond this point. 

For convenience of. presentation,, the facts of 

Al-Ghor phonology will be given where possible in_ the 

form of rules relating Al-chor forms to those of classical 

Arabic. In general,, the difference between classical 

Arabic and Al-Ghor dialect forms can be classified into 

the fo . wing cases: 

sounds (e. g. affrication of k -4 c in ceef,, presence of 

omission (e. g. the glottal s top in ? axaýa --. > xaf. a) 

re, placement (e. g. /? / --- 3/ ý/ in s: a? al --> sa lra1) 

and. ntodif ication. of certain phonetic features to other 

secondary emphasis in certain consonants, such as ? arba'). 

These are exemplified in what follows. 

It will be noted that in the case of certain sounds 

(e. g. k variation may be permitted between two or more 

pronunciations of the same form; where possible a statement 

of relative frequency of the variants has been made. This 

kind of variation. does not appear to be connected with the 

existence of separate dialect co. rlmunities within. Al-chor; 

but pronunciation- of the definite article does distinguish 

between all the Ghawarneh} and the non-Ghawarneh. 
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Glottal StoZ 

The glottal stop in Al-Ghor dialect shows interest- 

ing features. As is shown below, the glottal stop is 

retained in certain contexts, and elided or replaced by 

another sound in other specifiable contexts. 

I. An initial glottal stop is elided in the following cases: - 

a) The glottal stop after the definite article /al/ which 

in turn has different realisations. e. g. 

Classical Arabic Ghor Dialect 

? ai ? ayyaam --3 liyyam "the days" 

?a ? ingliiz --ý langaiiiz "the English people" 

7 al ? and 1 ard. "the land" 

b) In the question-word /? ayn/ "where", the glottal stop 

is replaced' by labio-velar-semi-vowel lw/ e. g. 

7 a, yn -'! weep "where"? 

c) If the glottal stop is immediately preceded by a 

consonant in connected speech it is elided. e. g. 

gult +? ana --3 gultana "I s aid" 

haar, + ? innu zeen-4 haadannuzeen "this is good" 

d) The glottal stop of the nominal , adjectival/ Pattern 

"? af fal" tends to disappear if the medial consonant is 

/x% or /h/ or / ý, e. g. 

"red" ? atmar ý am ar 
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Classical Arabic 

? a'ma 

? axdar 

Ghor Dialect 

-ý f am a 

---> x ad ar 

"blind. " 

"green" ° 

In certain cases the glottal stop is however retained as 
in certain proper names, e. g. 

? aim ad -4 7 afire ad 

e) The initial glottal stop is elided in the verbal forms 

of two common verbs of the type "fa'al", where the 

initial consonant is a glottal stop and the medial is 

or /x/, viz 

? axada --4 

? akala --ý 

f) An imperfect first pers 

beginning with a glottal 

when a prefix /b/ or m% 

b+ ? atk ur ---ý 

b+ ? adaxxin 

m a+ ? ark ab 

xada "to take" 

kala "to eat" 

on singular "non-past tense" 

stop loses the glottal stop 

is added, e. g. 

ba1kur "I remember" 

-4 badaxxin 

-4 m ark ab 

"I smoke" 

"I do not want to ride" 

g) An initial glottal stop is elided in the plural forms 

("broken" or "sound") of certain nouns denoting kinship 

where the firsts consonant of the singular form is 
, ýIý 

or /x/ e. g. 
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Classical Arabic 

? axwaali 

? axawaati 

?a 'maami 

Ghor Dialect 

---ý xavraa li 

-UI- -> xawaati 

---4 ? am a am i 

"my uncles" 

"ny sisters" 

"paternal uncles" 

hý In' the lexical item /? ibi l/ "cai. els", the initial glottal 

stop is elided, and /? ibi l/ becomes /-bi7. 

II. Medial. Glottal. Stop. 

a) In cases of the occurence of the glottal stop in words 

consisting of one syllable and whose structure is "cv? c", 

and also in words which have more than one syllable and 

in which the glottal stop closes a syllable and is 

fo]il: owed. immediately by another consonant which begins 

the next syllable, the glottal stop is replaced by a 

compensating lengthening of the preceding vowel. 

1) one-syllable word: e. g. 

ra? s ----ý raas "head" 

jilt -. ---ý jut "I came" 

ra? y ----J raai, "opinion" 

2) Words or forms of more than one syllable. e. g. 

ra? suh --- raasu "his head" 

ma?. uun_ ----ý maauun "licensed" 

b) The glottal stop of the verb /sa? al/ "to ask" and 

some of its derivatives is replaced by the voiced 

pharyngal fricative %r/ e. g. 
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Classical, Arabic 

s a? al 
su? aal 

m as ? ala 

Chor Dialect 

-ý sa'al "he asked" 

-4 su'aal "Question" 

---ý mas'ala "affair" 

c) In plurals of the form /mafaa'il/, where the pre-final 

consonant is a glottal stop, the glottal stop is 

repllaced by /yJ. Similarly, in active participles 

adjectives of the form /faa"il, /, where the medial 

consonant is a glottal stop, it is replaced by a , 
%y/ 

glide as shown in the examples at (i) and (ii) below. 

9 

i) q abaa? il --4 gabaayil "tribes" 

galaa? id -4 galaaYid "necklaces 

A to 
asaa? ir -4 'agaayir "clans" 

ii) xaa? if xaayif "afraid" 

qaa? id -4 gaayid "leader" 

III. Final. Glottal Stop, 

a) No final glottal st op occ urs in Al-Ghor dialect, except 

in the word /la? / " no". Otherwise it is elided, e. g. 

x. aiaa? --4 xala "open land" 

balaa? -4 bala "defect" 

jaa? -> Jaa "he came" 

b) It is worth noting that t he Classical Arabic /rlaa? j 

"water" occurs in Al-Ghor as /r1avYajK or ffoyya7'. 
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These dialectal forms differ from the classical Arabic 

form not merely in respect of elision of the glottal 

stop but also in respect of the entire syllabic structure. 

The retention of the Glottal Stop 

The glottal stop is retained in the following positions: - 

a) Words beginning with a glottal stop, whether it is a 

radical or an augment retain the glottal stop if they 

initiate the utterance. e. g. 

? ism_i "my name" 

? awwal "at first" 

b) 

C) 

Sim: ilarly,, in the first person singular verb forms, e, g. 

? aruut "I arm going" or "I will go" 

Similar y, in the imperative form, e. g. 

?i dbati "kill" 

? israb 

d) 

to the definite article /al/. e. g. 

? al Boor or "the Ghor" 
? aar 

"d. rink" 

At the beginning of an utterance, this applies even. 

/? / is similarly retained in some nouns of relationship 

in such conditions, e. g. 

7 ib: in "son" 

?. mot "sister" 

e) The glottal stop ist in. such c ircum. s tanc es ,, not elided 

in elative. forms,. e. g. 

? al saf "better" 

? akbar "bigger" 
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f) The glottal stop after pause is not elided in the 

relative pronouns. e. g. 

haada-? illi ma' aay "that is what I have got" 

Note that the glottal stop in the expression /la? innu/ 

"because" is retained by the informant 9. 

Ill, I/ 

/b/ is a voiced, bilabi als plosive. There are two 

vari ants of /b, in this di alect, one of these is non- 

emphatic A r, and the other is emphatic /b/. 

i) Non-emphatic /b/ 

initial: beet "house" 

medial : sirbat 

final : tiabb 

Emphatic fb/ 

initial: bug ar 

medlial : ? arba'a 

final. : ýabb 

li ty 
S 

The consonant It As a voiceless, den 

emphatic,; plosive. The sound , 
't J in 

similar to the Classical Arabic /t/. 

initial: taajir 

medial : hatam. 'alee 

final teehiat 

"she drank" 

"seeds/he loved" 

"cows" 

"f our" 

"settled" 

ti-alveolar,; non- 

Al -Gho r dialect is 

e. g. 

"merchant" 

"forced him" 

"she called" 

Occasionally, the Classical Arabic 
,, 
/t/ is replaced by 
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the sound /d/ in this dialect. e. g. 

burtuc aal -4 birdgaan/burudgaan "oranges" 

It . {. it 

The consonant /i/ is a voiceless, dental, non-sulcal, 

fricative. e. g. 

initial: taiaa Ciin "thirty" 

medial : katiir "plenty" 

final nu irul "I/we plough" 

There are apparently no cases where /t/is replaced, by /t/ 

or /f/. ° 

UjII 

/j/ 'is a voiced, palato-alveo , affricate. There are two 
G 

phonemes corresponding to Classical /j/, one is non- 

emphatic /j/, and the other is emphatic / j/. e. g. 

" i) Non-emphatic /j// 

initial: jid. di "my grandfather" 

medial: wi jih " "f ace" 

final : nahaj "he vent away" 

ii) Emphatic /j/ 

initial: jarba "m. angy" 

medial : ? iti j aar `stones" 

final :b raj "coffee pot" 

However,,. replacement of /j/ by the sound occurs 

occasionally in this dialect, e. g. 

jazMa -4' 
cazma "shoes/boot" 
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0 

uhtU 

0 

ý iý is a voiceless, pharyngal, fricative. There are two 

variants of this consonant, one is non-emphatic, and the 

other is emphatice 

i) Non-emphatic /1i/ e. g. 

initial: halaal 

medial ; sahab 

final :"c ibahi 

ii) Emphatic /1i/ 
's e. g. 

initial. tool 
. 

medial : 1aý am 

final rank 

"allowed" 

"pulled" 

"he slaughtered" 

"year" 

"meat" 

"he went" 

"rxIt 

The consonant /x/ is a voiceless, uvular, fricative. 

There are two variants of /X/ in Al-Ghor dialect, one is 

non-emphatic , 
fix/ and the other is enphatic fx, . 

i) Non- eiph ati c , x/ 

initial: xirib "ruined" 

medial -a yixsar "to lose" 

final naax 

ii) Emphatic /x/ e. g. 

initial: xoox . 

medial il axe am- 

final taxi 

" to halt for a rest" 

"peach" 

"to hit" 

"he fired" 
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tad IT 

The /d/ sound is a voiced, denti-alveolar, non--emphatic, 

plosive. It is similar to the /d/ sound in Classical 

Arabic, e. g. 

initial : dool a 

medial : gadiim 

final waahad. 

"government" 

"o1d" 

"one", 

The Arabic word /da j aaj/ "hens" occurs in Al-Ghor di al_ect 

as f jaaj , where the consonant /d, is elided, this form 

is used by most of the informants. 

r, d it 

The consonant /$/is a voiced-denti-alveolar-non-sulcal, 

non--erphatic, fricative, e. g. 

initial: 

medial 

Lb 
ah 

haadi 

final : naaXil 

"to kill" 

"this" 

"we take" 

The Classical Arabic word ihaata/ "this" occurs in 

Al-Ghor dialect as /haada, / where the /t/ sound -becones 

ýý, /. This form is generally used by great number of the 

infornants,. otherwise they reserve the sound /a/ as we 

mentioned above in the example. 

The Arabic word /baadinjaan; / "egg-plant" occurs in Al-Ghor 

dialect as /beedinjaanr? or Jbeetinjaan/, where the 

sound becomes or /t/ and it is probably due to folk- 

etymology "egg-plant": since /beeil/ means egg. 
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Il r It 

e 

The sound /r/ is voiced, alveolar, tapped. There are two 

phonemes corresponding to classical /r/, one is non- 

emphatic /r/, and the other is emphatic /r/ e. g. 

i) Non-emphatic /r/ 

initial: riifl "wind-" 

medial :' iris "wedding" 

" 
final biir "well" (of water) 

i i) Emphatic /r/ 

The /r/ sound occurs- as an emphatic in the neighbour- 
. 

hood of a back vowel, or if an emphatic consonant like 

or ld! precedes or follows it, e. g. 

initial: raa'i "shepherd-" 

medial : marad "sickness" 

final : saar "became" 
.. 

If Z, n 

This consonant is voiced,, dento-alveolar sulcal, fricative 

e. g. initial: 

medial : 

final. 

zaar 

ma zyuuna 

rakaz 

ns to 

"to visit" 

"beautiful" 

"to fix" 

The consonant /s/ is a voiceless, denti-alveolar, sulcal,, 

non-emphatic,, fricative. e. g. 

initial: sikan "he lived" 

m. edial_ = kasa "he clothed. " 

f ina 1.;. 
_ 

naf as "breath" 

Some words which in. classical Arabic contain /s/ are 
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pronounced in Al--Chor dialect with an emphatic /s/ sound 

e. g.. falastiin. "Pales tine" 

tue rug 

salax 

aS It 

"you steal" 

"to unskin" 

The consonant /s/ is voiceless, alveo--palatal, 1 suical, fricativa 

e. g. initial: saai "t0 left" 

medial : yas iac- "to ask for" 

final hasiis "grass! " 

tos fi 
0 

The /ýS/ sound is a voiceless,, dento-alveolar,, sulcal, 

emphatic,, fricative, e. g. 

initial: saar 

medial : buýal 

"it become" 

, "onion" 

final : xa1aý "it finished" 

The classical Arabic /ý adri/ "my chest" occurs inr. Al-Ghor 

dialect as /sadri/, where a non-emphatic /s/ replaces the 

emphatic It is used by a small number of the informants. 

I'd 11 

0 

The sound-/d/ is a voiced, interdental,, emphatic$ plosive. 

This consonant does not exist in Al-chor dialect,; but it is 

replaced by /d/ (i. e. a voiced, denti-alveolar, non--sulc. al, 

emphatic r fricative) g, and occasionally by /V, /(i. e. a voiced, 

denti-alvealart sulcal.,, emphatic,, fricative), e. g. 

ýarab ---> darab "to hit/strike" 

dabat ---, > zabat "to control" 

da ab it ----a ýa ab i "officer" 

The replacement of /q/ by /; / is probably due to the 

GhaTvarneh's contact with the Turks in the early 20th 
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c en tu. ry. 
1 

fit It 
" 

The 
, 
/t/ consonant is a voiceless, denti-alveolar, emphatic, ' 

plosive, e. g. 

initial: talaal (proper name) 

medial sulta "au. thori ty" 

final :. nurbut "we ties' 

old it 

It is a voiced,, denti--alveoiar,. non-sulcal: emphatic,, fricative 

As we mentioned above, words which in classical Arabic have 

ýcý, are usually pronounced as ýý. 

iri tia-1.: 

medial 

f ina 7- 

c uhur 

taýum 

g: e e 4- 

#I (of 

e. g. for 

"noon! ' 

"bones "' 

"hot weather" 

The. sound. is voiced, pharyngal,, fricative. It is similar 

to. the classical. Arabic e. g. 

iuitiais fum. ri "my age" 

41 

medial. : raa fi "shep herd" 

final nizra t "we p lant" 

The replacement of /? / by /t/ is discussed. above in the 

Glottal stop, In some lexical items the / ý, sound is 

replaced by /n/, and others by /g/ 

tintiini 

'am. iiq ---ýj ganii j2 

e. g. 

,, you will. give me_, ' 

"deep" 

1Q It. Cleveland,, Bulletin of the A:. erican Schoo, L Of Oriental, 

Research,. No. 171, October 19 3,: P. 59., f oo-#ziote. 

2. for q .. ý..; j see below 
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The sound JTf/ is a voiced, uvular, fricative. e. g. 
initial: ganam "sheep goat" 

medial rag aura elf o am 

final dimag "he stamped" 

This consonant is a voiceless, labio--dental, fricative, 

e. g. 

initial: faat "he entered" 

medial : tfukk "you solve... " 

final : saayif "you see? " 

The Classical Arabic form /nisf/ "half" occurs in Al--Ghor 

dial, ect and in general all the Arabic dialects as /nuý$/, 

where the /f// disappears, and the // consonant lengthened 

by gemination. 

it gof 

The sound /q/ is a voiceless, uvular, plosive. I have 

recorded only one informant who pronounced /q/as in 

Classical Arabic. e. g. 

qur? aan "The Quran" 

But the rest of the informants pronounced forms with this 

consonant in Classical Arabic as a voiced, velar,. plosive 

There are two variants of /g/. 

i) Non-emphatic /g/ 

initi-al_: giimit "amount" 



medial : ligaah "he found it" 

final : ? isgenaa "tire watered it" 

ii) Emphatic /g/, which occurs in the vicinity of a back 

open. vowel /a/ or in the vicinity of emphatic 

consonants. e. g. 

initial: gabul "before" 
s 

medial : fugub "after" 

final : irwaag "part of the tent" 
. 

In addition,: there is another realization of /q/ namely 

/j/. It is the same consonant /j/ in Classical Arabic 

'j; is a voiced, palato-alveolar, affricate., 

initial: /jibla/ <---/gibla/ "direction of Mecca" 

medial : /f i jib,; < JVigib/ "children" 

final : /rifiij/ E- ; /'rifiiq/ "friend" 

The ratio of occurrences of /g/, /j/ and /e/ as realis atior 

of /q/ is as follows: 

All in all the corpus contains the following 

occurences of /g/, /j/ and /q/ 

1265 

142 

1q/ 4 
The realisation of for foot`, typical of other spoken 

varieties of Arabic,. notably urban dialects,, is not 

attested in the Al-Ghor dialect. 

1ý Ja! does not occur in Al-Ghor dialect except in the 

word /quraan; "the Quran" which is repeated four times 
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in the entire corpus, contributed by the same speaker. 

2) The ratio of the /g/ to the /j/ realisations of 

Classical Arabic in Al-Chor dialect is 12.65 
142 

i. e. approximately 9 to 1. 

3 All of the 142 /j/ realisation occur in syllables with 

a front-vowel nucleus, However /j/ as a reflex of 

Classical Arabic /qj is occasionally found in the 

vicinity of a back vowel. 

4) Of the 1265 occurrences of /g/ realisations only 337 

occur in syllables with a front-vowel nucleus, where 

928 occur in syllableIwhose nucleii are back-vowels. 

Ilk 11 

The /k/ sound is a voiceless, velar,. plösive. There are 

two variants of /k/. 

0 

Non-emphatic /k/ e'. gs 

initial: kull. "all" 

medial :s ik an "he lived" 

final biik 
"in you" 

3 i} Emphatic /k/ e. g. 

fal.: c k "he solved" 

? attraak "the Turks" 

adaak "thatýý 

if 0 it 

In Al-chor dialect- the consonant /k/ becomes sometimes 

affricated.. to /c ' i. e. a voiceless, a, lveo-palatal, sulcal, 



affricate. It occurs in the following: 

initial.: c eef "hoYI" 

medial ; iaci "speech" 

final siaac "fish" 

a front-vowel. 

These facts show that all the /j/ realisations of 

/Q/, and /c/ realisations of /k/ co-occur with a front-vowel, 

There are two realisations which correspond to classical 

Arabic /k/, namely /k/ and /c/ as follows: 

1) 

2} 

/k/ 

The Sect nc. person m. s, 

categorically. 

881 

237 

suffix is realised as /-ak/ 

The third f. s, suffix is realised as /-iý/ categor- 

ically. 

Apart from the above (1,2) there are 388 occurrences 

of /k/ in syllab Led with a back vowel nucleus, and 

380 occurenc es of /k/ in syllables with af ron t-vowel 

nucleus. 

4) All the 237 occurrences of /c/ are in syllables with 

and in agreement with T. M. Jonstone's observation in his 

article. As he puts it "These affricated variants occur 

only in contiguity with the front-voWels and where a 

P-uragqaqa consonant intervenes. 
1 

lo The"Affric. ation of Käf and Gaf" in the Arabic dialects 

of the Arabian. Peninsula. Journal of Semitic Studies, 

Vol. 8,1963e pp. 210-226 
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B-ample of the replacement of /o/ by /k/ sound: - 

yiktuluuha "they beat her'up" 

mamkuut "loathsome" 

wakit "time" 

of 1it 

The consonant /1/ is a voiced, alveolar, lateral,: liquid- 

e. g. There are two variants of /1/. 

i) Non-emphatic /l/ 

initial:, liyya "to me" 

medial : malak "king" 

final r xeel "horses" 

ii) Emphatic /1/ occurs in an emphatic environment, 

notably in contiguity with the back open-vowels e. g. 

? alla "God" 

xalla "he left" 

sg atg aal "worker" 

It must be mentioned that some informants tend to drop or 

assimilate the/l/sound, notably if it is followed by a 

homogeneous plosive, k/ as in/gultlu/. -"-) /guttlu/. 

The replacement of /1/ by /n/ occurs in Al-Ghor 

dialect, as in: 

leery > neera "Lira, money" 

tim 

The Am. / consonant is a voiced, bilabial, nasal, continuant e 

It is similar to the classical Arabic /m/. There are two 

variants of /m/ 
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1} Non-emphatic /m/ 

initial: masa 

I. edi al : am ad 

final gadiim 

Emphatic'/ft/ 

initial: Mara 

medial :l am ar 

final :.. ad um 

"he walks" 

"proper name" 

"old" 

"nom an 

"red" 

"bones" 

ýý n ýý 

The /n/ sound is a voiced, alveolar, nasal, continuant. 

e. g. 

initial: nibci "we cry" 

medial :s an a "year" 

final : zimaan "the past" 

The replacement of /n/ by /1/ occurs in the following: 

dunum -4 dilim "area measure - 1000mt" 

ný ri 

ß The consonant /h/ is a vo_ic eless, glottal,, fricative. It 

is similar to the Classical-Arabic /h 0 

initial: haan "here" 

medial sahreen/shareen "two months" 

final leeh "toýjfor him" 

It is worth mentioning that most of the informants elided 

the final /h/in. their speech. e. g. 

l anduh -4 
' andu "with him" 

? uxtuh --ý ? uxtu "his sister" 

? izlimah -> ? izlima "n an" 
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However, some of them do 

the middle of the word. 

t aaxidhin 

? inteethin 

The rest of the consonan 

elide the /n / when it occurs in 

e. g. 

taaxidin "you take there" 

? inteetin "I gave then" (f 

is i. e. (w and y) occur in the 

same Way as in the classical Arabic. e. g. 

for /w/ Wags' 

for /y/ yid al 

"he f alts " 

"he arrives" 

I 
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e 

Assimilation 

Assimilation occurs when two different consonants 

come together, most commonly in a cluster, with the 

result that one of them changes some of its features 

by virtue of contiguity with th e other. Such assimilation 

occurs in Al-Ghor dialect. e. g . 

a) Within the same word: - 

&t -> tt. ga (adt .. ga (at t "I sat down" 

tasaa(adt -ý tasaaf att "I helped" 

ijtahadt 3' i jtahatt "I endeavour " 
tk -ý 

Et both k: A ý--i beeezwv% '( 3 b%. %( 
%%, 

ovlk JV. 
In these examples, a voiced consonant becomes voiceless. 

in > nn xalna 4 xanna "let us" 

f agilna ) f aginna "our mind" 

? il-na ? inna "to us" 

min + al min almara> mnamrmara "from this 
woman" 

The above are examples of total assimilation. 

R 

-i ti (tab -4 tAtab "she blames" 

sA 
ma f huus '-ýº mat haus "he has nothing" 

which is an example of Partial. assimilation; where 

voiced /(/ became voiceless /h/ because of the follow- 

ing voiceless /t/. 

b} Across word boundary (amore than one word) 

min + in nun m. arra 4 ruirý. n rra "nothing at 
all" - 

min .-r min rabbu > airrabbu "from his God" 
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nin +b minb a' adhum. -ýj mimb a' adhum "from 
' thenselves " 

n ---, j mbj anb -ý bj emb "beside" 

However the assimilation occurs also when the two 

consonants are not iLmediately in succession. e. g. 

d --. ý t dikaatra --ý tillýaatra "Doctors" 

t --9 d burtua aal -4 buridgaan "oranges" 

-ssimilation of the Definite Article "al" 

The definite article /al/ in the Ghavraarneh" dialeck, 

undergoes total assimilation in ways peculiar to this 

dialect. The article is realised as a gemination of the 

initial consonant of the stem. e. g. 

? aligZaWiYYa -4 ? aggZawiYYa 

? aliblaad , 

balbakraj 

-4 ? abblaad 

babbakraj 

proper name of 
a tribe 

"the country" 

"in the coffee 
pot" 

? al xeel -+ ? a? ýXee1 "the horses" 

? altiarci it --ý ? atitamiir "the donkeys" 

However, the non-Ghawarneh do not assimilate the definite 

article /al/ e. g. 

? alwaziir --ý ? alrlaziir 
"the minister" 

Vowel Syster, ý- 

Asw in other varieties of Arabic, there are two 

kinds of vowels: - 

Short vowels 

2ý Long vowels 
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41 

Short vowels - Short vowels can be reduced to seven 

used in Al-Ghor dialect, namely: - 

i, e, a, o,, o, and u.. e. g. 

i sikan_ "he lived" 

e ? isjenaa "we watered. it" 

a xada "he took" 

af oºroZ "horse" 

o x4ra "vegetables" 

u: bug ar "cows to 

Moreover, in. this dialect there is another indefinite 

short vowel 

«anadna "we have/with us" 

. l IL 

0 

This- diagram shows the distribution of the vowels in Al-Ghor 
dialect. 

Long vowels - There are six. long vowels in Al-chor 

dialect,, namely: - 

ii, ee, aa, GA, oo, and uu. 
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ii :a close front vowel. e. g. 

jid iicd 11 nevr" 

ee :a mid-front vowel., initially replaces cl, Ar. /ay/ 

e. g. seef 11 sv, ord 11 
v 
c eof "hors" 

as :a front-open vowel with slight retraction. e. g. 

daaYa "midwife" 

aa, xu 

as :; a back-open vowel, e. g. 

scor 

gc; c at 

"they tale" 

it became" 

"she stood up" 

00 ;a imid-back rounded vowel, it often replaces 
the Clarssical Arabic 

, 
'aW and iu e. g. 

YavM ---ýj yoom "d ay it 

xawf xoof "afraid of" 

or, replacing Classical Arabic /uu/ 

kuusa -3 köosa "marrow" 

uu :. a back, almost fully closed, rounded vowel,, e. g. 

sjuun 

shuud 

? abuuna 

"prisons. " 

r'-titnesses" 

"our father" 

Dip thon s. 

There are toto common dipthongs in Al-Ghor dialect, 

,e awJ and Icy/, these may either be preserved or alternat- 
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ively 
, more often realised as, long vowels. 

The and /ay/ are preserved mainly, or only, 

in a fixed number of words belonging to Ghawaarneh. speech; 

in these words the /aw/ and /ay/ are variants of the long 

vowels. /oo/, /ee/ and /aa/; in othe r contexts the original 

dipthongs are regular ly realised as long, vowels. 

a) /awl and /ay/ e . g. 
IaWraan proper na me for Horaan, H. Jordan 

tawfii j proper name 

sayyidna "our maste r" (the Kin&) 

xayl "horses. " 

iaydar proper nie 

jaw "they came " 

b) As for these dipthongs, they are realised as long 

vowels. Consider the follo-ýrin examples: - 

i} aw _ --+ as or ooº as in: - 
aw 

? a1niawjuud - ? arniaajuud "existing/present" 

balm. oLwduu' - bamuoooLduu' "the natter/subject" 

law --ý oa as in: - 
aW 

yam --ý goon day 

xgrtf -4 hoof "frightened" 

m amt --4 moot "death" 

iii) ay ee as in: - 

tayr --ý deer' "except that" 

t, aYt -4 
`feet "wherever" 

dayf -9 Beef "guest" 
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Syllable Wipes 

The following syllable types are attested in 

Al--Ghor dialect. The relevant syllables are underlined: - 

1) CV e. g. 

a) word - initial s-ana "year" 

b) word medial mad-rasa "school" 

c) word final ? ismi "'my name" 

2) CVC e. g. 

a) word initial s ab E iin "seventy" 

b) word - redial. tares malt "I became 
a widow" 

c) word final widdak "do you Want" 

3) CVVC e. g. 

a) monosyllable xeei "horses" 

b) word - initial xeelhum "their hors-es" 

c) word - medial jiraanha "her neighbours. " 

d) word - final tagriib "about" 

CVV e. g. 

a) word - initial naayim "sleeping" 

b) word. - . medial ziraaliyya "cultivated" 
(land) 

c) word. final wi. ssuu "what? " 

5) CVCC 
i) CVC1 Cz e. g. 

barb "fight" 
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s ant "year" 

naf s "the s aae" 

ii) CVC91ti; e. g. 

ss abb "youth" 

Ladd he turned his face" 

minsidd "tile cultiv ate the land" 

6) CCVVC e. g. 

a) monosyllable z iir "young" 

b) word. - initial zbiirku your young" 

tmeet "to be 
protected" 

CCVC e. g. 

a) monosyllable nnffit "ran away" 

b) word -s initial smi (tu "I heard him" 

8) CCVV eog. 

a) word initial sgaayit "the watering 
of " 

bnii j, i 'live (will) 
come: ' 

nsoolif "We (will) 
tell stories" 

Teebi "i .y little 
heart" 

9) CCV e. g. 

a word - initial. ntafuud proper name 

s ab at "she went/ 
pulled" 

skala "pan for 
cooking" 
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10) CVVCC e. g. 

a) word final 

? igt- eemt 

the w, -,.. of ... ýý 

"piece of .... 11 

The Prosthetic Vowel 

Prosthetic vowel /i/ is usually found at the 

beginning of the word as compensation for the loss of the 

glottal stop. e. g. 

ins aan 

itrt. aar 

igbaal 

"human" 

"donkey" 

proper name 

Note that the occurence of the prosthetic vowel /i/ is 

not always shown in the transcription, but such a 

tendency does exist. 

Stress 

The following rules show: some of the basic stress 

Patterns in Al-Ghor dialect depend on the syllable pattern. 

lý If final syllable is long (CVCC, CVVC), this 

syllable is always stressed. e. g. 

Sant "year" 

ka alt "I have finished" 

ýabb'aad proper name of tribe 

ladgeet "I turned uy face" 

gaa lfliin "we sat down" 

2) If the ultin.. ate syllable is short (CV, CVC) 

and the penultinate is long (CVV, CVVC, CVCC)9 
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the penultimate syllable is stressed. e. g. 

Igaayid "leader" 

ý-aahi it awaeýý 

naa'yim "asleep" 

gaa'dah "she sat down" 

IS, allmu "save him" 

3} In word. s with two short syllables, the stress 

falls on the penultimate, e. g. 

Sukran "thank you" 

Is ab' a "s. even" 

aatu "they entered" 

While the-distinction between a, and a in the 

spoken language is clear, we shall nevertheless in our 

discussion below use the symbols a, as for bo-fb the front 

and back variants: their respective environments (ennphatic 

or non--emphatic) will allow the reader to deduce which 

variant is intended,, for front vowels occur in the envir- 

o. nment of non-enphatic, and back vowels in the environment 

of emphatic consonants. 

Gex: inatian 

Certain words in Al-Ghor dialect have gemination 

of one or other of their consonants, the consonant concerned 
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is_ pronounced longer (represented here as a doubling of 

the symbol). Plosives and affricates have a longer moment 

of closure before the release. 

a) Gemination of the 

V %01 s. eex ? as 

? asseef 

? assija 

b) Gemination of the 

first consonant 

rarrwrah "the sheik went" 

"the sword" 

r cibiir "the trees are big" 

middle consonant 

dabbar iaa1u. "he arranged himself" 

b aTih ar "al e eh "he looked at him" 

c) Gemination of the last consonant 

iatt "he put" 
o. 

_ , 
tt "he jumped" 

habb "he loved" 
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PART II 

M0RP 11 0L0GY 

The inflections of the word in this dialect as in 

other Arabic dialects consist of affixes or internal 

changes in form. 

In this chapter we shall consider the basic 

morphological patterns of the Various word classes. 

The morphological system of Al-Ghor dialect is 

basically not very different from that of the neighbouring 

dialects.. However, a number of points deserve attention. 

Firstly, there is a widespread tendency to free 

variation in the vocalization of verbal forms: thus 5ii'ag 

and jaf ýa nqn-past - mays,. without obvious conditioning, 

be found in use by the same speaker. The effect of 

gutturals on syllable formation is very limited; while 

forms: of type if ara7, 
flradg may occasionally occur, 

the normal forms would be gafarat7, 
arad c 

The distinction between Masculine and feminine verbal 

r 
forms as found in Classical Arabic is maintained; substit- 

ution of masc. 2nd and 3rd. pl. forms for the corresponding 

fem., as: found. in some dialects, does not feature here. 

Duals on the other hand are unknown. The internal passive 

survive is very rare unlike those met in some Arabian 

dialects.. e. g.. wili& - "born", xilig - "found". Form VII 

(inf af al) is. used instead, 

Root. of the Verb 
If 

Roots are a set of consonants which are by them- 
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selves unpronounceable, apart from the word in which they 

occur. In contemporary Arabic dialects, as in Classical 

Arabic, the verbs may be considered to derive fron roots, 

which are classified in two ways: - 

a) according to the number of radicals, 

b) according to the nature of radicals 

The roots- of this dialect are divided into three kinds: 

1. Biliteral roots. 

2. Triliteral roots. 

3. Quadriliteral roots.. 

Biliteral Roots. 

Not to be found in verbs, only in nouns. e. g. /yadd/ "hand" 
(for doubled roots, see below 

Triliteral Roots - 

They are the most frequent ones, consisting of three 

radicals arranged in sequential. order. The triliteral 

roots are classified in two ways: - 

1. The Strong Roots. ' Ii these roots the radicals do not 

Vary. The radical of the root qt1 for example, appears 

in that order and form in all the theries derived from this 

rant as ter "he killed", L7igtil7"he ' kills/ will Kill" LEI 

agtu7 "he is killed", mgaatal=; -' "fighting". 
- 

Strong roots are of two kinds, a) The sound roots, are those 

in which the second and third radicals are not identical 

b) The "doub_led" gealnated roots, are those in which the 

second and the third radicals are identical . e. g. 1tt 

1. See W. ºýri ht, A GrGr: ýýar of the '., rabic Language, -d Edi ti on, 
Vol. 1 Canbridge, 19 6, -52 
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as in LattV "he put", which app ears in all the themes 

derived from this root as in tut. / "he puts", nnut/ 

"we put" tt at-7 "she put". 

2. The Weak Roots: i. e. those which contain either 

glottal stop (Har. Lza), or /w/ or /y/in the position of 

the root, second or third root either. The basic measure 

of derivation is, the root forrl,, . 
/f r 1, which may be 

regarded as a schematic representation of the verbal 

forms, from. which we derive, for instance, the perfect, 

inperfect, and imperative forms, with regard to the strong 

verbs and the weak verbs. Thus, e. g. from the strong root 

srb as inrabý "he we can derive the following: 

s. irab7"he drank", 3'srab7 "he drinks", s rab7 "drink", 

and. from . the weak root, r -My as in . ania7 "he threw", 

Sze can derive the following: 
, I-ram. a/ "he threw" , 

5armi7 

"he throws", ? ir"throw. ". The variety of the related 

verbal forms-, both basic and augmented e. g. 

/f atat/ "he opened. " /inf a'tih/ "be opened" 

/yif taxi/ "he opens" ,f attah/ "continuous opening" 

ý/? iftat/ "open" /faataf/"start conversation" 

/faatih/ "he is opening" /?? staftih/ "start with" 

/yinf altih/ "it opens" /? inf a'tiFij "it opened" 

Quadriliteral Roots in Al-Ghor dialect are fairly linited 

izi nuab. er. e .g . the root �d 1 we can-derive the following: 

/d ahicI41 / "he rolled. " , 
/clahcli l `' "roll" 

/yidaf dil/"he rolls" /? inch ial/ "he rolled. " 
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I The strong Verbs: The following patterns occur 
1 

with regard to the front and back vowel /a/ 

Perfect Irkperfect Imperative j anin& 

fa'al yuf'ul/yif Ili ? uf'ul 

a)I aýad yulsud/yihisid ? utisud "to harvest" 

b)ga'ad yag (id/yig'id ? i'id "to sit" 

c) iaiag yatlig/yi ilig ? Alig "to share" 

d)tala' yatla"/yitla' ? itlal "to 
group" 

e) zara' yazra'/y i zra - ?i zra' " to. grow" 

f)rakad yirkud/yarkud/yurkud ? irkid/? urkud"to run" 

fitil yaf'il/yif'il ? if'il 

a) lirif ya-frif/yi'rif ?i trif to know 

b)sirib ya-srab/yisrab ? israb to drink 

c) simi: s yasna. '/yisma t ? isina-' to listen 

fiai yaf gal/yif'al ? if tal 

a)t ibah yadba i/yilba i 
F' 

?i bA to kill 

b )difa 1 yadfa'/yidfa' ? idfa f to pay 

c)kitab yaktub/yuktub ? iktib to write 

d)kital yiktil/yaktil ? iktil to kill 

All of these patterns exhibit free variation in the attested 

imperfect forams. Thus the perfect tense generally has two 

corresponding variants in the imperfect tense. Moreover, 

the vowels in almost all of these patternings, perfect and 

imperfect, separately exhibit a tendency towards vowel 

harrsony; that is to say a close front vowel oaten co-occurs 

1. See above, p. 76 (phonology where dealt with a) 
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with a close back vowel. In addition in the perfect, a 

close vowel, front or back, usually co-occurs with a 

similar close vowel. 

Pattern Inflection: We shall. next observe the vowel 

patterning of perfect, imperfect and imperative forms 

and their inf lec tio. n. 

The Strong Verb 

Pattern fa'al 

ragas - "to dance" 

perfect imperfect 

ist p. (masc. fer, )s. ragast ? argus 

lst p. (n asc. f eri. )p1. ragasna nirgis 

2nd p. masc. s. ragast turgus 

2nd p. f em. s. ragasti tirigsi 

2nd p. masc. pl. ragaýtu turug$u 

2nd P. f en.. pl. ragas tin ttirgisin 

3rd p. masc. s. ragas yurgus 

3rd p. f ea. s, ragýat turgus 

3rd p. masc. pl. ragasu yurugsu 

3rd p. fern. pl. ragasin yirugsin 

Pattern fi'il 

sirib - "to drink" 

ist p. (ntasc. ferL. )s. sirib ? aýrab 

ist p, (taasc. fera. )p1. siribna nisrab/nasrab 

imperative 

? irgis 

? irigsi 

? irgsu 

? irigsin 
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perfect 

2nd p, m as c, s. s ri bt 

2nd p. fem. s. crib ti 

2nd p. masc. p1. sirbtu 

2nd p. fem. p1. sirbtin 

3rd p. mast , s. sirib 

3rd p. fen, s. sirbat 

3rd p. masc , p1, sirbu 
3rd p. fem. p1. sirban 

_Perfect 

tisrab 

tisrabi 

tisrabu 

tisrabin 

yisrab 

tas rab 

yigrabu/yas`rabu 

'yisrabin 

imperative 

? israb 

? iýrabi 

? israbn 

? israbin 

Pattern fatal 

ga. (ad - "to sit" 

Ist p, (masc. fem. )s, gafattl ? agEud/? ag'id 
ist p. (masc 

. fem. )p1. ga'ad. na nig tid/nag tid 

2nd p. mast. s. ga., ra-tt tig'id/tag tid ? ig lid 

2nd p. f em. s. ga (a-tti tig: i'di ? igi ldi 

2nd p. mast . P1. ga'attu tigi 'du ? igi idu 

2nd p. fem. pl. ga 1attin tig i'(cdin ? igi f din 

3rd p. masc. S. ga'ad yig lid 

3rd p, fen. s, ga' att/g(ada-t tag{id 

3rd p. masc. pl. ga. 'atlu yigi (du 

3rd p. fem. pl.. ga{adin yigi 1din 

Pattern fi lal 

libat 
- "to kill/ slaughter" 

ist p. (masc . fem. ) s dibatt ? adbali 

Ist p. (masc. ) p1. c ibahna nadba i 

I, See above, p. d? 
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erfect imperfect inperrati_ 

2nd p. (Hast. ) s. Biba it talbati ? idba i 
2nd p. (fem. ) s. c ibahti taCbahii ? ic ba ii 
2nd P. (xasc 

. 
)pl. diba1tu tacýbahu ? ic ba iu 

2nd p. (ieni. )pl. diba! itin. ta&bahiin ? i&batin 

3rd. p. (masc. )s. dibahi yadbati/yidbah 

3rd p. (fen. ) s. dibhiat tat bane 

3rd p. (masc. )Pl. ctibfiu yadbahu 

3rd p. (fem. )pl. c'ibahin yadbahin 

Gerainated Verbs 

Ge:: inated verbs, where the last two consonants are identical, 

are commonly used in Al-chor dialect. 

Perfect 

lad d 

Im erfect 

? ilidd 

sadd 

nadd 

s abb 

? isidd 

? imidd 

? isubb 

e. g. 

Imperative 

lidd 

sidd 

iidd 

subb 

"he turned 
his face" 

"he cultivated" 

"he started" 

"he poured" 

Note that the vowel /i/ appears in the imperfect. 

Here is the table belows 

verb ladd to turn one's face. 

perfect 

ist p. (masc. fer, )s ladd. eet 

lst p. (masc. fem. )pl. la-ddeena 

2nd p. masc. s. laddeet 

imperfect imperative 

? alidd 

nlidd 

tlidd lid. d 
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2nd p. fei:. s. 

perfect 

laddeeti 

laddu 

laddeetin 

imperfect 

tliddi 

tliddu 

t liddin 

in erative 

liddi 

liddu 

liddin 

2nd p. masc. pl. 

2nd p. fem. pl. 

3rd p. masc. s. 

3rd p. fem. S, 

3rd p. masc. pl. 

3rd pe f era. pl. 

'verb sabb to pour 

Ist p. (masc. f eni. ) s. 

ist p. (masc. fem. )pl. 

2nd p. mac. S. 

2nd p. fem. s. 

2nd p. masc. p1. 

2nd p. fem. pl. 

3rd p, niasc. s, 

3rd po fem* s 

3rd pe masc. pl. 

3rd p. fem. pl, 

ladd 

laddat 

1. ad. du 

laddin 

sabbeet 

ý. abbeena. 

sabbeet 

sabbeeti . 

sabbeetu 

s ab be eti n 

s abb 

sabbat 

sabbu 

sabbin 

ylidd 

tlidd 

y liddu 

yliddin 

? asubb 

nsubb 

tsubb 

tsubbi 

tsubbu 

t subbin 

ysubb 

t; ubb 

ysubbu 

ysubbin 

subb 

subbi 

subbu 

subbin 

The Weak Verbs 

In view of general observations which have been made in 

the part of the thesis dealing with phonology,. about the 

treatment (including loss) of glottal stop in the Ghor 

dialects tabulation will be given here of verbs with glottal 
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stop, internal or other positions, However, a few 

selected observations seem nevertheless appropriate. 

Verbs begin with a glottal stop (Hamza). 

lý Initial Glottal Stop - There are two verbs occuring in 

this dialect where the initial glottal stop found in 

classical Arabic and some modern dialects is elided. 

w 

i. e. ? akal .. --) kala and ? axaA -+ xada 

Their paradigms are as- follows: - 

2erf ec t im erf ect iterative 

Ist P. (masc. fem_, )s, xadeet ? aaxil 

ist p (m. as. c, f ern. }p1. xaýeena naaxic. 

2nd p, masc. s. xadeet taaxiA xil 

2nd pQ f em, s, x: aleeti taaxý. i xi. i 

2nd p, aaseo p1, xa. eetu taax. u x. u/xi. u 

2nd p,: f emo pl, xaleetin taaxlin xýin 

3rd p. masc-o so xao a yaaxicl 

3rd p, f em. s, xaýat taaxi 

3rd p,, masc. Pl. xadu yaaxau 

3rd P. f em, pl. xadin yaaxtin 

Similarly for the verb. /kala/ - /kale et/, /? akalt/, /kaleeti/etc. 

The verb /? ata/ - "he has come" -- does not occur commonly in 

this dialect, the verb /jaa/ is employed instead. 

2) Medial Glottal S_toP Verbs of this type are rare in this 

dialect,: in_ the case. of the verb /sa? a. l/ - "to ask" for 

exampl-e,. the glottal stop is rep-laced by /t7 in. the mouth 
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of the speaker. This has been discussed above in the 

chapter of phonology. (P. 51 

Not. all. the full set of forms was encountered by us, the 

tabulation below gives forms forming part of our corpus 

in this- table, of the verb /sa Val, - "to ask*" 
1 

perfect 

Ist p. (n asc . fern. )s. sa falt 

1st p. masc. p l. s_a'alna_ 

2nd p. masc. s. sa1alt 

2nd p. fen. s. saf al-ti 

3rd p. masc. s. sa(al 

3rd P. fers. s. sa1lat 

imperfect imperative 

? as ' al 

n as: ' al 

as gal 

tas'ali 

ya: s *a1 

tasf a-1 

? is? al 

? is? ali 

Note that in some cases the glottal stop is 

as, such and not replaced by / (/ 

3) Final Glottal sto - The glottal stop of these verbs is 

always elided and sometiies replaced by a long vowel. 

e. g. qara? - "to read" --ýi gara 

ja&? - "to come" )j aa- 

Here is the conjugation of the verb ga-ra - "to read" 

perfect inperfect imperative 

Ist p. (r. asc. fen:. )s. gareet ? agra-. 

ist p. (aasc. fem. )pl. gareena- nagra 

2nd p. Rasee so gareet tagra ? igra 

I 
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Perfect imperfect i rative 

2nd p. fem. s. gareeti tagri ? igri 

2nd p. masc. pl. gareetu tagru ? igru 

2nd p. fern. pl.. gareetin to rin g ? igrin/7Lgran 

3rd p. masc. s. gara yagra 

3rd D. fem. s. garat tagra 

3rd p. masc. pl. garu yagru 

3rd p. fem. pl, garin yagrin 

II The Weak Verbs 

The weak verbs are classified, according to the 

position of the unstable radical, as weak-first, weak-middle,; 

and weak-last. The following instances of patternings of 

weak verbs have been observed: - 

it 

a)S? eak first radical - Generally the first radical of the 

weak-first appears in the perfect /vT/, most verbs with a 

weak first radical letter begin with /w/e 

perfect im erfect imperative 

"to fall" wiga( yaga' ? iga' 

a. few begin with /y/ 

"to become dry" yibas Yibas ?ý bAs 

b)Weak middle radical - This can be either /w/ or /y/. 

with middle /w/ 

"to go" 

perfect 

raaii 

iM erf ec t 

yeruuti 

imperative 

ruu'i 
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with middle /y/ 2erfect imperfect irinerative 

"to shout" saahi yesiiki sii1 

c) leak last radical - Mostly the wea?: final radical is /y/ 

perf ec t ir: perf ec t imperative 

"to go" raisa yansi ? inli 

The final /w/ of these types are not customarily in use 

in this dialect. 

The perfect and imperfect tense when pronominal affixes 

are attached to them are as follows: - 

1. Weak -first with inital /v/ wr "to go to the water" 

perfect imperfect imperative 

1 
ist p. (aa, sc . fem. )s. writt ? arid 

Ist p. (ma-s. c . fem. }p l. wridna narid 

2nd p. masc. s. writt tard/tarid ? ird 

2nd p. fem. S, writti tardi/taridi ? irdi 

2nd p. masc. pl. tiwrittu tardu ? irdu 

2nd p. fem. pl. writtin Cardin ? irdin 

3rd. P. masc. s,, wwarad yarid/yirid 

3rd p. fern. s. wardat tarid 

3rd p. nasc. pl, wirdu yardu 

3rd. p. fem. ple wirdin yardin 

1. See above P. ý$ 
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2. Weak-first with initial /y/ e. g. yibas - "dry" 

perfect imp erf ec t imp erative 

1st p. (masc. fem. ) s, yibist ? abas 

ist p. (n. asc. fem. )pl. yibisna nibas 

2nd p. nasc. s. yibist tibas/tabas ? ibas 

2nd p. fen. S. yibi sti tibasi/tabasi ? ibasi 

2nd p. masc. pl. yibis t, u tibasu ? ibasu 

2nd- p, fem. p1. yibistin tibasin ? ibasin 

3rd p. nas_c. S. yabas yibas 

3rd p. fen. s. yibsat tibas/. tabas 

3rd p. nasc. pl. yibsu yibasu 

3rd p. fem. pl. yibsin yibasin 

'17e ak-medial v. ith initial /y/ Vtss y "to shout" 

perfect imperfect imperative 

S 

ist p. (r.. asc. fern. )so shit ? asiiti 

ist p. (m. asc. fem. )pl. sihna nsiihi 
. 

2nd 

2nd 

p. 

p. 

mast, s. e 

fem. s. 

sift 

sil'iti 

tsii i 

tsiiti º 

2nd 

2nd 

p. 

P. 

masc. pl. 

fem. pl. 

situ 

sintin 

tsiitu 

tsi i iin 

3rd p. m. wsc. s. saaýi y$iii 

3rd P" fem.. S. saahat isiiri 
" 

rd 3 P. muý, sC " pl. saatu yi s iihu 

3rd p. fea. Pl. saaýiin yisii iin 

Siff 

ý11Ii1 

sii1u 

siitin 
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Weak--medial with initial 1w! 

lst p. (masc. fem. ) s. 

1st p. (masc. fem. )pl. 

2nd P. masc. s. 

2nd p, f ein. so 

2nd p. masc. pl. 

2nd p. fem. p1, 

3rd p. masc. s. 

3rd p. fem.. s. 

3rd p, masc. pl. 

3rd p. fem. pl. 

Wlealf. -final /y% msy 

. 
2cri ect 

ruh t 

ruI na 

rust 

ruhiti 

ru i tý 

ruts tn 

raah 

raatiat 

raal u, 

raaiin 

raah - "to Go" or "went" 

im-Derf ect i:: erative 

? aruuhi 

nruuh 

truuh 

truuh1. 

truuhu 

truutiin 

yiruu 'i 

truut 

yiruuhu 

yiruuhin 

- "to walk" 

perfect imperfect 

ist p. (masc 
. fein. ) S. msiit ? arisi 

ist p. (masc 
. fem. ) ple raise ena/ namsi 

mseena 

2nd p. masc. s. msiit tamgi/tim. äi. 

2nd p. fem. s. maseeti tamsi 

2nd p. masc. pl. mZiitu tamsu 

2nd p. fem. pl, nisi itin tamsin.. 

3rd p. masc. so 
v 

misa 
v v. 

yar^ý_s i /yimSi 

3rd. p. fem. so masat tamsi 

3rd p, masc. pl. nanu yansu 

3rd p. fem. pl. masin/rnisan yarsin 

ruut 

ruutii 

ruuhiu 

ruuhiin 

imperaftive 

? amsi 

? imsi 

? in. 
J 

su 

? imsin 
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VTeaý: -final /w/ raraa - "to throw" 

1st p. (masc. fem. )s. 

1st p. (masc. fem. )pl. 

2nd p. masc. s. 

2nd p. fem. s. 

2nd p. masc. pl. 

2nd_ p. fem. pl. 

2nd_ p. m. as c. so 

3rd p. fem. s. 

3rd p. masc. pl. 

3rd p. fem. pl. 

The middle glottal stop sa? al "to ask" saa? il 

perfect 

meet 

ram. e ena 

rameet 

rameeti 

ram. eetu 

rameetin 

rarea 

ran, at 

ramu 

ramin 

ý,: ýerfect 

7 armi 

narmi 

tarmi 

tarni 

t arnu 

tarrlin 

yarni 

tarn, i 

imperative 

? irmi 

? r. i 

? ir; u 

? irnün 

yarmu 

yarmin 

The Participles 

The participles found in Al-Gho r dialect are of two kinds: - 

11 Active participle. 

2. Passive participle. 

1. The active participle fr om the strong and weak verbs are 

as f ollows: 

Stro ng Verb - pattern verb Act. art. 

fatal 'ias ad "to harvest" iaaý id 

fifal kitab "to write" kaatib 

firil sirib "to drink" saarib 

Weak verb - The glotta l- stop. (Hamza). 

verb Act. art. 

-, PrA. initial glottal stop xafta "to take" (7 )aaxiä 
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verb 

The final glottal stop gara "to read" 

Weak verb at first wiga' "to fall" 

Weak verb in the middle. raati "to go" 

Weak verb in the final. rama "to throw" 

Ac t. part. 

gaari 

via ag i 11 

raayiti 

raami 

2. The passive participle from the strong and weak verbs. 

Strong Verb - pattern verb ass., part, 

fa"al dalag "to shave" mAluug 

fi'al ibat "to kill" malbuuti 

f i'il lirif "to know" ma 1ruuf 

Weak Verb - The glottal stop (. Hamza) . 

verb pass. art. 

The initial glottal stop kala "to eat" m. aakuul 

The middle g lottal stop sa? al " to ask" mas? uul 

The final gl ottal stop gara "to read" magri 

Weak verb at first wahab "to give" maahuub 

Weak verb in the middle. Saal "to lift" masyuul 

Weak verb in the final. ra'a "to pasture" marr'i 

The derived themes 

There are ten derived themes in use in Al-Ghor dialect. 

The derive from the base form If 1/, by one or more of 

the following morphological processes. 

a) by internal changes, 

b) by leng. thening of a vowel, 
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c) by doubling a consonant, 

d) by the addition of prefixe3. 

We list below the forms of the derived themes, 

according to the terminology commonly used by grammarians. 

II - fa<falý This is formed by geminating the second 

radical of the base form /f ' if 

perf ec t imperfect imperative 

Bassam y(i )gassim gassirn "divide" 

This form is in fairly common use and occasionaly employed. 

when Cl. Ar. would use form IV, e. g. ? arabý> sarri 

III - faa(al: This form is derived from the- base form 

If ' 1/, by lengthening the vowel between the first and 

second radical. 

perfect im erf ec t imperative 

haa-via sy (i )haawis haawis "quarrel" 

This form is not very frequent in this dialect. 

IV -l of f al-: 

perfect 

? ixta 

imperfect 

y(i)xýi 

imperative 

7 ixti "to make a 

. mistake" 

V- tafa'ral: This form is formed by prefixing the 

syllable /ta/, and geminating the second radical. 

perfect imperfect 

t (a )xallas y (i) txal. las 
a 

This form. corresponds to the Cl, Ar. 

imperative 

7itxa1las "get rid of" 
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VI - tafaa'al: This form derives from If l/, by 

adding the prefix /ta/, and lengthening the vowel between 

the first and second radical. 

perfect 

t(a)saatab 

imperfect 

yitsaagab 

This form is not very frequent. 

imperfect 

yangali " 

VII - ? infa'al: It is formed by the addition of the prefix 
/? in/ to the form_ If ' l/. 

Perfect 

? ingala ( 

im-p e rf ect 

yAmarr 

This form, is in frequent use as a passive. 

imperative 

? itsaatib "disturb" 

imperative 

? ingali 

VIII - ? if to 'al; This form is formed by adding the prefix 

/? i-/ and inserting a /t/ consonant after the first radical 

of the base form If r 1/. 

perfect imperfect imperative 

? intasar yintasir ? intasir "spread" 

This form is. fairly frequent. 

IX - ? if lall: This form is formed by the addition of the 

prefix /7i-/ at the beginning of the form If 1 1/, eliding 

the vowel- between first and second radical. 

perfect 

? iirrmarr 

This form. is rare. 

ire erative 

? iim, arr 

"ego away" 

"becone red" 

It is used. only to denote colours and 

disea-seso 
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X ? istaf'al; It is formed by adding /? ista/ at the 

beginning of the form If ( 1/, and eliding the vowel after 
the first radical. 

perfect 

7 is tasm. ahi 

The articiple 

Im erf ct 

yis tasmit 

In Al-Ghor dialect, as we saw above, 

forms : 

a) The active participle 

b) The passive participle 

imperative 

? istasmiti "ask 
forgiveness" 

there are two participle 

The active participle deriving from the form /fa"al/ has 

the form masc. s. /faa'il/. 

The feire. s. /fas'ila/, 

/f as `laat/. 

masc. pi, /fas'liin/, fem. pl. 

The foJlo%ving table shows the forms of the active participle 

which can be derived from the strong, weak and geriinate verbs. 

verb form. Act. part. 

II fa«al ? imfa('i1 

examples 

Bassam - ? ingassim "divide" 

III. faaIal ? ii: faa1il haawas - ? imhaawis 

V taf a "al mitf at eil taxallaý - mi txallis 

VI tafaa{al. 
_ mitfaafil tanaazal - mitnaazil 

VII ? infa'al 

VIII ? if to gal 

IX ? iffal1 

X ? istaf (al 

"quarrel-" 

"get rid of" 

"resigning" 

m: infalil ? inkasar - minkasir "broken" 

miftail_ ? intasar - m. intasir "spread" 

mif fill ? iýfmarr -- mi im. irr "become reds' 

mistaf ril 1istasmah - m. istasmi "take 
permission" 
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To give a few examples of active participles deriving 

from weak verbs, consider the following 

v erb Ac art. meaning 

'leak first wigaIr waagi ` "falling dorm" 

Weak middle raah raayi i "going" 

Weak final masa maasi "walking" 

The active participle from geminate verbs can be illus- 

trated below: 

verb Act. t. 

ladd laadd 

sabb saabb 

madd maadd 

m=eaning 

"to turn aside" 

"to pour" 

"to stretch" 

The passive participle 

It is derivable from the verb form in ways parall. ek, to 

those of the active participle. Thus passive participle 

of the verb form /f a {al/ is Lf `uui7 

I. e. /katab/ "he wrote" ----> ktuub% "being written" 

* 

The following table shows the passive participle of the 

various forms. 

verb form pass. art. examples 

II faf'(al maf 1uul kat*q. b - mak, -xL&Ab "being 
written" 

III fas gal ? imf as f al haar: as -? imhaa-vras "being 

, 
fought" 

V taf a F'al_ ? imf a lr*al taxall. as -? imxallas "get 
rid of " 
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verb form pass. nart. ex, am es 

VII ? infa "al m. af tuul ? inkasar - nihk-aS; r "b roken" 
VIII ? if to fal m; -61 c, ? intasar - mansuur "b eing 

spread" 

IX ? if 'all ohýJ l , -PA* ? itni arr - mitimarr "b eing red" 
X ? istaf'aL mistaz fil ? istasriati - mistasmiti "get 

perr. ission" 

The passive participle deriving from geminate verb. 

verb pass. pa t. meaning 

ladd malduud "having been turned" 

s abb masbuub "having been pdured" 

n, add mamduud "having, been stretched" 

Nouns 

Nouns in the Al-chor dialect as in others, and in Cl. Are 

may be formed from bi-literal, tri-literalt; or ouadriliteral 

roots, and follow various patterns of formation. They may 

also be distinguished by number (according to whether they 

occur in the singular, dual or plural). Some of the noun 

patterns in use in this dialect are identical to the 

corresponding classical Arabic noun patterns, as will be 
Ift 

seen in the list of patterns given below, but others differ 

from, the Classical Arabic forms due to the elision of 

original. vowels,. or vowel changes, or the intrusion of 

anaptyctic vowel. Not all noun patterns are equally 

frequently found. Some tend to. be linked with specific 

meanings as in classical Arabic like the pattern %faý ýaal/ 

used to denote a person exercising a habitual or profess- 

Tonal activity. (e. g. 
ramnaa1 type oic zaila ,l "carrier 

porter") 
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Biconsonant nouns 

This type of noun still renains the sane as in classical 

Arabic,, with doubling of the second consonant. 

sadd. "d an" 

damm "blood" 

Lamm "uncle" 

kaj j "pilgrimage" 

e. g. 

We. shall. list below the mäin singular types of noun in 

this dialect according to the masc. and fem. forms. 

i. fa'l - This form of noun type also. occurs in alternative 

variants. 

a) Without anaptyxis. e. g. /barb/ "Wax" 

b) With anaptyxis. e. g. nahr ---a nahur "river" 

This anaptytic vowel is mostly of two types,: one being 

front /i/ e. g. bahn --- basin "belly", and the other is 

back /u/ e. g. gaa ---) gan. uti "wheat". Occasionally /a/ 

may be found e. g. saxr --4 saxar "rocks". 

2. fa "la h) e. g. / arba/ "spear" 

3. fa'I. a h)Jf'a1a h) e. g. /-ýaxra/ or /ýxara/ "one rock" 

The second. form is restructured due to_ the presence of 

guttural /x/. 

40 fi I e. g. /bint/ "girl" 

This form is similar to the classical Arabic, but there 

is an alternative form. with the anaptyctic vowel (i) 
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so that /fill/ changed into /fi °il/ 

biný%s t ý, 
, as a free variant. 

/f'ila/ e. g. /zli ma/ "m. an" 

i. eo /b in t/ -----ý 

5. fi la h) e. g. /bizra/ "seed", /svirka/ "co: mpany" 

6, fu 11 This form has two variants. 

a) Without anaptyxis. rumt ---, > rum i "lance" This latter 

form corresponds to the Classical Arabic form /f u'l/. 

b) With anaptyxis of the back vowel /u/ rums --4 rumut 

"lance". 

7. fu'la(h) e. g. /nugra/ "fire-place" 

8. faral e. g. /vralad/ "boy" 

9. fafala(h) e. g. /daraja/ "step/degree" 

10. fi tai e. g. The classical form is /fa'al/ 

e. g. /jamal/ ----> Tma17 "camel" 

11. fu "al e. g. /bukarn/ "pick-up/van" 

12. f Gila h) e. g. /ftiila/ "wick" 

13, fi'iilLfa! iii The Classical Arabic form is /fa{iil/ 

rigiif/raýiif "a loaf of bread". 

fariila h) e. g. /tariiga/ "way" 

14. f Vula h) The Classical Arabic form is /fa'ala/ 

In this dialect they produce an initial two consonant 

cluster followed by a close back vowel /u/ in the first 
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syllable of the pattern, e. g. /rU uba/ "neck" /rkuba/ 

"knee". Note that such, restructuring need not be due to 

the presence of a guttural. 

1.5, f "ala h) In Classical Arabic, his corm. occurs as 

/fa'la(h)/ e. g. /gahvia/ "coffee". Speakers of this 

dialect mostly elide the first vowel /a/ and insert a 

vowel after the second consonant, if this is a guttural. 

Thus /gahwa/ mostly becomes /ghawa/. Similarly /satila/ 

----ýj s: ia1a% "pot" 

16. f 'raa1 e. g. /limaar/ "donkey". 

This, pattern varies from the Classical Arabic form /fi faal/ 

due to the fact that the short vowel /i/ in this form is 

elided,. leading to f 'aal , 

17. f'aala h) e. g. /twaala/ "food place for animals" 

18, f (eel. e. g. /gleeb/ "li ttle heart" 

The corresponding Classical Arabic form is the diminuitive 

/fu'rayi/, but in this dialect there is elision of the back 

vowel /u/, and the dipthong in this form is replaced by a 

long vowel /ee/. 

190 fiuiila h/fa'iila h) e. g. gisiida/gasiida "poem" 

20. fe la e, g. /sxeela/ "little lamb" 

21. fafuul. /rasuul/ "messenger" 
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22. fäýuula(h) This pattern differs fron the classical 

Arabic form. The classical Arabic form is /faa'uula(h)/ 

e. g. /naa"uurah/ "water mill", with a long vowel in the 

front syllable, which in Al-chor dialect ispreplac ed by a 

short open vowel /a/ /baaruuda(h)/ 
---3 baruuda(LF 

"rifle(See_ be\övj -; N q, '31) 

4iß.. 
_ 

23. fa"aal e. g. /liarraat/* "ploughman" 

24, fat(aala(h) e. g. /fallaa! a/ "peasant woman" 

25s far ruul e. g. /babbuur/ "prim-us/steam train" 

269 faafil e. g. /jaami'7 "mosque" 

27. faa'rIa h) e. g. /jaam*a(h)/ "university" 

With loss of short /i/ compared with classical Arabic 

/j aami rah/ 

28. foogal e. g. /soomar/ "wild plant" 
4R 

29o foo fala h) e. g. /sooraba/ "soup" 

30, faa*uu1 e. g. /saakuus/ "hammer" 

31. faa"uula(h) e. g. /gaaýuu'a/ "instrument for cutting 

stones or meat/stone cutter" 

32. f an e. g. /funjaan/ "cup" 

This form does not exactly correspond to the Classical 
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Arabic,, showing transition of /i/ ---r> /u/ 

33. /fi*laan/ 
---ý fu tlaan7 due to the neighbourhood of a 

labial. 

34. fa'rlýuun e. g. /galyuun/ "pipe" 

35"' fa'aloon e. g. /jalatoon/ "wild plant" 

36. fu"eela(h) e. g. /zummeera/ "music pipe" 

The diphthong in classical Arabic/ay/ ---? /ee/ in this 

dialect. 

37 . fa'lal /bakraj/ "coffee pot" 

38.., farl. ala(h) /xarbaga/ "scribble/confusion" 

fu'lala(h) e. g. /tunjara/'tcooking pot" 

39 . maf "al /maimal/ "camel-borne litter" 

40. maf tala(hI /maýjaba/ "floor" 

41. maf fil /masjid/ "mosque" 

42, mif "al/m. af °al e. g. /minsaf/mansaf/ "Jordanian dish" 

43, mif'ala h) e. g. /mifraga/ "saddle" 

44,,, maf ruuI e. g. /maznuuk/ "'long dress for men" 

45, mif'faal e. g. /miftaa i/ "k ey 
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46* mif'aala(h) e. g. /mi imaasa/ "hot plate for roasting 

coffee beans" 

47. mu ela(h) e. g. /muknesa/ "brush/broom" 

The gender of nouns 

Most of the feminine nouns are marked with the ending 

/ah/a/. e. g. /saj ara/ "tree" /sxalah/ "little lamb" 

The feminine termination of /a? / of classical Arabic as 

in /tamra? / "red" is presented much like /a(h)/ in this 

dialect, so that c-lassical Arabic /Iamraa7/--? % /Iamra/. 

Some nouns, as in classical Arabic,. do not have feminine 

endings� as in /sams/ "sun" or /paar/ "fire". 

Adjectives 

Here are the most common adjectival patterns found 

in Al-Ghor dialect. The feminine are formed by the addition 

of the ending /ah/. 

lý maf {uul_ e, g. /mabsuut/ "happy" 

This form corresponds to the classical Arabic passive 

participle-form of the verb. /bay aý/. 

2} f_(iil e. g. /nadiif/ "clean" 

3f i"'iil e. g. /6ibiir/ "big" 

The classical Arabic form is /fa'iil/o In. this dialect 

they change the front open vowel /a/ to the short closed 

vowel /i/. 
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4ý faa'il e. g. /naa$it/ "fat" 

This is the active participle form and it is identical to 

the classical Arabic fore /faa ril/. 

5ý fafa e. g. /'arja/ "limping" 

Note that this dialect uses the form of feminine adjectives 

of which the form in classical Arabic would be /fa'laa? //1arjaai 

"limping" 

6} fa''aa1 e. g. %Iiassaad/ - "harvester" 
of 

7} fa tlaan e. g. /za "laan/ "angry" 

8) fa'al e. g. / iamar/ "reds' 

This form corresponds to the classical Arabic form, 

? aim ar/ "red"o In this dialect they elide the initial 

glottal stop and produce /fa"al/ 

The dual 

Dual nouns are marked by the addition of the suffix /-een/ 

to the singular. e. g. 

nhaareen 

za lm. at een 

"two days" 

"two men" 

beeil-teen "two eggs" 

The use of the numeral ? i±neen and limteen- before the 

nounl which is found in' some Arabic dialects,. is not found. 

in Al-Ghor dialect. Note that, instead of the dual, a 

1. Blanc. H. "Dual and pseudo-Dual in the Arabic dialect" 
P. p. 43-44. Language vol. 46. 
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construction with ftneen/tinteen/, after a plural noun 
be used, e. g. 

wiaad itneen "two boys" 

banaat tinteen "two girls" 

Some nouns, like members of the body occuring in pairs, 

always use the dual. e. g. 

i. deen "two hands" 

ijreen "tyro feet" 

The most common types of dual are described below: - 

a) nouns ending in a consonant. 

singular dual 

jisr/jisir jisreen "two bridges" 

b) nouns ending in (-a) 

gajara 

c) nour_s ending in (- i 

sabi 

saj rateen "two trees" 

sabiyyeen "two boys" 

Can 

The Diminutive 

We referred above to the forms /feel of the 

diminutive. This can be formed from most nouns. If there 

are three consonants in the noun,. the diminutive will be 

fu'ray1 ----3 
ýýeel 

- with elision of short /a/ and 

reduction of the dipthongs, and this gives the meaning Df 

"liittl_e" or "emall-". 
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Instead of the /f 'eel/ form of diminutive, a construction 
involving the placing of the adjective /sag i ir/ "small" 

aýý`ý. the noun concerned may alternatively be employed. 

e. g. ivalad sagiir "small boy" 

lý Fora of triliteral_ noun /fa (1/ 

g_alb g-leeb "little heart" 

fabd. f(e)beed "slave" 

sabb sb 
e eb "youth" 

pia jar tijeer "little stone" 

2) Form of triliteral feminine noun /fa'la(h)/ e. g. 

fanza '(e)neeza "little goat" 

dam Ira. - dmee fa "little 'tearful' 
eyes! ' 

s ma la sxee la " li tt l_e lamb" 

However,, the diminutive is used also to express endear- 

m: ent. eg. 

bin-ti- bnay+ 

maam. tilw mweemti_ 
(riat attested) 

"my little girl" 

tiny: dear mother" 

In. Al. -G. hor dialect they use a plural- form. of the dimi- 

nutive of nouns,. adding, the suffix /-aa t/ to the noun. 

e. g. bn. ayya bnayyaat "little girls" 

sxala sxeelaat "little young lambs" 

I, 
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Collective nouns 

Certain nouns in Al-Ghor dialect are collective, 

e. g. /bugar/ "cattle". These for-as are inherently 

plural. in meaning, but syntactically they behave like 

singulars. For example, they select a singular verb as 

in /? abbugar wirid {ammayy/ "the cattle reached the water". 

For many such collective nouns we can derive plural 

forms by the addition of the ending (-at), and these f ores 

can then in. turn also take the plural- forms. 

collective 

bugar "cattle" 

singulative 

bgara "one cow" 

little pl. 

bgaraa t "cows 11 

ajar "trees" sjara(h) "one tree" sjaraat "trees" 

However, there are some collectives from the roots of 

0 

which no nouns of unity are found. 

/bi 1/ 
/xeel/ 

/niswaan/ 

The Plural 

e. g. 

"camels" 

"horses" 

"woman" 

As in classical Arabic l plural in this dialect has 

two major sub-categories. 

a) The so-called sound plural,. where all- the vowels and 

consonants- of the singular are retained, namely /-iin/ 

for the regular masculine plural. -,; and the suffix /-aat/ 

I 
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for the feminine plural. e. g. 

'iaspaadiin 

iassaadaat 

"harvesters" masc. 

"harvesters" fem. 

b) The so-called broken. plural is formed by internal 

changing involving modification of vowels and in other 

types loss of one root consonant. 

The main nominal patterns found in Al-Ghor dialect 

are the following: 

1) f "aal. e. g. /rjaal/ "men" /glaan/ "pencils" 

This type is mo. re often with the loss of unstressed short 

vowel /i/. It is usually from the forms faul. 

fatal, fu ru l and f i! al . 
/rjaal/ ! 'men" /Ilaat/ "thirds" /wlaad/ "boys" 

/rbaa'/ "quarters" 

However, examples for the prost1 Uºc, -/i/ preceded to avoid 

a shawa at the initial of the word qrt as follows: 

? irbaa'/ "quarters 1, /? iyyaam/ "days" 

Moreover,: this pattern is largely used for adjectival 

plural of pattern /f aal/ in the singular, e. g. 

%zgaar/ "small" /kbaar/ "big" 

2) f'uul. e. g. /gluub/ "hearts" /z iuun/ "plates" 

Note there is an alternative of this form., it is /if'uul/ 

e. g. /i. shuur/ "months" / 
... udru'/ "arns" 

3) fad e. g. /lamiir/ "donkey" /'abiid/ "slaves" 

4) fu'ul e. g. /zulum/ "men". This form is usually from 

/f ri la/. 

/ 
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5) faral e. g. /daraj/ "steps" 

6) f'rall e. g. /rkabb/ "knees". This form is from /fa'al/.. 

7) fuß e. g. /bukkar/ "virgins", alternatively there is 

another form /fa'aala/ e. g. /bakaara/ "virgins" 

8) fu! aal e. g. /suwwaa'/ "travellers" 

9) fa'aalil e. g. /bakaarij/ "coffee pots". The singular 

of this form is /fa'l. al/. 

10) fa faaliil e. g. / xataatiir/ "guests". The singular 

of this form is /faa'ril/.. 

11) fa(aa iI e. g. /galaayid/ "necklaces". Most of the forms 

of /fa "iila/ in the singular have the /fa'aayil/ for plural. 

12) fawa a'il e. g. /sawaari "/ "streets". This form is from 

the singular /faatil/. 

13) fa {gala e. g. /? amaara/ "princes". The singular of this 

form is /fa'iil/. 

14) f a'aali e. g. /galaaf i/ "lances". The singular of this 

form is /fa'la/. 

15) fi'laan e. g. /xirfaan/ "Iambs". Most of this pattern 

of /fa'uul. / in the singular have this form for plural. 

16) fu rlaan e. g. /burgaan/ "jugs". Another form is found 

in this dialect it is /fi tlaan/ e. g. /sibyaan/ "boys". 

17) mafaa'i. l e. g. /madaaris/ "schools". This form is from 

the singular /maf Pala/. 

18) mafas'iil e. g. /mayaadiin/ "squares". The singular of 

this form is /maf Taal/. 
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The Definite Article 

An undefined noun becomes definite by the prefixing 

of the definite article to it. e. g. 

gaadi ? algaadi "the judge" 

yoom ? alyoom "the day" 

beet ? albeet "the house" 

The definite article is realised in two different 

forms in Al-Ghor dialect: 

a) Without assimilation 

b) With assimilation 

All the non--Ghawarneh people realise the definite 

article in their speech, as in Classical Arabic. 

is e. mooz 
gaimoo% "the bananas" 

On the other hand the Ghawarneh people assimilate 

the definite article, and it is a characteristic of their 

speech,, irrespective of what following consonant occurs. 

i, e. Boor Eaggoojr 
"Al-Ghor" 

Limaar fiahtamaa "the donkey" 

balad 
Lbblaad. the countries" 
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Nunation 

A number of adverbs are formed by the suffixation 

of / an/ to a certain noun as in the following examples ; 

tab "an "of course" 

sukran "thank you" 

? abadan "never" 

The above examples are in particular close to the Classical 

Arabic,, due to influence by the literary Arabic. 

Note that /gasbin/ "by force" is dialectal form. 

Some adverbs used in this dialect eeg. /geertaaxida gasbin_ 

tannu/ "you will marry her in spite of his wish". 

The construct state 

Masculine and feminine plural nouns end in /-i in/ 

R 

and /-aat/ remain unchanged in the construct state. 

e. g. 

masc. ple mzaartiin algoor "the Ghor farmers" 

fem:. pl.. mdarsaa lwazaara "teachers of the 
minis try" 

The dual nouns in the construct state realised as 

the plural, 4 the dual form.. as in 

liwlaadul tneen. balmadrasa 

banaatui tinteen. balbeet 

"his two boys are 
at school, " 

"his two daughters 
are at home" 

The singular ending in /-a/ take /-t/ in the construct. 

e. g. sayyaara ------3 
Cayyaara7 "car,, " 

sayyaaratvilbalad "the 'village car" 
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The system of the broken plural in Al. -chor dialect is. 

fairly similar to the classical , rabic, However,; the 

unstressed short vowels (a, i, u) may be elided or 

reduced to another vowel in some forms,; e. g. 

rijaal --_4 
Ejaal] �men" 

guluub --3 
Eluu]D "hearts" 

rugfaan_ -... -> 
Crigfaag "loaves" 

Com arison of adjectives 

The form /? af'al/ is always to denote elative in 

this dialect. enge 

? inta ? atisan minni 

tu isub ? inne ? as tar minnu 0 

a 
Superlative 

i 

"you are better 
than I am" 

"do you think that he 
is cleverer than him" 

It is an expression of the highest or lowest degree 

of a quality or attribute,, and it is derived from adjectives 

by restructuring them according to the pattern /? af "al/ 

(followed by nouns in the construct)* 

? atisan 'aamil 

? ag wad lima 

? at;;, yab waaiaci_ 

7a1isan "iisa 

"the best worker" 

"the strongest man" 

"the best among us" 

"the best life" 
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Note also the following without distinction of 

gender or number. 

s"aatir 

kuwayyis 

? as tar 

akrras 

"cleverer" 

"best" 

gU W :L 

faali 

"strongest" 

"highest" 

Aaali ? 41a "most expensive" 

The superlative form is one with /? al-/. 

dy 

Sometimes the form /? af fa1/ is annexed to an indefinite 

noun to express the superlative degree as Ln the following. 

e. g. ? atisan waaiiad 

?a °la waatiad 

? agla Si 

The numerals 

? agora 

?a tla 

"the best one" 

"the highest one" 

"the most expensive thing" 

In Ai--Ghor dialect the numerals which correspond to 

one and two, inflect for gender. e. g. /waahad/ for 

masculine and /wAda/ for femininen Other numerals can 

be used with both masculine and feminine nouns. 

e. g. /x. am_sv wlaad/ "five boys" 

/xams banaat/ "five girls" 

The cardinals from one to ten. e. g. 

masc. fem. 

waaliad wi `ida one 

?i tneen tinteen two 
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The rest of the numbers are the same. e. g. 

tolat zulum 

? arbor' niswaan 

litt neeraat 
v tas ar b avzari id 

"three men" 

"four women" 

"s-ix lira" 

"ten rifles" 

The above examples, the numbers are with an 

enumerated noun, but if the numbers are alone they will 

take the feminine form except /waaFiad/ and /tneen/ e. g. 

gaddees tandak ganam ?, ala-ata 

how many goats do you have? three 

The numerals from eleven to nineteen are as follows: 

? Aida (is 

? i. tna ßa5 

Ia1aýa ('is 

xannista*is 

timantalis 

Lisa rta is 

"eleven" 

"twelve" 

"thirteen" 

"fifteen" 

"eighteen" 

"nineteen" 

Note that Classical Arabic /t/ which is at the end of the 

first element of a 'compound numeral form, becomes emphatic 

that is from 13-19. Furtherm_ore, - 
if an enumerated 

noun follows these numerals, they end in /" sar/ e. g. 

sutta °sar daar 

tisa "ta'sar'- jim. al 

"sixteen houses" 

"nineteen camels" 

} 
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The numerals for 20,30,40, up to90. 

The numerals for 20 to 90, end in the suffix /-iin/. 

e. g. "isriin "twenty" 

talatiin "thirty" 

? arbor"iin "forty" 

xamsiin "fifty" 

±irlaniin "eighty" 

tis "iin "ninety" 

In compound numbers from 21-29,31-39, etc. -the 

s 

units from 1 to 9 come first, and are conjoined to the 

following /-iin/ form by the conjunction /wi/ or /u/ e. g. 

waa iad u risriin "twenty one" 

sitta warba'iin 
1 

talazaw am aniin 

The numbers from 100 onwards 

m. iyya 

"forty six" 

"eighty three" 

"one hundred" 

miiteen 

lal. m.. iyya 

si ttmiyya 

iimanmiyya 

tisi 'miyya 

? alf 

? alf een 

tala ttalaaf 

"two hundred" 

"three hundred" 

"six hundred" 

"eight hundred" 

"nine hundreds" 

"one thousand" 

11 two thousand" 

"three thousand" 
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Ordinal Numerals 

Ordinal numerals take the following forms, cog* 

Masculine Feminine 

indefinite definite indefinite definite 

First ? awwal lawwal ? awwa1a lawvrala 

Second taani ? allaani taanya ? aar%ýyk 

Third . aali± ? atlaalil taalta ? allaalla 

Fourth raabi ? arrabi f raab 'a ? arraab ra 

Fifth xaamis ? axxaamis xaaasa ? axxaamsa 

Sixth saadis, ? assaadis saadsa ? assaadsa 

Seventh saabi f ? assaabi' saab "a; ? assaaläa 

Eighth taamin ? attaamin taamna ? allaamna 

Ninth taasi"' ? attaasi l taas lfa ? attaas to 

Tenth ýaasir ? aýýaasir taasra ? aýýaasra 

Time 

Among the words used to indicate the time in Al-Ghor 

dialect are as follows: 

To indicate age, year, m. onth,; rrLonent. 

ziin aan. "age/past tine" 

sana- "year" 

sahar "month" 

lafida "moment" 

The ordinals are also used for expressing the tin e 

I 
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of day. e. g. /visa / "evening" / ajir/ "e arly morning" 

/feel/ "night" / nahgar/ "d ay tine" 

The d_a rs of the week 

yoom i lhiadd " Sunday", 

yoori li. neen "'Monday" 

yoom ittalaat `Tuesday" 

yoon. larba' " Wednesday" 

yoo j lxamiis " Thursday" 

yo-o a j jum. f a "Friday" 

yoom issabt "Saturday" 

The word. /? usbuu "/ "week" occurs in this dialect. 
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Personal Pronoun 

The personal pronouns usually reflect in their 

forms the same distinction of person and gender as is 

found in Classical Arabic. However, the dual feminine 

does not occur inthis dialect but plural is used instead. 

1. Indep endent pronouns 

The f orms of independent personal pronouns are as 

follo ws: -- 

3rd p. masc. s. huu "he" 

3rd p, fem. s. hii "she" 

3rd p. masc, pl. humm. a "they" 

3rd pe fen. pl. hinne "they" 

2nd p. masc. s. ? inter "you" 

2nd p. f em_, s. ? inti "you" 

2nd p. rast. pl. ? intu "you" 

2nd p. fem. pl. ? intin "you" 

ist P. (m. as c. f em.. ) s. ? ana "I" 

1st p. (masc. fem. )pl. ?i ina/tiinna "we" 

Note that / i. inna/ is more frequently used than /? i 'ina/. 

2. Pronominal suffixes 

Pronominal. suffixes occur with nouns, verbs, and 

prepositions, as in the following: 

a) with noun e. g. 

beet "house" beetna "our house" 
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b) with verb e. g. 

talabnaahum "we asked then" 

c) with preposition e. g. 

ma'aana "with us" 

Forms of pronominal suffixes attachable to noun: - 

Ist p . 
(inasc. feur. )s. beeti "my house" 

lst p. (masc. fem)pl, beetna "our house" 

2nd p. masc. s, beetak "your house" 

2nd p. fem., s. beetic "your house" 

2nd p. masc. pl. beetku "your house" 

2nd p. fem. pl. beeccin "your house" 

3rd p. masc. s. beetu "his house" 

3rd p. fea. s, beetha "her house" 

3rd p. masce pl. beethum. "their house" 

3rd p, fens, pl. beethin "their house" 

Forts of pronominal suffixes attachable to verb: - 

1st p (masc. fem. )pl. talabna , he asked us" 

2nd p. masc. s, talabtak "I asked you" 

2nd p, fem., s, talabtic "I asked you" fem. 

2nd p. masc. pl. talabitku "I asked you" masc. 

2nd p. fem. ple ta1abicc in "I asked you" fem. 

3rd p. masc . S, talab tu "I asked him" 

3rd. p, fent,. s, talabitha "I asked her" 
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3rd p. masc, pl. talabithum 

3rd p. f em. pl. talabi t1 in 

"I asked them" 

"I asked. them" 

Nate that the pronominal suffixes attachable to preposition 

6vtt same table as the noun i. e. 

/ma. fna/ "with us" masc. f eni. 

/ma (c in/ "with them" fem. 

/aa chum/ "with them" ias c. 

etc. 

Demonstrative 
pronouns. 

In Al-Ghor dialect demonstrative pronouns can be 

divided into two types with regard to their spatial 

reference. 

a} Those referring, to a near object, e. g, 

haada/haasi "this one" masc. S. 
s 

haadi/ha, ay "this one" fem. s 

had_. ool/hadoola "these" masco fem. p1. 

b) Those referring to a_ distant object, e. g. 

hadaak/daak "that one" East. s. 

hadiid iic "that one" fem. S. 

hadolaak/ha -iaak 
aasce fem. pl. 

Demonstrative of Place 

The demonstratives of place in this dialect are of 

two kinds. 

a) Near objects 

haan/haana "here" 
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b} Far object. 

hanaak/(i)hnaak "there" 

However, the demonstrative /hal/ "this/these" occurs in 

Al--Ghor dialect. e. g. 

haliblaad "this country" 

hainaas 

Relative pronouns 

"these people" 

The relative pronoun /? illi/, /? alli/, "who"", 

"which", "that", does not vary according to the gender 

or number of the object referred to, whether the latter 

is singular or plural. 

? i. z iima li s of tu 

? iij imaa ra Iii raahu 

suf to Ibinta Iii raahat v 

"the man whom. I saw" 

"the people who went" 

"I saw the girl who 
went" 

The word /maa/ may be employed as an equivalent to 

a relative pronoun when following an indefinite antecedent. 

e. g. m. itrA naa wuddu "wherever he wants" 

yoom. nmaa jati iinara 

Particles 

"when the woman cane" 

Prepositions 

The preopsitions indicate relations of place, time, 

space, and various kinds of abstract relations. Prepos- 
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itions can be divided into sim le and compound. The 

most comet-mon prepositions used in J -Ghor dialect are 

listed below with their basic meanings: - 

Sign 1ý e prepositons 

1} Pala "al (Note that alternative forms exist for some 

prepositons, e. g. bi/ba, fi/fa, l. i`la). This prepos- 

ition has a number of meanings, i. e. on, to, for. 

Quite often /rata/ is assithiilated to the following word 

prefixed by the definite article /al/. becoming /"a% with 

the following consonant doubled. 

a) on ricib raffaras 

b) to 

"he rode on the horse" 

sa° -yri beet ? abuuc 

c) for 

yabni 'alee(h) xeema 

"go to your father's house" 

"he built a tent for him" 

I 

2) ba/or bi This preposition has the following meanings: -- 

(Note that interchange of the prepositions fi and bi 

acc: ur in Al-Ghor dialect. eg. balmadaaris/filniadaaris 1 

"in the schools', ) 

at, in, for, about, of, e. g. 

a) at 

jaab alba"ariin balleel "he brought the carrels at 
night" 

1. J. Blau for' piddle Arabic cf. A Grammar of Christian 
Arabic, Vol. 1. pp. 242,246,27. 
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b) in ij ii valyoomeen b (i) yoon 

"he, walks two days distance in one day" 

c) with win iak 'iikh in banunuus 

"and we rubbed them ºvi th a knife" 

dý for 

? ana daxiil bak "I am a suppliant for your protection" 

e) about 

baax_niin balmuzaari r "they know about cultivation" 

f) Of. 

daggu bii "they got hold of him" 

The preposition /bi/ "in it/there is" is distinguished 

fror a similar form meaning "there is" e. g. 

bii halvwaa iad'gariib "there is -a strange person" 

On the other h6, nd, if /bii/ is preceded by a negative 

particle it means "there is not" e. g. 

maa bii hada haan "there is nobody here" 

3) En *in Thepreposition /fan/ has various meanings, e. g. 

about, for, from, over, 

a) about 

mý. aa tidru {inni "you do not know about me" 

b) for 

kuil vraatad (i)huýý ran iaalu 

"everybody pays for himself " 

c) from 

laf laf fa ?u waddarha Einha 

"he wrapped it and hid it from her" 
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d) over 
Iianad 

na ttf an iss iik "Harlad jumped over the fence" 

4} fii The basic meanings of this preposition are as 

fo1.1otws : at,, of, für on,, bfr, 

a: ) at 

fii hazzinan haad "at this tine/at the present time" 

b) of 

ni'tini fiiha "we take care of it" 

c) in ?i tyaali d. allu fi laada axis 

"my children remained in the schoo l" 

d) on fii yooii m. inaliyyaam 

"on a certain day" "once upon a time" 

e) ? istagdu fii raayu 

"they were guided by his opinion" 

" The form. /fii/ like /bii/ means "there is" (see above 

p. 14) e. g. 

fii noyya haan "there is water here" similarly 

if the negative particle, precedes /f ii/ it me ans "there 

is not" e. g. 

maafii naas haan "there is nobody h ere" 

5} min This preposition has a various number of meanings, 

e. g. from,,, amongst, than, out of, 

a) from 

Jana min deer 0'alla "I am from Deir 'Allalt 
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b) from among . 
xala minhin wihda 

c) thari 
d) outtoof 

? aztar m inni "he is younger than I" 

sirna nistagil minxoo. f yisiir "aleena dii j 

"We started working out of fear that poverty night 
c or, -ýe to us_" 

6 Vie; i This preposition with pronominal suffixes 

overlaps the meaning off /7 ila/. The meaning of this 

preposition is am follows: 

to, of, until, , of,, about, belonging to, 

a) to Baal leeha "he, said to her" 

b) of wal mara beeth ltiaalha 

"and the woman has a house of her own" 

c) until ýa ttaari ix 'dalle ena haana lahaa 
a 

"we stayed here until this time" 

CI) by , 
Aaali j aa--Yd-a xus q 

. 
"I an living in a cottage by myself" 

e) of haada raf iii 1'abdal_la 

"he is a friend of Abdallah. " 

f) about yiIfrfu: lta, bfi 

"they know about my character" 

g) beton ing to 

haada lbeet liyya "this house belongs to me" 

"he took one fron among them" 
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?) baf' ad This preposition means "after", as in 

ba(da ilfajr "after dawn" 

and also reset as in: - 

? al1ukuuma maa rladdat had a, b a'ad 

"the government has not sent anybody yet" 

8} ina jýtiý This preposition means with or have as in_: 

yistagil ma'ru zuium "m. en work with him. " 

ni 1i m_isaari ciiiira "I have plenty of money" 

9} biween been This preposition has two rLeanings: 

between and among e. g. 

a) between 

saara 

"there 

b) auto 

t mmnaawasaat bweenna ?u bween ? a$ýagar 

was fighting between us and the Sagar" 

Saar fisaad been ? a1tanaayi1 

"there was corruption among. the tribes" 

10) foo This preposition has a number of meanings: 

beyond,, over, upon e. g. 

a) fond giimtu foog maa tissawwar 

"Its value is beyond your imagination" 

b) over {umri foog, ? alxamsiin 

"my, age is over fifty years" 

C) man iutt foogu rigiif xubuz 

"Put a loaf of bread upon it" 

d) above its proper liftfit idea more than 

g. a? a lighawa foog haddha 

"He boiled the coffee more than it needs" 
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11) to it In this dialect there is only one meaning for 

this preposition, i, e. under 

hattat raasi to iv ssasj 

"She put my head under the baking pan" 

12) abut This preposition means before 

Minna jiina gabuihum 

"We came before them" 

Corn o und Prepositions 

Compound prepositions occur in this -dialect, but 

they are not as frequent as simple prepositions. The 

most co=.. on corpound prepositions are the following: 

1) cinfoog This. preposition has different meanings, 

over, above 

a-) over 

tuiri itinfoog alxam: siin "my age is over fifty years" 

b) above bana- ntinfoogu beet taani 
0 

"he built above it another (a second) house/roots" 

2) n a'ad. The meaning of this preposition is after 

minba'ad-ssidaad " after vie cultivate the land" 

3ý ain! ugub This. preposition. also means of ter 

rain tugub a. aa ruht "af ter I Went" 
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rin' and The meaning of this preposition is fron 

jiina rainfandss. agar "7e cane fron AS_ a ar11 

5} m. i. ngabul The meaning of this preposition is before 

? ana naajuud aineabul turkiyya 

"I was here before the Turks came" 

Conjunctions 

Certain particles are used in the Ai-chor dialect 

as conjunctions. Some of them are called conditiönal 

conjunctions,;. as follows - 

1) is? innu -> lannu "because" 

maa j idirna ni iji min hanaak lannu maaf ii imoyy a 

"we could not come fron. there because' there is no water" 

2} laakin/iaaci'n "but" 

fii bä, ruud Taacin m. aa fii zuZum. 

"There were rifles but there were no men" 

3) bass but, just, 
, 

but only. 

but tarmti tiktiini bass maa dada yigdar yihci 

"my aunt hits rae but there is nobody who dares to speak" 

Just 

mid bass suvwayya "take just a little" 

but, but only 

aaa yigdaru yi iaarbu bass huu 

"None can fight but (only) he" 

Note that by itself the word /bass/ means enough. 
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4} law supposing 

lawinnu yiiji "if he can cone/suppose he comes" 

J 
5) reef as, e. g. 

as c eef maa wuddak. "as you like" 

.ý__ 

fiitta in order to,, so that 

taxabba "innhum iitta la yisuufu 

"he hide's himself from, them in order (so that) they 
should not see hin" 

7} ? i#a if 

? id, a. liguu ? iktaluu "if they find him they will kill him" 

8) ween maa where, wherever 

gaal weep m_aa widdi ? aruu i 

"he said wherever I want to go I can go" 

9) yoomin when 

yoomin lifa "a=leena "when he came to us" 

10) lama when 

lamma saar 'umri xamsiin sana 

"when I reached fifty years of age" 

11) ?u (U 0-) -. and 

ana ruuh 'ale e ?u? arc i m. a'a a 

"I go, to him and speak with him" 
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Other particles 

There are other conjunctions with various other 

functions used in Al-Ghor dialect, like the following: 

1) rLarra once,; one time 

tijiina ? aimmooya nmarra wiida 

"the water came once" 

2) baici maybe 

ba1ci zTima maa yi±iid 

"maybe the man does not want it" 

3} barra outside 

ýiattu barra ssi j 

"they put it outside the tent" 

t 

° Interrogative particles 

The main interrogative particles in this dialect. 

are as follows: 

s 1o on how 

sloon triidha "how do- you like it" 

2) the prefix si what 

siddak minni "what do you want from ne" 

3) addees how many,. how much 

how many gaddees triid ganam 

"how many goats do you want" 

how much gaddees iaggu "how much is it? " 
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nrieen from where 

Kneen albaruud haad 

"from where are these rifles" 

"where are these rifles from" 

5} man who 

man j as 

6 alta when 

m. i to i truut 

"who come? " 

or 

"when will you go? " 

ween where (classical Arabic form is ? ayn) 

ween raayi i "where will you -go? " 

$ ceef how 

if c e. ef wuddak iyyaaha "how do you like it? 

9) c an how much/haw many 

can itriid "how many do you want" 

10) vie es what (from via ? ayyU say ? in ) 

wees iddak "what do you wart? " 
R 
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PART III 

LEXICALFEATURES 

Lexical items discussed below will include not 

only single words, but also phrases or sentences which have 

the character of idioms. 

The lexical features of Al-Ghor dialect, like 

those of other dialects, may vary somewhat from one 

sub-region to another. The iterls in the corpus cover 

various fields of human activities in this region,, such 

as agriculture, which is the main source of livelihood 

among the G hawaarneh, and also sheep-rearing, and various 

types of other work.,, besides other matters. No. doubt 

some or many of the items which occur in this dialect 

are used by the neighbouring areas or tribes as well.. 

Such occurrence of special items common to them as well. 

as the Ghawzaarneh is at least partly due to the fact 

that some ofthe people living in neighbouring areas 

also have land in Al-Ghor, and they have to get it 

cultivated and looked after by the Ghawaarneh or others, 

with whom-they are thus in contact, and some other 

tribesmen specialising in. sheep-rearing have to go for 

pasture to Al-Ghor. 

Besides all_ these reasons,, there is another factor 

which is the most important, namely that the general 

historical and social-cultural background is common to- 

these tribes and the Ghawaarneh. 
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We give below a list of words, phrases, etc. , 

commonly used by speakers of this dialect arranged 

according to the usual Arabic alphabetical order. 

Verbs 

1 Farminna (agriculture) 

babas "to dig" 

taraaba, - "to agree" (between 
farmers) 

ja='ra "to turn over" (soil) 

xarat "to plough" 

hasad "to harvest" 

xadd "to shake the milk" 

daras "to thresh the wheat" 

Barra "to winnow" (wheat) 

Vv rass "to water/spray" 

zabbal "to fertilize" 

sarrib "to make lines" 
(in the land) 

sadd "to cultivate" 

sogbar "to put chemical 
manure" 

dabb "to collect" 
(wheat, barley) 

'azzab "to stay beside the land" 

gazz "to plant" 

ganmar "to collect harvest" 
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f araz "to divide" (land) 

gayyal "to sit in the shade" 

laggat "to 
." 

maras to 
(dr 

natar "to 

hawwas "to 

pick-up" 

dissolve" 
y sour milk) 

wait in the field" 

roast green wheat" 

waddar "to store/hide" 

R 

2} General. and Social Human Activity 

bat har "to look" 

barrad to obtain" 

traabat "to agree" 
(among the merchants) 

jibal "to mix" 

Ii an j ar "to share" 

xatam "to step in" 

da rar "to pierce" 

dai iaj "to look" 

Biba i "to kill/slaughter" 

ramag "to look at" 

zagat "to catch" 

zarag "to go in" 

sayyar "to visit" 

s aal "to carry" 

tabb "to settle dovrn" 

arras to become pleased/happy" 
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6 allat 

f akk 

g ahar 

k add 

labbai 

malat 

na car 

Nouns 

1) Farming (agriculture) 

"to bother/annoy" 

"to solve" 

"to go back" 

"to go" 

"to intercept" 

"to skin" 

"to puncture" 

and domestic features 

ýi (saar "tax" for land 

babbuur "primus/parafin cooker" 

tibin "hay" 

toor "ox" 

jirnaas "rice pudding" 

ja(ariin "dogs" 

habbit to liin "some flour" 

hocta "surrounding area" 

dial. 
-aal 

"cattle" 

xuzug "hole" 

dally "coffee pot" 

dili. m unit of land measure- 
ment - 1000mm 

dikar "a part of the plough" 

ru jum "a pile of stone" 

zibil "manure" 
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zoor "heavy bamboo plants" 11 
sicca "blade (of plough) it 

swaal "sack" 

saaj "hot plate for baking" 

twaala "piece of wood used for 
feeding animals" 

fuud "plough" 

gleesi "young lamb" 

f ariic a "roasting wheat" 

giraat "land measure" 

ciliil "a thick piece of cloth 
put around the animal 
who pull. the plough" 

lagin "wash basin" 

nugra "f ire place" 

2) General and Social Human Activity 

? ik taati 

? iijeeja 

babbuur 

baraatim 

tamur 

jatariin 
L 

"smell of roast meat" 

"face" 

"train" 

"Zips of 

"dates" 

"dogs 11 

Fiabbaabi "my master" 

Matta "heacress- for women" 

xuruj "saddle" 

dixiil "supplicant" 

daamir "waistcoat for men" 
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R 

rab "i t as sij 

Zirni 

sfinja 

siiniyya 

tun i ara 

taaris 

ei zwa 

" gasvi im. 

f aatir 

faarda/zaffa 

galaayid 

guttma 
00 

mixraz 

weer 

nifiila 

habrit als aan 4 ý, 

"place near the 
main tent" 

"ankle ýý 

"spear" 

"big round plate with 
edges round it" 

"cooking pot" 

"messenger" 

"people of tribe/clan" 

"ignorant" 

"fast camel" 

"wedding party group" 

"necklace" 

"piece" 

"awl" 

"bread" 

"plate form" 

"tongue" 

Adjectives, including adjectives used as nouns. 

l) Farming (agriculture) and 
General, Human and Social Activities o 

? iramani 1 "to tell- the future" 

taayih "lost" 

±oob 'ubbaabi "loose garment" 

tailaaba "milk cow" (f) 

xabbaaza baker (fY 

xarraat "liar" 
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duug 

aara 

zwaada 

s ars ari 
v 
s araari 

rassi 

1' ad la 

gatruuf a 

gaat' a 

kassaara 

mazyuuna 

mcaxmin 

mitirsa 

naagij 

haiauu la 

wi jih a1 'rasiira 

"uncultivated"( land) 

"protec tor" 

"flooding" 

"thieving" 

"poor" 

"cook" 

"well bred" 

"beautiful Woman" 

"villain" 

"robbers" 

"beautiful" 

"rotten" 

"observant/keeping 
one's eyes on" 

"newly pregnant" 

"lazy" (person) 

"notable person. in the 
tribe" 

Phrases 

Among the Ghawaarna people there are many common 

phrases used in their dialect. Here are the most common. 

phrases found :- 

? aviwal' mintahaana "first of all" 

? al'een. maa ti 11a 1 `iaajib 

"the eye cannot be higher than the eyebrow" 
(i,,, ee we cannot say anything after his decision) 
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? al juu ' garrat mas aarii ni 

? axu jaaru waxu dixiiltu 

? irbaa Thum m. saara la 
1alxataatiir 

? inhazam Irinhum kabb sarr 

? assimattaarig warab alxaalig 

? adrub haan bal1asara 

ba"adana kullina ? iltama bsida 

bii batta wihda 

tihi l 'agul 

turkud walb e en yurku j, ma'raak 

jattna zwaada 

iatteet hacyi balbattaal 

hatt hazzahaab. 

haff ila lwal. ad 

"I am starving to death" 

"he is like a brother to 
his neighbour and to his 
supplicants" (i. e. he is 
a man of his word) 

"their tents are. wide open 
to receive guests" 

"he left them in order not 
to get involved" 

he has nothing but 
heavens and God the Creator 

"shake hands" (i. e. as a 
sign. of approval. 

"we are-still-joined 
together" 

"there is one condition" 

"immature" 

"you run and calamities 

. accompany you" (i. e. 
wherever you go calamit- 
ies follow) 

"we had a flood" 

"you ignored what I said" 

"he loaded his provisions" 

"get the boy ready" 



x anna inhutt bidhuurhin 

xadatna kassa wihida 

draa (ak minlxaam, yicsiik 

. a11at fa1a haddidaan 

*iisitna m. Zaatasa bim. iaatasa 

t'iisa m. haataka 

fanaak ? umaani 'randak 

gaalu baaýil taleena j jiira 

maa waraay fad 
;a 

mahm. a dabb wjara 

" nIiutt ammahatt ?u 
Ljnuýammanaýý 

y alla kudd_ 

"leth mount our horses" 

"it swept us away 
completely" 

i. e. "he is a self-made 
man" 

"she continued in the 

-same manner" 

"our life has its ups and . 
. 
dovins/is greatly incan- 
sistent" 

"a hectic life" 

i. e. "unfulfilled 

. promises" 

they said,, "By all means 
by God". 

"I have no time" 

"whatever happens" 

"vie pay our share (of 
blood money) come what may' 

"let's go" 

compound. Words 

In. this dialect there are some compound. words which 

are listed below: 

baniaadanm "human being" from /? ibn/ "son" and 
`ý /? aadaxj "Adam.. 
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gaayimagaam "governor" from. /gaayim/taking,, active 
and /magaam/ place,, behalf 

'ardliaal. "petition" from ' arr. /'b tatem ent,, review" 
and / aal. ' "condition" 

All the above are taken from the literary language 

and dated back to. the Turkish official terminology,, used in 

the century before 1917 . 

By the use of /? ab/ "father", "mother" 

/biet/ "daughter", /beet/ "house" , 
/ýaa'iib/ "owner", 

? ax/ "brother", and the like in the construct case, 

followed by the word or words'sexpressing the desired 

qualities in. the genitive, e. g. 

? abu sanab "father of a moustache" "comet" 

? abu. sSantaat "father of the suitcases" "opportunist,, 
timeserver" 

? abu 1xeeI "father of the horses" "an. expert 
" `. horseman" 

? alu idraac "f a-ther of the arm" "curse" 
? i11 

_ 
uffak 

? urri: ligruun_ "mother 

? ibn.. halaal- "son. of 

banaat lhaTa "daught 

? ibn tiaraam "son_ of 

of-the horns" "with Plaits" 

legitimacy" "a good fellow" 

ers of the air" "prostitutes" 

illegitimacy" "a bad fellow" 
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p 

? ibn (arab 
0 S. 

beet il. mooyya 

beet il xaarij 

saahb albeet 

ý aahib ýu iýa 

saatlib Talaal 

? axu ? uxtu 

"son of an Arab" 

"the house of water" 

"the house of outside" 

"the owner of the house" 

"a good 
Arab man" 

"the 
water 
closet" 

"the landlord. " 

"the owner of the authority" "authorised 
person" 

"the owner of the cattle" 

"brother of his sister" "helpful. 
person" 

Foreign Words 

Many foreign words are found in. this dialect, a 

considerable number of these are borrowed from Turkish, 

due to the former administrative and military occupation, 

and from Greek and Italian, which is the source of many 

commercial terms. Others are derived from Hebrew, French, 

German, English and Persian. 

1) From, Turkish 

taabuur "b attali. on" 

daamir "waistcoat for man" 

sarsari "thief " 

saawiig "sergeant" 

jraab "mor_ey pouch" 
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J axX a 

lagin 

yu zb aas i 

zaabit 

bakraj 

dug ri 

f% asst 

tanak 

balki 

brinji 

jabaxaane 

baasa 

dasta 

kund ara 

2) From Persian 

? us taad 

saal. 

taaza 

xyaar 

ruznaama 

funjaan 

$a ji1. 

beetinjaan 

baskiir 

"very good" 

"large bowl" 

"c ap tain" 

"officer" 

"coffee pot" 

"straight on" 

"cook" 

"tin" 

"perhaps" 

"good" 

"ammunition" 

"pasha" 

"do zen" 

"shoes" 

"school. teacher" 

"shawl" 

"fresh" 

"cucumbers" 

"c al. endar" 

"cup" 

"bucket" 

"egg plant/aubergine" 

"towel" 
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juux "kind of wool" 

sirwaal "long pants" 

Aalyuun "pipe" 

kahraba "electricity" 

baxt "luck" 

R 

3) Greek 

Greek or Latin originally derived from. Greek and 

Latin, but adapted from modern European or mediaeval Arabic. 

talafoon 

jmns 

naakiina 

ba, amya 

zinnaar 

saabuun. 

g aanuun 

"telephone" 

"kind/sort" 

"machine" 

"okra" 

"belts 

"soap" 

"law" 

Very few words can be referred to a Latin origin 

such as /denaars/ "denar" and possibly /fulus/ "fluus" 

"money" and /gunqul/ "consul". 

4} From Italian 

bataata 

le emuun. 

"potato" 

"lemon" 

"number" 

0 

numra 

bandoora "tomato" 
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taavilah 'table" 

kabbuut "coat" 

moody "fashion" 

5) From. German 

V 

gi. rs "piaster" 

w 

6 From French 

baaiah "bale" 

treen "train" 

kartoon "cardboard" 

keela "kilogramme" 

miter "metre" 

7 From English 

buk am. - 
"pick-up" 

tarakktar "tractor" 

trakk "truck" 

maatoor "motor/pump" 

sakaara "cigarette" 

baakiit "packet" 
34 

benziirý. "petrol" (or from 
French) 

sfilt "asphalt" 

sment "cement" 

bank "bank" 
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CHAPTER 1V 

SYNTAX 

Certain basic principles apply to the syntax of 

this dialect, as they do to all others and. also classical 

Arabic. In other respects,; however, Al-Ghor dialect shows 

syntactical features of its own, and. which distinguish it 

from the classical Arabic language,, or from other brands 

of modern col_l. oquial_ speech. 

The sentence 

Sentence consists minimally of two elements; subject and 

predicate, either of which may be expressed or implied. 

The subject 

The subject is usually a noun or noun. phrase, or a pronoun, 

or - adjective, (c. f. the underlined) e. g. 

7azlima Biba i juzuur "the man slaughtered a camel" 

? ibr. lamiir haa. n 

hii maajat 

? a1ajuuz jat 

The predi cate 

"the Arair's son is here" 

"she has not come" 

"the old (lady) came" 

The predicate consists of a word or phrase,. as in the following 

(cf , the underlined) 

a) Verb/or verb phrases e. g. 

? ana dibatit juzuur "I slaughtered a camel" 
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b) Adjective. e. g. ? ana Mabsuu 

adjective phrase 

"I aia happy" or 

e. g. ? ana mabýuuý m. innaI-,. 

c) Adverb. e. g. huu jiddaan assij 

d) Preposi tional, phrase . e. g. 

Masan balgoor 

e) A noun. e, g. haasia. j in al 

"I arg pleased with you" 

"He is in front of 
the tent" 

"Has an is in A l. -G: hor" 

"this is a camel" 

A sentence which begins with the subject is called 

a nominal sentence,, on the other hand, a sentence in 

which the predicate is a verb which precedes the subject 

is called a -verbal sentence. (According 
. 
to Arab grammarians. 

European grammarians call verbal, a sentence the predicate 

of which is a verb, irrespective of whether it precedes or 

follows the subject). 
' In this thesis we shall follow the 

Western practice o 

Nom. inaL. Sentence 

Nominal- sentences consist of two elements, subject and 

predicate, where the subject is commonly a noun, pronoun, 

or adjective, but the predicate may be a noun or pronoun. 

or adjective, or adverb,. or -prepositional phrase. 

haada beetna "this is our house" 
41 

lighawa gaalya 1yoo 

wlidi b lammaan 

"coffee is expensive 
today" 

"ray son is in. Ar reran" 

1. H. Reckendorf. Syntaktischen Verhaeltinsse Des Arabischen, 
Heidelberg, 1921. P. 1; 379, 
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Verbal sentence 

The. subject of the verbal sentence may be expressed as a 

noun,, or pronoun! or implied, and the 2redic ate is always 

a verb. i. eo /gaam/ (he) "stood up" e. g. 

tagaddu haan ?u rawwa 'iu "they ate here and left" 

jaa sseex 'aleena ?u kala "the Sheik came to us 
v and ate" 

Tv-Pes of sentence 

Spoken language is realised in units of widely 

varying length ranging fror long sentences to very short 

ones. In addition, sentences may be simple or complex in 

structure, usually comprising elements of co-ordinate or 

sub-ordinate clauses. 

In this dialect most of the sentences found tend 

to be simple, comprising the subject and predicate, 

including the object in one sentence, without the pxesencei, 

of dependant elements leading to complicated structure or 

sentences of great length. e. g. 

see x1 "asiira jaa 'aleena 'the chief of the tribe 
came to us'' 

It -Js hard to find a complicated long sentence in 

our carpus. This may be due to the lack of education 

among the Ghawaarneh people. There are, hovrever, some 

examples, like the following: - 

laakin widdi minnak bukt a tviaddi lakull_ lig zawwiyya 
tu%ur 'fandak 

"but I want you tomorrow to send to Al-G zaawiya to 
come to your place" 
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Another example: 

taani yoom. ?a ji barudd xabar lattaaris ill nta waddeetu .... 
"the next day I will give the answer to the messenger whom 

you sent" 

The other type of sentence is the co-ordinate sentence, 

The co--ordinate sentence is a type of construction in which the 

constituent elements are linked by conjunction. e. g. 

ruffit 1'a, ssuug wistareet ýilu 

"I went to the shop and bought sweets" 

C or :p ie. x sent enc e a- n-. o ; tly c_orý ri e a, mein clause and 

a_ suer. -ordinate clat e, in ;- 

bisiir 7illi dall baAgoor xada ? arse 6i. iira 

"B&shetrthe one who stayed in Al-Ghor took plenty of land, " 

In this sentence the main clause is bigiir xaaa ? axd 

ci. tiira the sub-ordinate clause is Milli lall 'ba oor. 

Tenses 
4 

In. k1-Ghor dialect, as in Arabic in general,, the verbs have 

two main tenses. 

a) The perfect or past tense, This verb usually refers to an 

action which took place in the past and was completed. e. 9. 

/raa i/ "he went" /naam/ "he slept" 

b) The imperfect, on. the other hand, designates events, states 

or dispositions that are not past, e. g. 

/yaax id/ "he takes" /yaak i l/ "he eats" 

Here we will. illustrate the details o_f the two tenses. 

The perfect 

The uses of the perf ec t tense are as follows :- 

a). An action which took place in the past, e. g. 

raah min haan " he went from here " 
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b) An° ac tion which was completed a short while ago. e. g. 

land.. 
, .... ,. , .. -of "I haveA been to. the district governor and .... . ý' 

c) It is used in wishes or prayers and optatives. 

daam. 'fizzak yaa bisiir "0, Basheer, may your 
prestige last" 

Baas almalak "God save the King" 

(This type of construction is probably due to the influence 

of literary Arabic), 

d) The perfect may be used for the present in general 

s tatements. e. g. 

kul. i. riaa, kibir kull maa saar ? aisan 

"the bigger it grows, the better it becomes" 

t 

The use of kaanL 

The verb /kaan/ "to be" precedes the perfect in 

order to.. express the pluperfect, as in classical Arabic. 

The pluperfect does not widely occur in this dialect,: the 

only occasion. where the pluperf ec t occurs is when a pause! 

in speech intervenes; as. in 

kaanat ? al iukuuma......... gaamat ?u Jaffa tattum myadda 

"the government had forced them to pay blood money" 

and it also occurs in. the apodosis of a conditional sentence 
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to express unreal events. 

law raa i caan wigil "if he vent he would have arrived" 

In this dialect, of ter /kaan/, the following parts of 

speech may be used. 

a) A noun in the implied accusative acting as predicate. e. g. 

Sudgi kaan zaabit "Sudgi was an officer" 

b) A verbali_ noun used similarly. e. g. 

? al oor haada kaan xaraab "this Ghor was a ruin" 

c) A separate preposition with pronominal suffix fo. i lowed 

by a noun. e. g. 

kaan 'aleena darb msaddid "there was a heavy attack 
on us" 

dA preposition linked to a noun in similar circumstances. 

e. g. 
kaan brizgitna barad m: aa tuwaff a_buuy tanam ?u ugar 

"there were among our wealth, after the death of my 

_ 
father, goats and cows" 

e) A verb in the imperfect to describe a prolonged state 

or condition, or habitual actions e. g. 

wlidi kaan yastagil ba«askariyya 

"my son was working in the army" 

f) An adverb of place. e. g. 

? alli kaan haan 'iasan "the one who was here is Hasan" 
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g) An active participle,, to describe a state or condition 

preva3, lingat the time in question, e. g. 

? -aziim: a kann maasi fa1 iaj j 

"the man had gone to pilgrimage" 

In Classical Arabic the perfect is often preceded 

by the particle /lad/ (it is called by the grammarians 

the particle of expectation, or to indicate perfect 

certainty)' but in this dialect this is not in use. The 

verb /kaan/ with the particle /cad/, as in Classical 

Arabic, cannot be found' : accordingly in dr corpus., 

The Imperfect 

The imperfect refers generally to an action which 

has not been completed, and it may denote habitual, event, 

action, etc. 

nutrut alard ?u nisgiiha 

"we plough the land and water it" 

yaakil kill. sii "he eats everything" 

The imperfect is also used in dependent clauses 

after certain conjunctions. e. g. (gabul-ina) 

Lana giltlak gabul maa ti j jawrrazha 

"I told warned you before you got married to her" 

1, Wright. vol. 2,1965, p. 4. 
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The imperfect may occur in the meaning of an optative e. g. 

? alla yixalliik ?u yitra i albaraka fiik 

"May God save you and bestow blessing upon you. 11 

When the imperfect follows a perfect form. it usually indicates 

intention. e. g. 

gaam.. yitci "he stood up (in order to) speak" 

gaama. t titsil "she started (in order to) wash" 

ga-tad yaakil "he started to eat" 

raat yiiý id "he left to harvest" 

In_ &1l_ of these examples, the phrase /minsaan/ "in order to" 

can be inserted between the perfect and imperfect. e. g. 

gaam. minsaan yinci 

However,, there are examples of the perfect followed by imper- 

f ect which do not indicate intention. e. g. 

scar yaric i 

aalt yaakil 

xallatu yaakil 

"he became able to talk" 

"he went on eating" 

"she let hint eat" 

W ys of indicati Z the future 

17e: should note the absence of the particle /sa, Sawfa/ in this 

dialect, which is used in classical Arabic to express the 

future. In Al-chor dialect the future is often indicated, 

instead, by the auxiliary /nriid/ and riddi/wuddi plus the 

imperfect form of the verb, as well as by the use of certain 

time specifiers i. e. 

baacir tom. orro r ? assbuu aj jaay "next creek" 

ba '(ad sana "in a year's tine" 

" 
nriid nazra' wnuI "we are going to sow wheat e. g. 
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` vidna nrru i alyoom 1arbid "sie are going to Irbid today" 
v 

yii ji baacit "he is coming tomorrow" 

? insuufak ba a. d. sana "we will see you in aý y years time" 

The_2artic iples 

The participl_es,. both active and passive, in this dialect 

express mainly a state without reference to time., e. 90 

? ana saahi "I am awake" 

7inta mabsuut "you are happy" 

Theactive participle. 

The active participle may be used, as in 

a) It is often used to denote a state. e. g. 

yimkinn ? azlirna iaadir "maybe the man is present" 

b) It may express habitual action. e. g. 

? assurti daayman vjaagif fabbaab 

"the policeman is always standing at the gate/door" 

If it is desired to emphasize that the event to 

which the active participle refers occured in the past, the 

verb /kaan/ "to be" is prefixed. e. g. 

kunt *aarif ? in: nu jaayj mbaarii 

"I knew that he was coming yesterday" 

Alternatively, it may be preceded by /saar/ "becom-e" eg. 

sirt jaay lahaan "I have already comae" 

In conjunction with the present of imperfect of /kaan/ "to be", 

the active participle expresses the future perfect. e. g. 

ba 1ad ? alfajir ninkuun vTaasliin 

"after dawn we shall. have arrived" 
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The active participle denotes continuing action, 

suf t ? aziima maasi balxala 

"I saw the man walking in. the open land" 

The passive participle 

e. g. 

In addition. to the passive participle of the type 

/maf'uul/, in Ä1-Ghor dialect the passive may be expressed 

by participle of the VIIth form of the triliteral verb. 

Example of type /maf fuul/ 

? alibgara ma iluuba 

Example of the VIIth fozn 

lageenaa mindabi i balwaadi 

"the cow was milked" 

"we found him killed 
in. the valley" 

Alternatively a clause may be used instead of the passive 

participle e. g. 

suf t ? ills ndabah 

Agreement 

"I saw the one who was killed, " 

Adjectives agree with nouns they refer to in. gender 

and number,, both if they are used to qualify a noun, and 

when used predicatively. 

The general. rules for number and gender agreement 

are given below: - 

a When the noun' is. in. the masculine singular,. the adjective 

is in the masculine singular. 
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e. g. 

b) When. the noun is feminine singular,, the adjective is -in_. 

-th-4,, - feminine s i. ngu lar. 

e. g. 

c} If the noun- is in the dual, the adjective is in the 

broken plural,: irrespective of whether it is feminine 

or masculine. This is irrespective, also,. of whether 

the noun denotes a rational- being or an inanimate 

object.. 

e. g. calibeen ikbaar "two big dogs" 
u" 

b-inte erg i twaaL "two tall- girls" 

d_) If the noun. is. in the plural and refers to masculine 

beet cibiir 

? ibis aan guvri 

oafs 'aalya 

xeema eibiira 

f aras guwiyya 

"big house" 

"strong horse" 

"high spirit" 

"big tent" 

"strong mare t' 

human beings,; the adjective is in the masculine-. 

plural-. 

egg. 
naas tayybiin. 
wlaad0ikbaar v 

"good people" 
"big boys" 

e) If the noun is tn. the plural and refers to feminine 

human beings,, the adjective is in. the feminine _ '_' 

plural. 

e. g. 
niswaan zeenaat 

banaat biid 

"good looking women" 

"white girls" 
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f} If the noun is in. the plural and it does not refer to 

human beings,, then the adjective is in the feminine 

singular or plural, 

e. g. 
xeel 6i. iira "plenty of horses" 

Negation 

Negation is acheived in this dialect by a negative 

particle being prefixed to words, p hrases, clauses,, etc. 

The most common negative particles used in this 

dialect are: m. aa/ laa/ -s/ and /la? / 

The particle /nlaa/ is mainly used with finite forms 

of verbs, active participles, prepositions, and adjectives. 

e. g. 
maa yagdar yibii ý iii 

maa yaakil bannahaar 

"he cannot sell anything" 

"he does not eat in 
daytime" 

maafi maxaaf talla, "there is no fear of God" 

bintu maa hii mazyuuna "his daughter is not 
pretty" 

The particle /laa/ "no" occurs in negative commands. e. g. 

g allu laa truu i the said to him"do not 
golf$ 

1--aa ttawwi 1 
%ý_, .0 

"do not be late" 

The negative particle /laa/ also co-occurs with the perfect to 

express a negative wish* e. g. 

laa samahalla "God forbid" 

This is perhaps due to the influence of literary Arabic. 
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Moreover,, the negative particle /laa/ may be 

CO-ordinated with /wala/ to express a double negative 

command. 

e. g. 
laa truu x 'ale ehum wala ti Mi 

ma'hum 

"do not go to them and do not speak to. them" 

/wala/ may also occur in a phrase z ollowing a negative 

statement introduced by /maa/. 

e. g. 
maa fii vwala habbit to iiin 

"there is not even a pinch of flour" 

/--s/ is as uff ix added of ter a noun, verb, or personal 

pronoun, preceded by the negative particles /maa/ and /laa/ 

This addition sometimes results in lengthening the pre- 

ceding vowel. e. g. 

aaa 'andanaas siwaaliif 

"we do not have anything to talk about" 

gaaluv lyoom mahnaas raayliin 

'they said, "we are not going today" 

/-s/ is occasionally added after a simple finite verb, but 

some speakers do. not use this construction. 

e. g. 
aaa jaa "he did not cone" as well as 

/maa jarivl,. "he did not come". 

/laa/ may of course be used to signify "no",; in which case 

it may precede another negative particle. 
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e. gý 
laa m_aa ruut "no, I do not want to go" 

/la? / is used in this dialect mostly in answer, exclamations, 

or expressions of assurance. 

e. g. 
? ills gal ak saratt bganam. la? 

"if you have been told that I am. a goat shepherd- I am not, " 

........ 
sisir la? "Poetry - no. " 

Interro ati yea.; 

Usually, the interrogative particles and pronouns 

appear in initial position in the sentence. The main 

interrogative particles used. in. this dialect are: 

/mneen/ "from. where" /miin/man/ "who" /mita/ "when. " 

/wees/ "what" /reef/ "how" /cam/ "how many/how much" 

e. g. 

mne en. jiitu "where did you- come from:? " 

min/man g allak 

mita triid truui. 

wees assiira 

ceef bitsiila 

c am vraa iad 

"who told you? " 

"when do you like to go? " 

"wha-t is happening? " 

"how are you going to lift it? " 

"how many? " 

The interrogative particle /min/ "who" 

with pronom. in: als. 

is found linked. 

e. g. - 
mi. nhu J lli jaabla yya "who is it that brought it 

to hier? " 
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minhii lli i at taleek "rho is it that carte to you? " 

The interrogative particle /weeg/"what" is also found with 

pronominals. 

e. g. 
vressuu has 

,a "what is this? " 

wessii haay "what is this? (f 

The interrogative particle /ceef/"hour" occurs with the 

particle /? an/ and with pr. onominals in the following: 

eeofinhum. 

ceefinhin 

"how are they? " (m) 

"how are they? " (f 

Relative clauses. 

Relative clauses are introduced by the relative 

particle /? illi/ or /? alli/ "who", when the antecedent is 

definite; but if the antecedent is indefinite /? illi/ is 

not used, e. g. 

a) for definite 

? il 'arab ? all. i yikrmuun aS deef 

? ilbint ? illi naagil ? igtaluuha 

b) for indefinite 

suufli- faamil_ yagtagil.. zeen 

where the relative clause is used 

,, the Arabs who feign 
generosity to the 
guest" 

"the girl who is 
pregnant, they killed 
her" 

"find me a worker who 
works well. " 

W7hen. the object is definite, the pronominal suffix is 
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attached to the verb of the relative clause,, whatever gender 

or number of the object. 

? ilxodra ? alli lacattnaaha ams bi'naaha 
a of 

"we sold vegetables which we collected yesterday" 

Sori. etimes the definite article /al/ is used instead of /? illi/ 

in. Al-Ghor dialect. e. g. 

Wtiiha larraayih ragganaa = ? ittiiha lalli raayih Igganaa 

"give it to the one who is going to the canal-" 

The occurrence of /min/ in association with /? illi/ is found 

in the speech of the Ghavrarneh. 

e. g. naakil min J lli nastagil. bii 

"vie ate from what we are working with" 

Co-ordination 

Co-ordination is a type of sentence structure in 

which syntactic elements are simply linked by conjunctions, 

There are a number of c on jurctions used in this 

dialect, such as /? u/ or /wa/ "and", /wala/ "or", 

/laakin/ "but", and /yaa/ "or". 

Multiple co-ordination also frequently occurs in 

this dialect when conjunctions are repeated. 

e. g. 
nurbut ? abbaham ?u nurbut ? ailianiir ?u nurbut ? akkuäus 

"We"tie the änimals and donkeys and mules" 

The /? u/ or- '/wa/ (which is a, phonoloc; ical variant) is the 

most frequently used conjunction linking clauses describing 
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a sequence of events. e. g. 

jaa lrraIs ?u xada xaruuf ?u kalaa 

"the wild animal came and took a young lamb and ate it" 

If the conjunction /? u/ or /wa/ was followed by the negative 
/maa/ it would tend to mean "but". e. g. 

rikad ?u maa gidir ya1. tiga 

"he ran but he could not catch him" 

/wala/ e, gý 

laa taakil. wala tisrab "do not eat and. drink" 

/laakin/ e. g. 

'ateetu laakin maa gibil "I gave hin but he äiä 
not accept it" 

/yaa/ occurs in this dialect e. g. 

taaxid haar yaa hadaak "take this one or that one" 

Co-ordination of verbal and nominal sentences 

Verbal Sentence 

The verbal- sentence may have the sequential order 

subject + verb fall r aati "Ali went" 

subject f verb 
_+ 

object Hamad liba i juzuur 

"Ha2ad slaughtered a camel" 

verb f subject ga'ad Masan "Hasan. sat down" 

Initial imperative in link, with pr onominal suffix is found 
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in this dialect. 

e. g. 
savwwiihin rala keefak 

"make them as you. like" 

xitna larbid 

"take us to Irbid" 

Nominal sentence 

The nominal sentence occurs in this dialect as 

follows: 

ýa1i mariid ?u xaalu gaayib 

haa. i siiniit ganu 'i/gam e 

"Ali is sick and his 
uncle is absent" 

"this is a tray of wheat" 

The uses of conjunctions /? u/ /wa/ in this dialect,: 

a) co-ordination of nouns 

e. g. 
reef has-. an. 7u zeed "how are Hasan and Zaid? 

co-ordination of personal pronoun + noun 

e. g. 
? ana waxuuy "my brother and I" 

b_) co-ordination of personal pronouns 

e. g. 
? ana win. ta "you and I" 

c) co-ordiznatior of adjectives 

e. g.. 
haada byad waswad "this is black and white" 
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d) co-ordination of clauses or sentences 

e. g. 
labbas. sum. juux Siamar ?u sallatium, slam tayyib 

"he clothed them. in a red 'broad cloth and gave them 
good weapons" 

Conditional sentence 

A. conditional sentence consists of the protasis 

and the apodosis. The protasis expresses the condition, 

whereas the apodosis expresses the result of that condition:. 

Protasis and apodosis are mostly verbal. sentences, but 

nominal sentences also occur in either posi tio, na The. 

condi-tionaL particle /? in/ "'if", in Classical Arabic, occurs 

in some phrases expressing wishes, like 

? ingaaj a "if God wills" and. 

? in alla ' taa "if God gives him" 

Other conditional particles also occur (see below). In 

addition to sentences which formally contain a protasis and 

apodosis, there are also sentences which express a cond. it- 

ional meaning without, however, having the formal structure 

of a condition, There are thus two classes of conditional- 

sentences in this dialect 

a} 

b) 

true conditional sentences 

conditions expressed by other types of sentence 

aý True conditional sentences 

These are of two types: 

1. sentences expressing real conditions 

2, sentences expressing unreal conditions (hypothetical) 
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1ý Sentences exDressin^- real conditions 

This type of condition is usually introduced by the 

conditional particles which in this dialect are /? ida/ /? in/ 

/lan/ and /la/. The most common particles used in this 

dialect are /? in/, /lan/ and /la/, but /? Aa/ is less 

frequent. Imperfect,. with or without the prefix /b-/, may 

be used in the apodosis, and sometimes the protasis is in 

the perfect and the apodosis in the imperfect, and vice 

versa. Various types of protasis and apodosis used in this 

dialect are illustrated below: 

i) When the protasis is in the 2erfect and the apodosis 

is in the imperfect with /b-/ 

e. g. ? ic'a satia I'aleena bitbaina 

"if he awakes, he will kill us" 

ii) When the protasis and apodosis are in the perfect 

e9o lan ru it%-ana raatiat ? agg zaawiyya 

"if I moved from here the Al-G zaawiya would go" 

iii) When -the 
protasis is. in the perziect and the apodosis 

is in the imperative 

ta ' raasi e. g, lan m. aa tal'at bint ? ig 
-0- 0 

"if she is not a girl, then chop off my head" 

iv) When the protasis is in the 2erf ec t and the apodosis 

is a nominal sentence 

e. g. la fakkeettha ? inti rain ruusu(h)um 

f'if you solve it (ice. the puzzle) 

-you are one of the noble people" 
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v When the protasis is in the imperfect and the apodosis 

is in the imperfect (expressing the future) 

e. g. ? in. alla yi'tj biic la! tia biic 

"if God saves you I will save you" 

2) Unreal condition (hypothetical) 

The unreal-condition (hypothetical) sentence is intro- 

duc ed by the particle /law/. In most of the examples in 

the corpus, the particle /law/ is followed by /? in/. 

The protasis and the apodosis may again conltain. 

verbs, in the perfect or imperfect, with or without the 

prefix /-b/, 

Here are the possibilities: 

i) When. the protasis is in the perfect 'and the apocdosis 

is in the imperfect 

e. g, lawinni art Beer ? afsaxu 

"if I had been there I would have wounded him" 

ii) When the protasis is in the perfect and the apodosis 

is in the perfect also 

e. g. law innaak dalleet hanaak tameet 'iaalak 

"if you had stayed there, you would. have 
protected yourself" 

iii) When. the protasis is a participle and the apodosis is 

in the imperfect 

* 
lawinnu daab-It jimal Beer Thbt U e, g 

"if he had killed a camel I would not have accepted it" 

iv) x. In the case of the prefix /b. -/. T7hen both protaais and 

ap_o . os: is are in the imperfect., e. g. 

1aWin. nak tiiji bagullak "if you cone I will tell you" 
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ivýb When the protasis is in the imperfect and the apodosis 

Is a negated imperfect 

e. g. law ? iwadduuni ? ana ma ruuFi %Mo 

"if they send m. e I would not go. " 

vý When the protasis is a noun and the apodosis is an 

adjective in. the superlative form. 

e. g. law 'ali ?a isan 

"if it was.. Ali- it would have been better" 

bý Condition expressed. by other types of sentences 

These conditions do not contain conditional part- 

icles,, but their meaning is that of a conditional sentence, 

since any of these sentences can be paraphrased by a 

conditional sentence. Such sentences usually express an_ 

indefinite condition,, in that, unlike true conditions, 

they do not refer to a particular timte,, place, person or 

event. For example: 

ku11 'eela tfuut biiha bitmuut 

P "every family that enters in it (i. e. the cave) dies. " 

This sentence means, there is no particular family to which 

the condition applies , but it applies to any family that 

enters the cave. Another example: 

ýi1. Ii yusýug Irai a hazzoox ay ax. u. 

"whoever gets to. the Zoor will take/receive it" 

which means that anybody who gets to the Zoor will get it. 
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In the example below the conditional particles are 

orlitted before the verb /kaai/ "to be" 

e. g. 
caan ? annaas leehum ramm. a wi ida ? ana liyya ? arba 

'anmaat 

"if other people have one pother-in-lagt, I have four" 

4 

maa j ib tha y id al haare taymuut 

"unless you bring it, he will stay here until he dies" 

In the above example, the cond. itonal particles /? in/ is 

omitted. from the negative protasis. Moreover the protasis 

may be imperfect and the apodosis is a noun. 

eog o 
caannak tu irul afar, zeen ? alxo. ra titla" zeerna 

"if you plough the land good, the vegetables become 
good" 

Adverbs 

Adverbs used mainly to supplement clauses or 

adjectives, and modify verbs or verb phrases. (cf. the underlined 

e:, g. ?u lfataa ba Vad dilmeen ? ard 

"and he gave hia also two Dunums of land" 
J 

ruu i gawaam. yaa jidda waddi saay wirja'r 

"go quickly,. 0 my grandson, send the tea, and come back" 

sufuthum raaj'iin sura 

"I saw them. coming back together" 

? ariid. amsi baa, 'cir 

"I want to go to morrow" 
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? alj imaa'a ? jssaa' yiiju 

"the Group will come now" 

In general there are four kinds of adverbs: 
Z. Adverb of time 

e. g. daayman yiiji bal. leel 

"he always comes at night" 

2. Adverb of place 

e. g. kinna insaafir minhaan latakka 

"we used to travel from here to Akka" 

3. Adverb of manner 

raA irkaa4 

"he went quickly" 

4, Adverb of quantity 

gaddeeg istareet ihyoo: m 

"how much did you buy today" 

Aduerbial_ ad'e, ý ctive 

Certain adjectives or participles are used as 

adverbs in this dial_ec t, such as /kwayyis/ "good/well" 

/mazbuut/ "correctly/right" 

e. g. 
yitci 'arabi kwayyis 

yisaaw v ghawa mazbuut 

yaakil_ tayyib/teen. 

tayyib/ "well/good" 

"he speaks Arabic well" 

"he makes coffee well" 

"he eats well" 

Moreover, there are several prepositional phrases used 

Iadverbially. 
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e"gýý 

l ala tuul "always/s traight" 

bilmarra "at all" 

bilawwal "at first" 

bilaaxir "f ina lly/las tly" 

binnuss "in the middle" 

bil'a jal "quickly" 

ba lada lfa jir "after dawn" 

tam. ha lak I's lowly " 

'ala keefak "as you like" 

balleel. "at night" 
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PART V 

C0MPARIS0N 

A fairly substantial amount of information is 

available to help us place the Ghawarneh dialect within 

the general framework of the dialects of the adjoining 

regions. Hovrever�many previous studies are old, incomplete 

and perhaps not done according to modern methods of invest-- 

igation.. Therefore, the comparison will inevitably be very 

difficult to slake. 

For an overall view of the Syro-Palestinian region 

both Bergstrasser's1 and Bauer's2 investigations are still 

valuable, in spite of the fact that these were undertaken 

a long time ago, 

Bauer's treatment tends to be schematical; he 

frequently lumps together all Western Palestinian, non-urban 

dialects,, only occasionally indicating features which may he 

typical of urban. speech Qn the one hand, and that of ¬a. rmers or 

, bedu on the other, pointing out basic regional differences. 

For Western Pales tine, these general surveys are 

supplemented by a number of regionaL or local- investigations 

1. Bergstrasser, G. Zeitschrift des Deutschen Palästina- 

Vereins. Vol... XXXV. III 1915, pp. 169--222. 
"Sprachatlas von Syrien und Pal'astina" 

Bauer,. L. Das Palästinische Arabisch, 
_ 

Die Dialekte 
des s tädters , und de 7_e!. g. hen -Leipzig, 1910 
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dealing with the settled (peasant and town) population, 

and bedouins in particular. Among the latter, Blanc's1 

description of bedouin_ dialectal speech in the Negev 

deserves particular mention, Since Bauer and Bergstrasser 

undertook their studies many other works concerned with the 

local dialects dealt with by these two have been written. 

For Trans-Jordan, material is scarcer, but in addition to 

Bergs_trässer's general survey there is a brief article by 

R. Cleveland2, as well. as Cantineau's3 investigation of the 

Horan and neighbouring dialects, which deals also with the Ir- 

bid reg. ien, The urban dialect of Damascus, investigated by 

Grotzfeld4 amongst others,, offers data for comparison. and 

contrast. Bedouin- dialects both in this general zone, but 

also further back in Arabian proper,. were investigated by 

Cantineau and Johnstone as well as in an unpublished thesis 

by A. Il-Hazr: ýy. The dialect of Al-Jalga in Central Jordan 

has been studied by Palva. 5 

vie shall. endeavour to define the character of the 

Al-chor dialect by comparing and contrasting it with the 

1. Blanc, H. The Israel Acaden of Sciences and Humanities 
Vol. 4.1969--1970. `~ "The Arabic Dialect of the 
Negev B eclouins . "pp*' 112-148., 

20 Cleveland, R. Bulletin of the AnericanSchools of Oriental 

Research No. 171.1963" pp. 56- 63. --ý 

3. Cantineau, J. Les Parlers Arab es du Horan. Paris, 1940. 

4. Grotzfeld, H. Syrisch-Arabische Grammatik, V esbaden 
__ 

1965. 

5Q palva, H. Studies in_th the Are. bicdialect of the Seri-monadic 

Al-? A arma Tribe Al-Balga district, Joa-dan), Stockholn, 19-ý 
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data offered in these studies. 

Phona_ 1_ 

When we compare features of Al-chor dialect with 

those dialects found in the West Bank as described by 

Bauer and Bergsträsserv we find. that there are fairly 

widespread similarities between Al-Ghor dialect and the 

Palestinian country dialects. On the other hand,. the 

urban dialects of Jerusalem and elsewhere are clearly 

different; in urban speech, /ä/ and /t/ are realised as 

Ld7, Lt7 or Ls7 respectively, and /q/ may be realised as 

L? T, and /k/ as Lk7, and /d/ may be realised as Lý%, /j 

as Lz%. None of these realisations are typ. ica oof A. 1-Ghor 

dialect, There are in fact rather few urban influences 

on Al-Ghor speech. 

Dealing now in, more detail with none-urban dialects 

found in the country, we. note the following points: - 

Consonants 

The consonant /i/ in the country dialect has the 

same realisation as in Al-Ghor namely /t/l /talaata/-----. > 

a "three". The realisation of /j/ and /d/ in the 5alaa, t7 

country dialects is similar to Al-Ghor namely Lj7 and La72 

as in /jabal/----4 Ljabal7 "m. ountain", /d, i, ba i/---->L tiba i7 "to 

kill". This consonant does not occur in the country 

dialects of Palestine,, nor in the Al-Ghor dialect. in both 

regions it is realised- as /ý, /3 as in /darab/ ----ý /darab/"to 

1, Bauer, L. op. cit. p. 2. 
2, Bauer, L. op.. . it. p. 2. 

3" Bauer, L. op. cit. p. 3. 
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hit'!. In the case of /q/, according to Bergstrasser (plate 

XXIV) 
, this is realised as Lq7, Lk7 and Lg7 in different 

parts of Western Palestine, '- but in Al--Chor dialect it is 

realised as Lg7 and Lj7 e. g. /qa lrad/ ---". ý ja ýa or L ja faý 

"to sit down". /k/ is realised in the country dialects 

mostly as Lc 72 e. g,. /kalb/ --.. -) 
re alb7 "dog", or, as 

(B'ergsträss. er XXIII) ; in. Al-Ghor dialect it is realised as 
/Ly%, although certain words tend to exhibit /k/ e. g. 

/kalaam/ "speech". In. addition the /k/ of 2nd pers. ma-se. 

suffix is retained invariably. e. g. /ktaabak/ "your book "masc. 

The definite article /-al/ is assimilated in the country 

dialects to the following "sun letters "0 3 
-In Al-Ghor 

dialect,. the non-Ghawarneh do not assimilate the definite 

article beyond this, but the Ghawarneh, as stated, assimi- 

late it practically to any f ol. lowing consonant 
4 

The glottal stop becomes /V in the country dialects 

as well` as in Al-Ghor in certain 'words,, e. g. /sa? al/ ---ý 

, 
ýsa'a. 75 "to ask", and. the consonant /'/ becomes Lg7 in. 

1. Bauer, L. op. cit. p. 4. cf. Bergstrasser plate XXIV 

2. Bauer, L. Des Palästinische Arabische, Die Dialekte 
des S t'ädters, unäElesFellachen.. p" T4 

3. Bauer, L. op, cit. p. 5. 

4. See above p, 6q 

5. Bauer, L. op. _ cit., p. 6 
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c ertain.. wo rds also both in Palestinian country dialects,, 

and in Al-Ghar, e. g. /'amiig/ -. LTaniir, 7' "deep". 

The consonant I fl becomes /n/ in the word /t,, f ta/ . -... ".. ý 

ant 72 "to give", in the speech of the Western Palestine 

nomads, bedouins, Nablus and in the dialect of areas 

surrounding, as well- as in Al-Ghor dialect. Assimilation 

may lead to sinilar results: if /n/ precedes /b/ it 

becomes Lm73 e. g. /janb/ --. -ý 
Lamb) "beside"; /d/ becomes 

Lz74 in all dialects in the word /madbuu t/ ----4 
rmazbuu ý7 

"correctly"; /s/ becomes Ls75 in both dialects near 

ernpha: tics in certain words, e. g. /su ltaan. / -7 
5ultaa7 

0 

"ruler"* 

Vowels 

The realisation. of both short and long vowels tends 

to be similar. In addition- there are similar cases of the 

loss of short unaccented vowels in (pre-stress) open 

syllables* Again, there are similar cases of prosthetic 

vowels and of epenthetic vowels resolving consonant clusters. 

Diphthor s 

Their realisations are almost the same, i. e. /awr/ 

----> Loo7, and /ay/ ---ý Le e7, e. g. lxaTYf / ----) 
[oof76 

Iý Bauer, L. OP* Cit. p. 7, 

2. Bauer, L. op. cit. p. 7. 

3, Bauer, L. op. cit. p. 7. 

4, '. ýuer, Lo op. cit. p. 7. 

5, Bauer, Lo ope cit. p. 7. 

6; Bauer, L. op. cit, pa 11. 
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and /xayI/ 
... > fx-ee'7 "horses"; but in Al-chor dialect 

the diphthong is preserved. in certain words. ' 

A glance at an individial rural Western Palestinian 

district, such as the one of Dawayimeh discussed by R. 

Cleveland? will substantiate these general observations. 

Thus, while most realisations of stops are common to the 

two dialects, Al-chor has also realisations of /q/ which 

Daiayimeh lacks; namely Lq7, Lg7 and Lj7, and affrication 

is_ thus not only present in the case of /k/, as at 

Das; ayineh, 

I . 7e next move to a- consideration of Bedouin speech 

in Western Palestine and in particular of the Negev dialect 

studied by H. Blanc, The comparison between the dialect 

of Al-Ghor and, these Negev dialects can again be made 

under the same headings as before: - 

Consonants 

The realisa,. tions of consonants occuring in the Negev 

dialect are much the same as those found in Al-Ghor dialect, 

except for the consonant /k/ which is not affricated in the 

Negev dialed, but is in Al-chor dialect. In certain envi- 

ronments affricated to /c/ i. e. non-eraphatics,. and the 

'7 and äy7 in the Negev dial- consonant /j% is realised as ZZ 

ect,, this realisation. does not occur in Al--Ghor dialect. 

Se-. e above p. ''71 

2. R. Cleveland; B-ASORfno, 185, p 44, 

3; H.. Blanc. op. cit., p. 116. 
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On. the other hand the realization of /g/ as Li7 is found 

in Al-Ghor,. but it does not occur in the Negev dialect. 1 

Short vowels 

In the Negev dialect,, short vowels /i/, /u/ and /a/ 

in closed syllables either retain the O. A. forms, e. g. 

ýsams/ "sun", /hint/ "girl", or undergo non-predictable 

shif ts, e. g. /? umm/ ---> i5mm7 "mother" and /nan% --. 4 /i72 

"who", as opposed to the Al-Ghor dialect. Shifts like those 

described by Blanc for the Negev dialect are not found,; O. A. 

forms are retained, e. g. /? umm/ not Zamr7 "mother",: /man/ 

not ýi 7 "who ", or alternatively there is vowel retention: 

and anaptyxis rather than vowel change of forms like /seams/ 

---ý 
C9amis7 "sun", /hint/ -. -4 

5inii "girl". However, some 

forms of Al-Ghor dialect agree with the Negev dialect,, where 

the original- vowel shade is preserved either before a gemi- 

nate cluster, e. g. /habb/ "to love" or before a non-geminate 

cluster e. g. /harb/ "war". 

In the Negev dialect the old /i/ and /u/ have dis- 

appeared from unstressed open syllables. There are similar 

" cases in kl-Ghor dialect, eeg. /blaad/-----ýLilaa7"countries 

and /turaab/- -- 4/traab/ "earth". 3 

In the Negev dialect, alder /a/ is stable in a few 

environi ents,, where it is preceded by the original Hanza, 

1. H. Blanc. op. cito p. 116, 

20 H.. Biaric. op. cit. p. 116. 

3` Ho Blanc. op. cit. p. 116-. 
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e. .e/? asil/ "pure-bred. " and /? abuui: /"your father", 1 this 

is true also for Al--G. hor dialect. Only in the envi ronnent 

of /k/ and /x/ and /f/ does the /? / disappear from certain 

words namely /? akal/ . -.. 4 Z-kala7 "to eat", /? axaä/--+ (xaaJ 

"to take" and /? a lrma-/ . --. ) ffamgllblind". 
and similarly for 

the perfect of these words. 
2 /a/ in the Negev dialect 

shif is to /i/ in. a number of cases, when there is an /ii/ 

or /1/ present, in the following syllables. 
3 This does 

occur in Al-Ghor dialect as Well,, but it facultatively 

retained the old /a/, e. g. ' /xafii±/ or /xifiif/ "light" 

and /tagiil/ or /tigiii/ "heavy". In the Negev dialect /a/ 

preceding long /uu/ may become Luz e. g. / ianuula/-. ----) 
[uui74 

"clan"= but in. Al-Ghor dialect, the original 

vowel is retained, / iamuu Ia/ -) 
fiamuu ig "clan". 

Long vowels and Diphthongs 

The long vowels occuring in the Negev dialect are 

the same in Al-G. hor dialect namely /aa, ee, ii, oo, and uu/. 

The reflexes of 0. A. /ay/and /aw/ in the two dialects show 

some similarities,, but are not identical. In the Negev 

dialect /aw/ is realised as Law? after emphatics, 
5 

e. g. 

/gavir/ "depression" and also in a number of other cases, 

and /ay/ sometimes as Lay7a In A 1-chor dialect /ay/--- Zay% 

in some cases,. but more rarely than in the Negev dialect, 

I, Ho Blanc. OP. cit. p. 117e 

2, See above p. So 

'> e H. Blanc. op. cit. p. 117. 

4; H. Blanc. op. cit, p. 117, 

5 H, Blanc. op. cit. P. 118. 
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/avw/ on the other hand is preserved in some cases as well, 
' 

like /hawraan/ "name of a district in Syria", but it is 

realised as /oo/ mostly, e. g. /xawf/ 
-4 

(xoofJ "f ear". 

In. diminuitive forms, both dialects share some 

similarities in. the realisation of diininuitive forms of 
the type /fu"ayl/2 e. g. /graybih/ "water-skin", but in 

Al-Ghor dialect most of the dininuitives are realised as 
/f 'feel/ with /ee/ rather than /ay/, e. g. /galb/----ý 5l_eeb7 

"little heart". The diphthong of /iy/ and /uw/ are common 

to both dialects in the final positions. 
3 

e, g. /guvliy/ 

"strong", /daluw/"pail". 

When. we come to deal with the dialects spoken in_ 

the East Bank of Jordan,, it wilL be useful at the start to 

begin again with general considerations. East Bank dialects 

can be divided into the f ol.. I_owing :- urban, rural and. nomadic 

including within.: the last group_ nomads who have recently 

settled down, but who still form a separate group, 

In the territory East of the Jordan the last two 

groups are more important than to the West of the river, 

and even the speech of settled village people is apt to show 

influences from that side, 

A basic overall view of the whole region can be 

provided by Bergs trä. sser's study. 

In many respects; dialects East of the Jordan res erab Le 

3, 

See above. 

H. Blanc. 

H. Blanc.. 

p. 7l 

op. cit, 

op. cit. 

p, 119. 

p. 119. 
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West Palestinian country dialects, as Bergs trässerIs texts 

and naps show, This applies for instance to realisations 
/ý/, /. t/ and'/j/1 In respect of other consonants, the 

territory East of the Jordan is divided into sub-regions 

with difz crent realisations corresjondinZ to analogies in 

sub-regions Vest of the Jordans as in the case of /q/ and /k/, 

although there may be also. some realisation on one side of 

the river not found on. the other side. Similar analogies 

also link Eastern and Western t'al es tine country dialects 

in many cases vi th regard to realisation of vowels; 

In addition. to this, a brief overall view of the 

dialect groups in this territory is also given by Cleveland 

(whose study also takes Western Palestine into account a 

In his work Cleveland classified the dialect of Jordan as 

it then was, comprising lands both East and : lest of the 

Jordan river into four groups. 
2 Taking as his distinguish- 

inn criterion the form of the 3rd person, masc. imperfect 

/oaala" "he_ said",; he recognised the fo1. lowing :- 

Group I_ 

t He characterises it as the /yig7l1/ group, which does 

not use the prefix /b/ and. articulates /q/ as Lg7. To this 

group belong the "Bedu" in the Eastern and Southern deserts 

of J_o rda n, 
3 

Group II 

The /bagu? / group, which uses the prefix /b/,, but 

2. 

3, 

Bergstrasser,. G. ov. 

Cleveland, R. 

Cleveland, R. 

cit. nap 

Bd OF, 

-E, _. SOR, 

XXI, XXXII, p. 183. 

no, , 171xp_ý 56. ,. 

no c 171. p. 56. 
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also pronounces /o/ as Lg7. To this group belong all the 

rural folk in Southern Palestine and the Jordan Valley. 
l 

Grouu III 

The /baküZ/ group,, Whert the prefix /b/ is used,, but 

%q_/ is realised as Lk7. To. this group belong the vi1iagý 

people around Jerusalem and northwards in central Palestine? 

Group IV 

The /ba? tl/ group. The prefix /b/ is used,, but /q/ 

is realised as /? /. This group , represents the smallest 

number of people in Jordan; namely city direllers, 3" 

In addition. to these overall- divisions,. Cleveland 

indicates further features in which these dialects vary, 

In the field of phonology, he indicates the varying 

realisations of consonqntal phornomes, which he tabulates 

in- a chart on p, 57. Thus e. g. /±/ is realised as /. t/ by 

° groups I. II,, and. III, but as Lt7 and Ls7 by group IV; 

/j/ is realised. as Liz in groups It III and III, but as L7 

bfr group IV; a /ft/ is realised as Lcd7 by groups I, II, and_ 

III, but as Lz. 
'7 and 

, 
Ld% by group- IV; while 1d/ is real ise& 

as // by group It II, and. III, but asLz7 or &, ' sometimes 

by group IV., /k/ is realised as LLB%,: Lk7 by groups I, II, 

and- III,, but as Lk7 by group IV.. 4 He_ also gives details 

of some morphological. features in. addition. to the forms 

i, C1. eveland, R. BL OR, no, . 
171,, Pa 58. 

2., c leveland , R. 

3, C levelan. d,; R. 

4, C leveland, R. 

BASOR, no" 171,. Po 58, 

3L OR, no, 171, p. 580 

E. SOR,. ro417 ? it pQ 5 8" 
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R 

taken by the imperfect tense mentioned above,, and some. 

lexical items, 

All four groups lack the realisation- of /q/ as Lj7, 

found among the Ghavrarneh speech; on the other hand, in 

group III the realisation of the voiceless,, uvular,, 

plosive /q/ becomes a voiceless, velar, plosive /k/l, d 

this realisation does not occur in the Al-Ghor dialect. 

ß'1e.. must next consider the Eastern side of the West 

Bank dialec is ,, and their relation to Al-Ghor dialect. 

Again,, we can from. the outset exclude the urban dialects, 

and especially that of Damascus, as described by Grotzfeld 

(Syrisch-Arabische Grammatik,. 1965). The reasons are much 

the same as those which made us exclude Western PalestinianL 

urban speech; in particular Jt/ is again. realised as Lt7 

and /d/ as Ld7, `k/ as Lk%/ and /j/ as Lz7. Of course,, 

there are also a number of similarities, but these are 

outweighed by the differences mentioned above. 

Vowels 

differences in the treatment of consonants suffice to 

establish the divergence between the two dialects. 

knowledge, the urban-speech of Ari an differs from Al-Ghor 

Coming to vowels, useful pointers are fewer,, but the 

It may be added. that,. according to. my own personal 

1, Cleveland R. BÄSORx n. e", 171,: po 58. 
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R 

dialect for much the same reasons as that of Damascus, 

though in some other respects it is closer to that of the 

surrounding countryside. 

k is realised as 

q is realised as 

j is realised as 

k as in 

7 as in 
v 
z as in 

keef "how" 

? aal_ "he said" 

zabal "mountain" 

d and d are realised as d as in dalleet "I stayed" 00e 

t is realised as t as in talaata "three" 

is realised as. d as in dabati "killed" 

Most of the vowels used in Amman dialect have the same 

features as Al-Ghor dialect, furthermore the diphthong also 

shows similar realisations. 

ay -----> ee as in 

aw. . ---. -. ý 00 as in 

however the 
uu -----ýj 00 as in 

i. e. 

bayt -1 beet "house" 

xawf ----) xoof 

ruu ti 
---- ) root 

"f ear" 

"spirit" 

in Anraan speech is not a typical- feature of Al-Ghor dialect, 

This latter example in Al-Ghor is realised a: s /uu/ not /ao/. 

We next come to a detailed comparison. of the Al-Ghor 

dialect with that of individual regions East of the Jordan. 

We shall again follow the same procedure as in our review 

of West Bank dialect, and begin with non-urban speech 

de rLOt, a, d:. by 
,B erg$trä s_ero 

When. we proceed to a cor: parison of Al-chor dialect 

features with those found in. the adjoining Irbid region, 

In particular: 

we may for a start,, consult again information. contained in 
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Bergs trässer. From. this it will become clear that the 

relation between the two dialects is indeed close,; but 

again it does not amount to complete identity, Both the 

settled and nomad people of the Irbid region show such 

links with Al-Ghor dialect. 

Here are some significant similarities and differ- 

ences in both dialects. 

The spirant /t,, ä and Q, / occur in both Al-Ghor and Irbid 

dialects. /j/ is realised as Lj7 in the speech of the 

settled people and bedouins. /k/ is realised as Lý7 in 

both dialects', but it is more of ten found /'/ in Al-Ghor 

than among the settled people. The consonant /q/ is 

realised as Lg7 and Lj7 in. Al-chor, but in Irbid is realised 

as Lg7 anon. g the settled people. 
2 The initial glottal stop 

of the perfect, verb of /? akal/ "to eat" and /? axai/"to take" 

° is elided in Al--Ghor dialect,, and they thus become Lkala7 "to 

eat" and afta7 "to take", but in Ixbid the initial hamza 

is retained. 
3 The consonant I fl is replaced by /n/ in. the 

word LVanta74 "to give", this occurs in both 

dialects of Irbid and A l-G ho r. 

The Lrbid region was also, sometime after Bergstrasser 

wrote,, investigated by J, Cantineau5 as part of his survey of 

the Haurän dialects. This study,, and ecpec ially the atlas 

1, Bergsträsser,, G. op. cit. map XXIII. 

2, Bergstrasser, G. op. cit. map XXIV. 

3. Bergstrasser, G. op. cit. map XXXIX. 

q, Bergs trä. sser, G. op. cit. nap ? DIV. 

5o Cantineau, J. "Les Parleys Arabes Du, HgrFz! ' Paris, 1940. 
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accompanying it, add. a good deal of inf orrnation; in_ parti- 

cular it applies new and important criteria of distinction, 

both where vowels and consonants are concerned. Among 

consonants, Cantineau. distinguishes systematically those 

with primary or secondary emphasis (tafkin) from those 

which do not show this feature (p. 85. ff. ). Indeed, he 

states (On p, 87) that the frequent occurence of tafiim. 

distinguishes the Harn dialect group from. the dialect of 

the Syro-Palestinian settled population,. among whom. only 

/r/ becones (nuiakkama) by context, to any extent, /1/ 

only rarely so,, and /m/ and /f/ never. According to this 

division,; the Al-Ghor dialect would go with the Haurän 

dialect to some extent, though not totally. A few examples 

will illustrate the relationship of the Irbid dialect within. 

the Haurän group with Al-Ghor dialect. 

Examples A l-G hor dialect Irbid dialect 
(most forms occur 
among nomads and 
settled people 

Ta. fkim. of Ii 

/sa'ba/ "difficult" (p. 6) sa {ba sa °ba 
. 

/rokba/ "knee" (p. 7) rkuba rokba 

/gubba/ "dome" (p. 8) gubba gubba 

Taf kim. of m: 

/ 'iuküaa/ ', government" (p. 9) 1kuuia 
nkuura 

Tafkim of f (p, 10) 

'nasquuf a/ "roofed" rnasguufa masguu, a 
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Examples 
____ 

Taf kin of w 

Al-chor dialect 

(AD. 11) 

/'abvra/"part of the plough" 

Tat im. of ý. (p 
. 15,16 ) 

/basala/"onion! '; /ba- la/"mule" 

E fkin of 1b (p, 17) 

/qalb/ "heart" 

Ta. -fkin, of k (p. 21) 

/dabka/ "dance" 

abwra 

busal/bag la 

ga lb 

dabka 

Irbid dialect. 

'abra 

basala/bat? a 

ga lb 

dabka 

Another topic on which Cantineau offered important 

new insight concerns the loss of short vowels in unstressed 

pre-tonic. open syllables.. Canti neau offers a special map 

(no. 30) dealing with the loss or retention of such vowels, 

while other maps deal with realisations which illustrate 

the same question by implication (maps Nos. 9,11,12, etc) 

It would appear from a comparison of the data offered in 

these maps with relevant forms in Al-Ghor dial_ect,, that 

similar principles may operate in both to some extent!; 

though they do not aptly in AI-Ghor regularly, (since Al-Ghor 

tends to preserve short vowels in a number of cases. Thus 

Al-chor speech does not always conform with the neighbouring 

Irbid region where the retention or loss of short vowels is 

concerned. Thus,, while for (No a9) 
/fukuuaa/ "government" 

realisations are similar in both regions nkuur J with loss 

of short /u/, in the case of / agaa ia/ "cave" (map No, 30) 
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Al--Ghor preserves the short /a/ L ataara7, Irbid loses it 

Lmgaarg. Sira. ilarly, short vowels in closed syllables 

before gutturals etc., which may be lost, leading to the 

restructuring of the syllable structure, are not treated 

identically,, for example /racaba/ "nec? L"in Irbid dialect 

it renains with change of /q/ ---) /g/, but in Al-Ghor 

dialect it becomes /rguba/; and /oahwa/ "coffee", in Irbid 

is realised as Oahwa. 7 but in Al- Ghor as Cg-hawa. ]7. Such 

restructuring may occur (in A l--chor) where no_ guttural is 

present. In other respects, Cantineau `s findings do not 

radically modify the earlier results,. obtained by Bergstra'sser,, 

relevant for this Dart of our study. 

Our next task must be to establish the relationship 

between Al-Ghor dialect and the dialects of the Syro- 

" Mesopotamian semi-nomads, or former nomads,, on the one hand, 

and those of the North and Central Arabian desert tribes on_ 

the other. For the former,, we can rely on the general 

discussion offered by Cantineau and summarised and discussed 

by Johnstone, 
1 

at the local level. Cantineau's description 

of the Haurän. dialect group involves nomad speech to the 

north-east of our area, while the description by H. Palva 

of the Bala dialect takes us to the Central Jordan. 

Taking first a look: at the relations with the Syro- 

Mesopota; a. ian tribes in. General, we z ind a nu? aber of parallels, 

i. T. H. 'Johnstone. Eastern Arabian Dialect Studies, 
London, 1967. 
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but also some differnc. es. Beginnin with consonants; - 

The of f rication of /k/ as 
Zdv 

and of /q/ as J 
occurs 

in the neighbourhood of front vowels and more especially 

short vowel /a/. In- both dialects loss of short: voovels, - iri. open 

s ý. 1 1 esý in non-Final- c: lo. s e .. syllables,, * who s-a closing, c: o naonan± 

oecurs in Syro-Mesopotamian dialects,, with 

resulting transformation. of the syllable s-Tucture CaG-4CGa. 

Similarly, /fa tala/--; ý-Z-ftala7 e. g. /ya i a/--->Lama7"nercy 

This again is met also in AI-Ghor dialect, Again 

? af tal/ similarly becomes /fa'al/ e. g. /? anmar/_) Liama7 

"red" as it does in AI-Ghor dialec tj \ý. kNN< <ýý D'ý,, aýol tý. 

Coming next to the cuestion of the loss of short 

vowels in open syllables; such loss may involve short /a/ 

between the first two radicals /fa (alaý---ý ft'ai7 

e. g. /r aoba/ ---J 
/baba] "neck". 

However, this change does not operate regularly ox 

exclusively. Examples of such general tendencies can be 

illustrated in Cantineau's work on Haurän and Palva's on 

Al-Baba district. Thus- Cantineau's maps 24 and 12 ill-us- 

Irate respectively the realisation of /, / as /j/ near front 

vowels,, and the modification of syllable structure of the 

form /f afa la / ---k 
/ 11 a1Je. g. --. > Zs-tiai -aJ to ? ct ,, It 

near a guttural. 

Vie. next turn to the comparison of another Trans- 

Jordanian dialect with that of Al-Ghor, namely the dialect 

spoken in Al--Balga, which has been treated by H. Palva. 
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There is a great deal of similarity between the 

dialect of the ?A jarria (A1-Balsa d strict) , and the A l--G ho r 

dialect. We shall. briefly mention some inatanc es below*' 

All the realisations of consonants used in Al-Balaa 

are similar to those used in Al-Ghor dialect, in particular 

the realisation of /k/ as Lc% and of /c/ as /j7 which occur 

in the same way, 
1 

Vowels are generally the same; namely a, 0., ef o, 

i and. _ a. 

When we finally turn to the speech forms found among 

the great desert tribes (summarised in John. stone's vrork) 

partly on the basis of Cantineau's description,, and to which 

more recent theses, (like the one by Hazmy on. the dialect of 

the Harb tribe in Saudia Arabia)can be added, we find in 

the main that those analogies with A? -Ghor which we can 

observe are also found among the semi-nomads of Syro- 

Mesopotamian derivation. Differences against the latter 

are in the main paralleled also by differences against 

Al-Ghor.. We deal with these analogies, leaving out the 

substantial number of alternative realisations not para- 

ILeled with A'1-Ghor� except for some essentials. Among the 

forms of the affricat . on of /k/ and /o/, found in North 

Arabia, the realisations of /k/ as Z67 and that of /q/ as 

Lj7 in_ the vicinity of front vowels,; is found also in the 

1, H, Palva, , OP-- cite ?c 11,130 
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Syro--Mesopotamian dialects. 
1 

The pronunciation of /j/ as Ly7 2; This realis- 

ation does not occur in Al-chor, and also the realisation. 
of and 

3 /k/ a-s; 5 °_tg anal, gt3 are not found- in 

A1--G ho r, 

Proceeding next to non-final closed syllable,, whose 

vowel is /a/ and in. which the closing consonant is a 

guttural� the realisation- of CaG ---> CGa4 leads to the 

following type forms. 

I} fa Ir1a ----> f {ala e. g. /gahvra/ -) Lhaw7 "coffee" 

This form occurs in Al-Ghor as well as in Syro- 

Mesopotamian dialec. ts. 
5 

II) ? af lal 
... 4 fa lral e. g. /? atimar/---) L ianar7 "red" 

This type of realisation is found again in Al-Ghor 

dialect and in Syro-Mesopotamian dialect. 6 

Coning next to the question of the loss of short 

vowels in open syllables, , 
1-oss of short vowel between the 

first two radicals as, i. e. fa"ala ---> f'ala 

e. g. /ragaba/ -----ý 
[r uba7 "neck", this occurs in Al-Ghor 

as well- as in Syro-Mesopotamian dialects.? 

In addition,, there are some features typical of 

Arabia, not shared with Syro-Mesopotamian and also not 

with Al-Ghor dialect. 

1, T. M. Johnstone op; cit'. p. 2. 
2. T. M.. 

_ 
Johnstone op. city p. 9ff. 

3. T. I1, Johnstone op. citf p. 2. 
T. M C, Johns tone 0- 0. city, p. 69 

5. T. M. Johnstone op. cit, P. 6. 
T. M. Johnstone op. city p. 7. 

7ý T. N. Johnstone op. cit, p. 7&8. 
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The type form of /maf'uul/ 
--u) nfa "uul7 

e. g. /ma ýruufý ---. ýº Li taruuf% "known" This form. is not 

found in Al-. Ghor dialect. 

Another form /maf'7 l/ . -r) Zmfa (i1.71 e. g. /maarib/ 

----ý Lmtarib7 "evening". This form too does not occur in 

Al-Ghor. 

The form- /yaf''il/ (yaf gal, yaf pul) .. > 5fa fi7(yfa {al, 

yfa rul) e. g. /yatfir/ 
---) 5 iafir7 

"to dig (a well) " is 

not found in Al-Ghor dialect. 

In addition there are some features of similarities 

between the recently described Harb dialect (Leeds Ph. D. 

thesis written by I. Il-Hazmy) 
land 

Al-Ghor dialect. Mast 

of the consonants occuring in both dialects are the same 

except for the /k/ and. /q/. In Al-Ghor the consonant /k/ 

is realised as , /c/ and as /j/; this occufrenc e is not 

found in the Harb dialect* 3The 
secondary ezrip hatics in the Haýrb 

. 
dialect occur in certain environments, i. e. back vowel 

a.,, u. 
4 

The pronunciation of /j/ as Ldy7 is not found in 

Al-G. hor dialect. The preservation of /a-vw/, /ay/ found in. 

both dialects, 
- 

/avi/ ----> Law7; /aw/----> Loo7 e. g. /xawf/---> 

Z-xoo f "fear' /ay/ 
-4v 

Lay7; /ay/_--> Lee% e. g. /hayt/ 

----ý fb-ee7 , house" and /aw/ ---> Laa7 occasionally ecg. 

/mav juud/ --ý naa juud7 "found". 5 In both dialects the 

glottal stop /? /Occurs occasionally as L'7 e. g. /sa? al/ 

. ý.. ý La 'a7 "to ask". 
6 

1. T. M. Johnstone op. cit. P. 7 
29 I. I1-Hazmy. A Critical and Co qparative Study of the 

spoken dialect of Harb tribe in Saudia Arabia, unpubli. shedQh; 
thesis, University of Leeds, 1975. 

3, I. I1-Hazny. op. cite p. 29.4. I. I1-Hazmy op. ci t. p. 29. 

5: I. Il-Hazny. op. citf p. 29.6. I. i1-Hazmy op. cit. pa29. 
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A1orphalo 

We next have to turn to deal with morphology. In 

considering the relation of the Al-Ghor dialect to the 

neighbouring dialects in this respect,, we shall again 

proceed in the same order. 

An overall view of Western Palestinian, dialects will-be 

followed by the individual cases o-L urban,, rural and bedouin 

dialects found there,, of ter which the East Palestinian 

dialects will be treated in general,; and in particular,, 

followed by those of the semi-nonads, and those of 'the nomads 

in Arabia. 

Western Palestinian dialects again display consider. 

able simi1arities,, a1 & clo. s: ý analogies with the speech of 

Al-Ghor, though some differences do exist also. Thus the 

basic patterns of personal pronouns except as indicated below 

and of verbs are siailar,, 
l 

or even i ntical with those found 

in Al-chor. None the less,, the construction of the imperfect 

prefixed. by the /b-/ý frequent in Palestinian dialects, 2 is 

very ra-re,. though it is occasionally used, in Al-Ghor dialect. 

As for urban dial. ects,, these are distinguished from 

Al-Ghor dialect in particular by the frequent use of the 

the prefixed /b-/ to the imperfect. They do not use different 

forms to express the masculine and feminine of the 2nd and 3rd. 

of the imperfect of the verb; 
3 

similarly they also make no 

distinction in this respect where pronominal sui ixes to the 

verb are concerned. 

1. Bauer, L. op. cit, p. 17. 
2e Bauer, L. op. cit. p. 21. 
3ý Bauer, L. op, cite p. 18. 
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Such distinctions are however maintained in Al-Ghor 

speech. The first plural personal , )ronDun in towns is 

/nitina/l, not /7ihna/ and. /! iinna/ as in Al-Ghor dialect. 

With these and some other lesser differences,, urban West 

Bank speech again shows some important differences against 

Al-chor speech,; though many analogies exist as well. 

Country dialects do maintain distinction between 

2nd, and 3rd person. masculine and feminine plural. in the 

imperfect of the verb, ar_d/in- p_ranouiin. a. sjiffix. es. Z The first 

person plural. of the personal pronoun is /? inna/ as in Al- 

Ghor (/l'iinna/ is also found in Al-Ghor) but not /nitina/ as 

in urban speech. 

The negation for a verb is /ma/ plus suffix 's/f requýy 

e. g. /makatabs/ "he did not write ", unlike /makatab/ in Al- 

Ghoro However,, in k1-Ghor dialect they do occasionally use 

the suffix /-s/ though it is found only wi th a few words in 

the corpus. 

In other respects, similarities between Test Bank 

Palestinian and Al-G. hor dialect ; morphoLogyy are however 

fairly widespread. 

As for bedouin dialects,. Blanc has given a very full 

and exact description of the speech of the Negev dialect. 

17e can with profit compare it in some detail with 

Al-Ghor dialect,. even though this involves giving a sonewhat 

Bauer, L. op. ci t. p. 65. 

20 fl erg s träs s er,. G. op. cit. map XXXV o 
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disproportionate amount of space to this particular dialect 

group, 

Personal Pronouns 

The personal pronouns occuring in the Negev dialect 

agree with Al-Ghor dialect,; namely lst s, 3rd nasc. s., 3rd 

fem. s- v ist pl. plus (i. inna) in Al-Ghor,, 2nd masc. p). 

(without /w/) in Al-Ghor, 2nd fen. Pl. , 3rd Tasc. p1. and 

3rd fem. plural. ' However,; the rest of the forms are 

different. (2nd masc. s., 2nd fem. sa) 

Pronolainal Suffixes 

Most of the pronominal suffixes used in the Negev 

dialect are similar to Al-Ghor dialect except for 2nd fen 

s. and 2nd f. pl. where the consonant /k/ is aff rica ted in 

Al-Ghor. 2 

The Verb 

H. B' Tanc stated in his paper about the Negev, ddialect 

"The shape of the endings of the perfect are invari&lnt in 

the ist and 2nd persons, but vary according to the shape of 

the base in the 3rd person. "3 This is mostly also true for 

Al-Ghor dialect,, for in this dialect except for the 2nd 

masc. pl. and 3rd masc. pl. of the perfect, , where we find 

the endings /aw/ and. /uvrl, y(hich do not occur in Al-Ghor. 

Perfect bases and affixes 

The perfect bases in. the Negev dialect are os tly 

similar to Al-Ghor dialect, but in some forms differ, j. e. 

2nd_ masc. Pl., 3rd masc. pl. and 2nd fem. so, 
4 but in the 

1. H. Blanc. op. cit. P. 130. H. Blanc. op. cit. 130 

2 a H. Blanc. op. cit. po 134. 4. Q Blanc, op, c t. -`D. 136 
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imperative,. the initial hamza is used in Al-chor, but in the 

Negev dialect the vowel /i/ is used instead. ' 

Irr erf ec t bases and affixes 

All the forms occuring in the Negev dialect are 

similarly net in Al-Ghor dialect, but there are some slight 

differences, 2 
as shown in the paradigms given below. 

form /katab/"to write" Negev dialect Al-Ghor dialect 

1st p. so aktib ? aktub 

2nd_ pR masc. s. tiktib tiktib/taktub 

2nd p. fem.. s. tikitbiy tiktbi 

3rd p. masc. s. yiktib yaktub/yiktib 

3rd p. fem. S. tiktib tiktib/taktub 

ist P. plo niktib naktub/niktib 

2nd D. mast, pl. tikitbuw tiktbu 

2nd P. f em. pl; tikitbin. tiktbin 

3rd p. masc, ple yiktibuw yaktbu 

3rd p. f em_. p1. yikitbin yakitbin 

Interrogatives 

There are some particles used in the Negev dialect 

which are similarly found in Al-Ghor dialect. e. g. /Wls/ 

"what" , 
/gacddees/"how much" but there are other particles 

which are not used in Al-Ghor e. g. /ees/ "what" /wissu/ 

"what is it". 3 

H. Blanc. op. cite p. 136, 

2. H. Blanc. op* cit. p. 136. 

3 H. Blanc. op, cite p. 144. 
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Dennstratives 

The T ollor, ing are the den: nons tratives in both dial ec tsl 

Negev dialect 

Near object: 

masc. s. haada/haada 

fem. s. heeAiy 

asc, pl. hoodal/hooýlallah 

Far object: 

nasc, s. hadaak(ah) 

Al-chor dialect 

haada/haad "this" 

haaki/haay "this" 

hadoollhacdoola 
"these" 

hadaak/hadaaka 
" "that" 

fem. s. heeäik (ih) hadiic "that" 

Only one demonstrative particle found in the i-, eg; ev 

dialect is used in Al-Ghor e. g. /ar fi/ "here" /ariiv lbin_t/ 

"here is the girl. ". 2 

Adverbs 

The adverbs are of three kinds in the Negev dialect3 

as follows. 

1) Adverb of time: e. g. /baakir/ "to_* orrow" 

/ams/ "yes terday'# /albaari i/ "yesterday" 

/daaym: an/ "always" 

2) Adverb of place:, e. g. /hnaak/ "there" /barra/"outside's 

/(ntin)f oog/ "up/over" (min) to 'iat/ "down. " 

3) Adverb of manner: e. g. /katiir baltiayl/ "very abundant" 

i_ 

All. these adverbs occur in Ai-Ghor dialect as well, 

l; H. Blanc; op, cit. p, 144, 
cf. also SV. Fischer. Die De.:. onstrativen BildunEen 
Der Neuarabischen Die le : tecThe: a . ae,. 1959, p" 9 Lr 89, ! 06@ 

2; H. Blanc, op. cit. p, 1450 3, H, Blanc, -on, cito p. 1450 
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Coming to an overall view of Eastern Palestinian- 

dialects, vie note again the existence of a link with 

Western Palestine as well as the existence of regional 

differences which may parallel regional distinctions in 

Western Palestinian speech; thus "what" is /ees/ or /wee '/ 

respectively in adjoining zones, both in Eastern and 

Western Palestine. (Bergstrasser, map XXXVI). There are on the 

other hand, distinctions between Eastern and Western 

Pales tine, e. g. in the use of negation /maa/ East of Jordan 

and /maa-s/ ( both in! Ea: a-ern, anal: Wes-term P'alß t. in. e c: p map 

XLI, ) and more complicated regional distinctions may occur 

(cf. map XLVI equivalents of "when") which do not easily 

lend themselves to geographical interpretation. 

A. few additional- observations concerning Jordanian 

dialects as a whole nay be found in the essay by Cleveland 

mentioned earlier, (Some data a-r, 
Imentioned among lexical 

items). 

The interrogative particle /maada/ corresponding to 

classical Arabic occrs In Al-Ghor as in the Eastern 

Palestinian dialects. /ees/ is found in all parts of Jordan 

as a synonym. of /sü/, 1 but both of them are missing from 

Al-Ghor dialect, and occasionaly also in the /yigül/ group 

(group. IV) which use /weeg/, but the interrogative particle 

/61". n/ is found in. Al-Ghor dialect as well as in group IV? 

The adverbial particle "here" is normally expressed 

lý R. Cleveland. H: A5ORi, no-17Is. 1963rP. 62 . ' ' 
20 R. Cleveland,, 62 BJ SQR, rQ. 171 f 1063, P . 
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in the: A. 1-Gho. r dialect by /haan/ and rarely by /boon/; in 

group I, is /haan/.. In group III it is expressed by /haana/r 

where the final vowel /a_/ is. added, and in group IT it has 

two variants, one is: /haa; n.. a/ in Western Palestine and /hoop/ 

in_ Trans-Jordan. 

The interrogative "when" in group I is. /meta/, /wagtees/ 

but in moat. of group II /vrakteg/, a-nd, similarly in much of 

group III, (However a. Porn like /seta/ also occurs in 

villages around. Nablus and Northward) 2 /emta/ is mostly in 

group IV.. But in Al-chor the particle /neta/ is used', similar 

to &roup_ I. 

We will now again s-tart with the urban type of speech 

best kn: ovrrn from Daiascus-Ammam. has not formed the subject 

of sp eci_al. enquiry-. We o: an: again observe not inconsiderable 

difierenc. es between.. A1--G'hor and urban dialects. We will give 

-some illustrations, Thus, the personal pronoun may be 

compared In. the following: tabulation (not. e in, particular the 

oc eul'r erne"e of /iia ana/ "we" is t ead of /? itina/. ) 

Personal p ro nouns_ 

The aialo. g; ies; and Jiff erencýes between both dialects 

will appear f rosa the tabulation below liven by Gro zf elc . 

Damascus dialect 

Ist person S. 

ls_ pe rs-o: n p 10 

2-nd_ person it asc. s. 

2nd. peraon_ masc. pl. 

? a-na 

natn: a 

? anta 

7 aiatu 

0 l., Ro Cleveland, BASOR, no o 171,1963, p62 

Al-chor dial-ect 

? an a 

? itna/hi nna 

? inta 

? intu 

2ý R. Cle\Teland., BASCR, no - 171 , 193, D. 62, 
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2nd person f en. s. 

2nd person fem., pl. 

3rd person. masc. s. 

3rd person masc. pl. 

3rd person fem. s. 

3rd person fem. p1. 

? in ti 

? intu 

hüwe 

humor e 

hiye 

humm. e 
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Al-Ghor dialect 

? in ti 

? intin- 

huu.. 

humma 

. hiL 

hinn& 

Demonstrative Pronoun 

The. similarities and differences between the two 

dialects can be seen from the tabulation given below. 

Damascan. dialec tl haada/haad "this" 

hayye/haadi fem. singular 

hadoole/hadoo. l "these" plural 

Al-Ghor dialect haada/haad "this" 

ha42j'haay/h? º f em. s ingular 

hadoola/had. ool "these" plural 

Damascus dialect hadank 

hadool 

hadiik 

A l-Ghor dialect ha=aaka/ daak 

haliic /ctc 

ha io laak/hadlCtc 

The demonstrative 2articles used in the Damascus 

dialect are not quite the same in Al-Ghor dialect. e. g. 

/haha/hat-wa? t/, 2 
"noww",. are not used in Al-Ghora 

Among th; Ose particles used in Danascus is /hassa/3 'In-ow" 

1. Grotzfeld,. H, op. cit. p. 21.2. Grotzfeld, H. op. cit. p. 220 

ef. also. W. Fischer op. cit. p. 149 
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it is similar to the Ghavraarneh speech. The particle 

/leeko/ (that is enough) /leekna/ a--e not used in Al-Ghor. 

Interrogative pronoun 

The interrogatives used in the Damascus dialect are 

/raiin/ "who", /suu/suuwe/ "what" and /? ees/' "what". All 

these do not occur in Al-chor dialect,: they use instead 

/man/ "who " /wees/ "what". 

The Strong verbs 

Again the realisations between the two dialects can, 

be seen from the following tabulation given below. 

Fa-Ira ? /katab/ "to write" 
Al-Ghor 'ý`''` s" Dams. 

" '- - imp erf ec t imperative 

1st P. so aktub ak-tub ?k to ob. 

2nd p. masc. s. 

2nd p. f en. s. 

3rd p. masc. s. 

3rd p, f em. s. 

tik tib / tak tub 

tik tib i 

y ik tib yak tub 
3V. ktt. b 

tak tub 

1st. p. p 1. nik tib/nuk tub 

2nd p, masc. pl. yaktbu 

2nd p. f em. p1. täaktbin 

3rd- p, masc. pl. yaktbu 

3rd. p. fem. ple yak. tbin 

tik tub 

b tuk tub 

byktub 

b tuk tub 

nu k tub 

byk tbu. 

tak tbu 

yuktbu 

b yk tbu 

7 : Iýotb i 

? ktbu 

Al-G hQ 

? uk tü 
Q ýktýb 

I ukut 

? ukutl 

1. Grotzf elf. H. op. cit. p. 23. 
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° When irre now proceed to a comparison of Al--Chor 

dialect features with those found in the adjoining Irbid 

region. We may, for a start, again consult information in 

Bergstrasser's article. From this it will become clear that 

the relation between the two dialects is indeed fairly close, 
but again it does not amount to complete identity. Both 

settled and nomad people of the Irbid region show such links 

with Al-Ghor in their speech. 

Personal pronoun of Irbid dialect is /? i ina/l, both with the 

sedentary people and the bedouins,, but in. Al-Ghor it has two 

variants, /? i ina/ which is similar to Irb id and / iinna/. 

The interrogative particle has different f ox; ns in the 

two dialects. In A'l-Gho. r dialect, the particle /weeg/"what" 

is used, but in Irbid dialect it is /suu/"vwhat" which is 

used by the sedentary people in the region, 2 The particle 

for "here" /hoop/ is used in the Irbid. dialect by both 
2 

the settled and the bedouins,, but in Al-chor /haazi/ "here" 

is used instead. On. the other hand, the word /hassa/ "noww" 

occurs in. both dialects, and is used by the settled and 

hed. ouin. 
3 The particle /mita/ "when" occurs in Al-Ghor 

dialect,; but in Irbil, as I know from my own acquaintance 

with the dialect,, they use /? ame e t/ "when", though this is 

not found in. Bergs trässer's article. 

A nur. 2ber of additional facts concerning the dialect 

both of settled people and of bedouin in Irbid region can 

1. Bergstrasser,, G. op. cit. map XXXIV 
2. Bergstrasser, G. op. cit. map XXXVI 
jo Bergstrasser, G. op. cit. nap XLV 
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be gathered from Cantineau's boos, and Atlas. Distinction 

of gender in 2nd, and 3rd p1. of personal _aronouns and 

suffixes is mentioned in Irbid and Al-chor dialects. ' 

The /b-/ prefix. found in Hauran dialects is not current 

in Al--Ghor dialect, with the exception of a few words. 

Now we come to the dialect of bedouins in. particular, 

Syro-Mesopotamian and Syrian desert and other relevant 

tribes studied by Johnstone. 

Strong verb 

The perfect of the simple strong verb /fa'al/, where 

the first or second radical is a guttural,, or the nedial 

consonant is 1, n.,, or r the pattern is /f i fal/ e. g. 

/ iba 'i/ "to kill", but not the /zu cal f in Al-Ghor dialect 

which also occurs in. the Syrian desert. 
2 

Weak verb 

Verbs with an initial glottal stop are assimilated-, 

or rather elided in Al-Ghor, into two verb forms /? akal/ 

-- 3 L'ala% "to. eat" and /? axaý/ -----> , 
rada] "to take".. 

R 

T3 his form is used also among the sheep-rearing tribes, 

and the imperfect of these two forms are /yaakil/, /yaaxift/ 

used in_ all North Arabian dialects4 as well as in Al-Ghor 

dialect. 

Personal pronouns 

In the Syrian desert,, and Syro-Nesogotamia, the 3rd 

person. masc. sing. /huwwa/,; and for 3rd person fem. sing. 

. 
1o Cantineau, J. op. cit. P-32. 20 T. I. I . Johnstone op. cit. -P. 11 

3o T. M. Johnstone op. cit. p. 12. 4. T. I. I. Johnstone op. cit. p. 12 
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/hiyya/ 1 
are used,, unlike the . A1-Ghor dialect where we 

find 3rd person sing. /huu/ and 3rd person sing /hii/. 

However,, contrast the Ist person /1ana/t. s er. in. Al.. Gho r, Syrian 
2 desert, and Syro-Mesopotamian dialects. Furthermore,; the 

Ist pe plural /? i'ina/ and /'Minna/ is used in the dialect 

of Al--Ghor as well. as in Syrian desert and Syro-Mesopotanian3 

The suffix of the 2nd fem. sing. used in Al-Ghor is /-ic/, 

it is also found in the Syrian desert and Syro-Mesopotamian 

dialects. 

Deiions tra tives 

/hadoo1 / /hadoQl'aak/ used in Al-Ghor as wrel-I as in the 

Syrian desert, ,4 

We next turn to the comparison of another Trans- 

Jordan semi-nomadic dialect with that of Al-Ghor, namely 

the dialect spoken in Al-Balga, which has been treated by 

H. Palva. 

Personal Pronouns 

, ill the personal. pronouns occuring in ? Ajarna dialect 

r are the same as those in ßk1-Ghor dialect, except for the 

3rd masc. P l. and 3rd_ -f-em. p, 05 

second variant of 2nd masc. s., 3rd m_ase, s, t 3rd fem. so , 

pronominal suffixes 

The pronorainal_ suffixes used in the ? Ajarraa dialect 

le T. N. Johnstone op. citap. l3.2. T. I. I. Johnstone op, cit. p. 13 

3. T. N. Johnstone ops citop. l4.4. T. M. Johnstone op. cit. p. 15 

5, H, Palva op, cit, p. 26 
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are the same in the Al--Ghor dialect, in particular the 2nd 

person fen, sing. /ic/. 1 

Demonstrative pronouns 

All the demonstrative pronouns occuring in the Al- 

Gh. or dialect are similar to the ?A jarma diaLec t,. 2 
e. g. 

/haada/ /haad/ "this", /ha, oola/3/ha , ocL/ "these" etc. 

Relative pronouns 

The usual relative pronoun in. the ?A jarria dialect 

is /? alli_/, which is similar to the Al-Ghor dialect, but 

in addition to maa/ma, the interrogative pronouns su u`su. 

and-/vies'/ can also be used as relative pronouns, e. g. 

/anridd nig iib sae; lf as to su saw a/ "vie shall come back 
4 

to the story of this man and tell what he did. " This is 

not the case in Al-chor dialect. 

Interrogative pronouns 

The interrogative pronouns used in ? A-jarma dialect 

are man/miin, "who"; wes/? ee8 "which"; ? as/suu/u "what' 

In Al-chor dialect the chief interrogative pronouns used 

are /wees/ and /man/. 

Adverbs 

Most of the adverbs occu-ring in_ the ? Ajarma dialect 

are similar to those of Al-. Ghor dialect, 
6 

e. g. /haan»'here" 

//aad/ "over there"; /hassa'/ "now"; /baacir/ to 

1. H. Palva op* cit. po 27.2. Ho Palva op. cit. p. 28 

3. of. also VT. Fischer p. 106 
4. H. Palva op.. _cit. 

p. 29 5. H. Palva op. cit. p. 30 

6. H. Palva op. ciao p. 38zi 
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/m e ta/ ""17hen" ; /gadde es/ "hors much"; 

and /bass/ "only/but". 

ýbalcil "perhaps" 

Some adverbs used in Al-chor are also used anong 

the urban dialect. However,, there are a few adverbs which 

occur in Al-chor dialect which are not used by the urban 

dialects. e. g. /baac-ir/ "tomorrow" and /taad/ "that side") 

Pre ositions 

The_ host common prepositions used. in the B-alga. 

7 'jaraa dialects according to Palval are /bii/, /fil. /,. 

/near/ and /la/. All these are used in Al--Chor dialect. 

NeGa Lion: 

The negative particles used in the Balga ?A jarma 

dialect according to Pa lva 2 are /maa/, /ma/, /laa/, /la/, 

/jwala/, /baddiis/, /biharamis/ and /nas/. Host of these 

are used in Al-Ghor dialect except for /baddiis/ "I do not 

want" and /mas/. In Al-chor they use instead /naariid/, 

/maa/, /maahuu. / e. g. /maahuu teen/ "he is not good". 

In addition. to features shared by Al-Ghor with the 

Syro-tiesopotanian dialects, there are sore shared also 

with Northern and Eastern Arabian dialects,, investigated 

in John: stone's book EADS, on whose presentation we shall 

base our investigation in this field. We may include the 

following points. 

Strong verb 

The perfect of the verb of type /fatal/corresponds 

to the literary Arabic, where the first t or second radical 

1. H. Palva op. cit. p. 40 2. ý. Palva opcit. p. 42 
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is a guttural, or where the medial radical is 1,, n., or r 

the pattern is /f i «al/ as in /kitab/1 "to write" /äiba i/ 

"to kill" is used otherwise, or /fa'al/, /f i fal/. Iii A. 1-chor 

c&ial ec,, t/f i'awl/ occurs in the same way, but not the other 

variation Jfaral/_ 51-u'al7e The fora of the verb /fi'il/k-- 

classical Arabic /fa{ila/, also occurs in Al-Ghor dialect 

e. g. /sirib/2 "to drink". 

In the imperfect of the simple verb in Eastern 

though not in the Shammari and. ranazi dialects there is 

fairly regular rowel-dissimilation. e. g. /yaktil/ "he kills,. 

will kill". 

Weak verb .. 

The initial hamza of initially hamza ted verbs is 

elided in certain words in Eastern Arabia, though mostly 

not in Northern Arabian dialects3 as in /kal'a/ "to eat" and 

/xada/ "to take". These forms also occur in. Al-Ghor dialect. 

However, the verbs initial /w/ in EA though not Northern 

dialects retained the /w/ in the imperfect, e. g. /sre. sal%----ý 

5aswpai74 "to arrive", but in Al-G. hor dialect,, the /w/ in 

the- imperfect of this verb is elided, e, g. /vrasal/--- t59il7 

Personal pronouns 

The 3rd person sing. in Ek 
. and $harimari dialects are 

/huu/ and /hii/; this is also. the case in Al-Ghor dialect. 

The. ist person singe in_ E. A. and Al-chor dialects is 

/an. a/, 
6 but the ist person p iu. varies in D, A. and ? orthern 

1. Johnstone op. citcp. ll. 2. T. I . Johns-Lone op, c t. n. 12 

3. T. 1-1, Johnstone op. cit. p. 12 4. T. I. I. Johnstone op. ci t. p. 13 

5. Jl, Johnstone opacit. p. 13 6. T. M. Johnstone op . ci t, po 13 
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dialects,, from. /ihna/, /tiinna/, /tin/, /nitiin/, /ni ina/, l 

to /? ilina/ or /tinna/ in the Al-Ghor dialect, 

The personal. suffix of the A -Ghor dialect is /-uh/ 

unlike the Northern bedouin and E. A dialects in. which it 

is /-ah/2, but both dialects Es A and Al-chor have the sane 

in the suffix of the 2nd f em, sing. /-ic/3 The E. A-. and 

certain. Northern dialects have various forms of demon- 

, stra-tive involving the element / ool/4 similar demonstratives 

occur in Al-Ghor dialect /hadool/ "these" pl. and /had. oolaak/ 

"those". 

I 

1. T. M. Johnstone op.. cite Pa 14 

20 T. M. Johnstone opo cite p. 14 

3. T. M. Johnstone op. cit. p. 14. 

4, T. M.. Johnstone ope cit. P. 15 
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Lexical i tem. s 

A'. consideration of lexical data contained in the 

works referred above,. will give us comparatively little 

information of value for the question of relation between 

Al-Ghor dialect and neighbouring dialects. 

There are indeed a fair number of lexical items 

which occur in Al-Ghor dialect and which also do occur 

in the neighbouring regions. Many of these are however 

c oraiaon to the vrhol. e Syro-Palestinian region and thus of 

no diagnostic value. 

However,; there are some significant differences in 

lexis, and the list of lexical items given below involving 

Al-Ghor dialect and various dialects should help us to 

some limited extent to determine the degree of affinity 

between our dialect and others. In particular some of the 

lexical items occuring in kl-Ghor dialect show some slight 

differences as against the urban variants of speech (ia e. 

Jerusalen,, Damascus,, Amman, etc. ) 

Below we list the lexical items in the sane way in 

which we discussed other linguistic features. We begin 

with gestern Palestine,, both town and country dialect. 

A.., 
- rough comparison. between the lexis,, in common 

use an, -ong 
tovn. speop, le and country folk of ; Western Palestine. 

on the one hands and that of 41-Ghor dialect on the other, 

can be nade on. the basis of the spec inens of town and country 

speech given in L. Bauer's boo'-... 162 ff o 
(Bergstrasser 
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adds little to study of lexis) . 

It can be said at once that divergencies are 

eomparitively rare,: slightly pore frequent apparently 

where the comparison with townspeople is concerned, than 

where the speech of country folk is in question. In 16 

pages of specimens given town speech, I have noted 15 

differences; in 30 pages of peasant speech I found only 

9 divergencies. So that country speech of Western 

Palestine would be rather 'closer to Al-Ghor dialect than 

that of the town dialect. This is indeed perhaps to be 

expected. Differences in country speech in particular 

involve common conversational elenents. 

We give our examples below, transcribing Bauer's 

words into the sytem of transcription used in this thesis. 

Town Dialect A l-G hor Dialect 

sikke p, 164 tariig/tiriig "road" 

fasxa p. 166 gusun_ "branch" 

yimaýýi p. ß. 66 yitaagi "sound of 
a young lamb" 

? izn p. 168 3ajaaza "permission-" 

xaasis fil-"askariiye p0168 

xamas sha p, 168 

daxal balfaskariyya "working, 
in the army 

kala n. inha 

maa. tamm, is p. 168 

hadiis p4170 

maa dall/is 
0 

v. 
iac i. _ 

"he ate fron it" 

"there is 
nothing lef t" 

"talking" 

saraf o bis-salaame po 170 gallu ma 'is salaarLa "he said to 

0 him . go in. peace" 
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Town Dialect Al-Ghor Dialect 

ba "at üaraahun p. 170 ivadd. a vraraahum "he sends 
for titer. " 

? ujaraato p. 174 (ummaal ""assistances" 

saIf e p. 174 git'a/gutma "piece" 

goosga p. 176 ýyaali "shouting" 

sihro p, 176 nasiibu "relative 
after marriage" 

zei p. 178 mitil "like" 

A few differences can also be observed in Cleveland 

spec ia, ens. Of the list given by Cleveland,, I iio ted only 

one word which is not used in Al-Gho; r dialect, namely 

/nvunxaar/ "noise"; /xasia/ is used instead. However,; 

/bukra/ "tomorrow" is used occasionally in Al-Ghor, but 

they use mainly /baac ir/ instead. 

Yo doubt a systematic consultation of other regional 

or urban studies concerned with Western Pales tine, such as 

Schmidt,, - H,; and Kahle, P. , "Volkserzählungen aus Palästina" 

would- add to the list, but perhaps not vitally affect the 

basic relation of similarity and difference (as i can. say 

f ro. m ray own knowledge of the dialect,, ) 

Bauer includes only 6 pages of bedouin_ dialect, in 

which I found only one lexical difference,; natiely: 

ga6luut p. 208 in Al--Chor hamuula "lousy" 

on. the other hand, some . more information. is now 

eg ev dia lee t. B la-nc 
available fron, H. B lane 's study of the IT 

gives some observations on lexis on. pages 147,148 of his 

S tudy. Here,; among 24 items listed, I found only 3 
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divergencies, e. g. 

Negev. Dialect 

ian'La 

of am 

iix 

Al--Chor Dialect 

silif "husband's 

,. 
brother" 

? utum "mouth" 

calb "dog" 

This may be a. little higher than the rate of 

divergency with peasant dialects, though the different 

charac ter of the material ( listed items, not coherent 

speech) may invalidate a direct comparison. to some extent. 

When we come to the Eastern side of the River Jordan, 

unfortunately we are hampered by the absence of good 

comparable data e Cantineau's study on Haurau is more 

interested in phonology and morphology than in lexis;, the 

same is true for the older overall study of Bergstr'assen. 

According to my knowledge of the two dialects of Arnaan and 

Irbid, they differ somewhat in. lexical items from Al-Ghor. 

I shall- illustrate a few differences. Many of these items 

are also in use in the surrounding countryside. 

Al-Ghor Amman & Irbid 

nikas raja 

gutria sagf i/s? az i 

xoosa sikkiin_ 

ýuuf ?a4;, f aal. 

hduum_ iaalaabis 

Lang xaan 

"return" 

"piece" 

"knif e 

"children" 

"clothes" 

'"betray It 
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A 1-G hor Amman & Irb id 

taah rizil 

sag lab ga lab c, lab 

sann. ? itta1la 

ýraag kahif 

"to fall" 

" to turn over" 

"to look" 

"cave" 

gadab misik to catch" 

Palva's study of the Baloa (? Ajarma) dialect, which 

is similar to Syro-Mesopotamian dialects, does involve a 

little lexis; the overall impression is one of very close 

similarity with the Al-Ghor dialect. ,; here lexis is con- 

cerned, Johnstone deals mainly with the Gulf area and 

not North Arabia,; so his study is of little direct help to 

us under this heading. However,, Where North Arabian 

becdouin dialect is concerned,, a limited comparative study 

of certain lexical items is available in_ the thesis by A. 

I1-Hazrly. The impression: gained is that differences between: 

Hazay's specimens and Al-Ghor are quite significant in 

proportion. Here are some main examples between Al-Ghor 

dialect and dialects of Northern Arabian. 

1) From the comparitive chapter. 

AL-Ghor North Arabian 

"to take refuge"' yalja zeban 

' lt "to slaughter"2iba 
tekkaa 

"to like"3 Yi iibb ydaani 

"neighbaur"4 jaar gasiir 

1. A. Il-Hazriy op. cit. p. 224 2. A. I1-Haz: ay opcit. p. 226 
3, A. I1-Hazray op. cit. n. 226 4, A. Il-Hazm. t op. cit. p. 227 
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it lung It1 

Al-Ghor 

fassa 

North Arabian 

riya 

"to, towarä. "2 yama 

2) From the main chapter on lexis. 

A --Ghor 

"autumn! '3 xariif 

"they became 
neighbours 11 4 

"nose-ring"5 

llp ip e v16 

"also"7 

"perhaps �'8 

jj. vzaiu 

zmaam. 

ta lyuun. 

kaamaan 

balei 

lamm 

North Arabian 

sifiri 

tigaasiraw 

fa rda ha 

sibiil 

kidaalak 

yimkin-. 

1. A. I1-Hazny op . cito p. 228 2. A. I1-Hazmy op. cit. p. 226 

3, A. I. 1-Hazmy op. citop. 159 4. e A. I1-Hazmy op. cit. p. 159 

S_ A. Il-Hazmv op. cit. p. l59 6. A. Il-Hazmy op. cit. p. 159 

7. A'.. II-Hazm. y op. cit. P, 159 8. As Il-Hazny op. cit. p. 1; 9 
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S U i-I M A R Y 

A i1 D C 0 i, C LU S I 0 N 

Phonology 

Most of the realisations of consonants occuring in 

Al-Ghor dialect, and in the country dialects of the 

neighbouring regions in both Western and Eastern Palestine 

are largely the same. However, the consonant /q/ is,, near 

front voyfel. s, mostly realised as Lj71in Al-Ghor dialect,; 

but this realisation does not occur in either Western or 

Eastern Palestinian country dialects. On the other hand,, 

the consonant /q/ is realised as Lk7 in ; gestern Palestinian 

country dialects; this realisation does not occur in. A'l- 

Ghor dialect. 

The bedouin. dialect in the Negev differ from Al-Ghor 

dialect in certain realisations of consonants, e. g. /k/ in 

the bedouin Negev dialect according to Blanc is never 

affricated, 
2 but it is in Al-Ghor dialect, becöming L67, 

while the realisation of /q/ as Lj7 does also not occur in. 

the Negev dialect. The realisations of lV as Lz7 or Ldy73 

found in. the Negev dialect, are absent in Al-Ghor dialect. 

ý-ý- I. See above p. 
6 

20 See above p. 177 

3a H. Blanc. op. cit. p. 116. 
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As we saw, Cleveland classified the dialect of 

Jordan (East and West Bank) into four groups; 
1 

all these 

groups lack the realisation of the consonant /q/ as Lj7 

which is found in. Al-Ghor,, On the other hand not only are 

n, os. t of the consonant realisations in. Syro-Iieso-potamian 

dialects similar to. those in Al-chor dialect,. but in part- 

icular the realisation of /q% as Liz is found there. 

Northern, and Eastern. Arabian dialects are also similar to 

Al-Ghor dialect in many respects. However, a number of 

realisations found in the desert,, such as of /j/ as Ldy7, 

/k/ as Lts7, /q/ as Ldr- 72 are not found in Al-Ghor dialect, 

and where similari ties do exist they can be paralleled in 

Syro-Mesopotamian dialects. The relation between Al-Ghor 

dialect and North Arabia is thus not a close one. In both 

Western and Eastern Palestinian country dialects, including 

Cleveland's, realisations of simple (sho. rt and long) vowels 

and of diphthongs are similar but not identical with the 

realisations found in Al»Ghor. Negev bedouin speech shows 

many differences in vowels against A l--Ghor dialect. 

In phonology, we can thus say that A l-G ho r dialect 

is largely similar to the country dialects both West and 

East of the river Jordan,, but not identical with them,, and 

also has some similarities with Syro-Mesopotamian dialects, 

in particular where the realisation of /q/ as Lj7 is con- 

c erned. 

1. See above p. ISI 

"2o T. M. Johns tone, op. cit. p. 2. 
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A. f eature dividing Al-chor dialect from all its 

neighbours is the way in which the definite article /-al/ 

is realised: while other dialects largely assimilate the 

/1/ of /-al/ to following "sun Letters", in Al-Ghor dialect 

the definite article, when pronounced by the Ghawarneh 

assimilates to any following consonant,.? though the non- 

Ghawarn. eh in the Jordan Valley,, pronounce in the same way 

as the other neighbouring dialects. 

iii o rp ho Io'gy 

Here also the Western and Eastern Palestinian 

country dialects offer many similarities with Al-chor� but 

also show differences. Thus,, the prefix /b-/ is frequently 

used in Western country dialects, but it is only occasionally 

used in Al-Ghor dialect. The negative suffix /-s/ is like- 

wise found f re'qu en-tly in Western country dialects ( as well 

as Eastern dialects), but in Al-Ghor dialect is only 

occasionally used. The Negev bedouin dialect is similar 

to Al-chor dialect in its morphological features except 

for the suffix of 2nd feminine singular /-ic/ which is, 

according to Blanco, 2 not found. 

Additionally in country dialects on the Eastern side 

o, f the river Jordan,, the plural of the personal pronouns - 

which has two variants in Al-Ghor dialect, namely /? i 'ina/ 

and / iinna/3- has only one form.,, namely /? i ina/ ; and also 

lo See above, pt 67 

20 See above, p. 17 7 

3 See above,, p. jJ q 
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the prefix /b-/ is used more in Eastern country dialects 

than in Al-Ghor. 

As against this,, Syro-Mesopotamian dialects have 

sone significant parallels to Al-Ghor dialect,, in particular 

the use of both /? itina/ and /tiinna/ as plurals of the 

personal pronouns. In this respect Syro-Mesopotamian 

dialects again supply an important parallel to an element 

present in Al-»Ghor, which cannot be matched in. the neigh- 

bouring country dialects, 

The North Arabian dialects differ fron Al-Ghor quite 

significantly from the morphological point of view; e. g. 

the perfect of the simple strong verb of type /fa'al/ 

(which corresponds to the literary Arabic) is L7fi'a17 or 

ff u: 'ai7 
1 

in. North Arabian, but in_ Al-Ghor dialect has only 

one form which, is Lfi'al'7. In the Syrian desert area, the 

personal pronouns are /huwrla/( masculine singulaý, and 

/hiyya/2 (feminine singular),. but in Ai-Ghor have different 

forms which are /huu/ and /hii/. The first personal pronoun. 

used in_ the Syrian desert (and in the Syro-Mesopotamian) is. 

/ani/, /ana/ and /aana/3 

one form which is /iana/. 

close one. 

T. M. Johnstone. 

20 T. M. Johnstone. 

3 T. M. Johnstone. 

but in. Al-Ghor dialect has only 

The relationship is thus not a 

op, cit. P. 11. 

opa cit., p. 13. 

op. Cit. p. 130 
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Lexis 

Summing up our earlier findings,, we can say that there 

is a fairly large number of lexical items used in country 

dialects of Western Palestine as weil as on the eastern. side 

of the river Jordan,, similar to the lexical items used in 

Al-Ghor dialect; but lexis is nevertheless not identical. 

However,, the bedouin dialect in the Negev IS more close to 

Al-chor from the lexical point of view. Syro-Mesopotamian 

dialects, to some extent, and the Al-? A jarma (A1-Balga) 

dialect have similar vocabulary as Al-Ghor dialect* .1 

However,, the Northern Arabian desert dialects have very few 

lexical links with Al-Ghor dialect. 
Over-all View 

n an overall` view, Al-Ghor dialect shows little 
11 1 

connection with urban. dialects in the neighbourhood, but 

thus possesses many similarities with the neighbouring 

Western and Eastern. Palestinian country dialects, though 

rather less with Palestinian bedouin dialect. However,, 

there are also important differences, like the realisation 

of /q/ as D7 in_ phonology and the use of /7 iT! na/, /Fiinna/ 

in_ morphology, On the other hand,. Al-chor has also im-port- 

ant links with Syro-Mesopotamian diaLec is ,. e. g. with regard 

to the realisation of /q/ as Liz and /? i ina/, / iinna/ just 

referred to,, and Al-? A jarama (Al-Balca) can be classed in_ 

particular as a dialect fairly close to Al-chor. Northern 

Arabian desert dialects appear only distantly connected. 

Ho. wever,, AI--Ghor dialect is not a simple mixture between 

ý� 13 lo See above pe 
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Palestinian country speech and Syro-iiesonotamian dialects. 

Al-Ghor dialect has its own characteristics, especially 

with regard to phonetic realisation of the definite article, 

in which matter it is quite unusual. Any traces of nore 

specific derivations from. either the Ghaza region,, or parts 

of Saudia Arabia,, as maintained in tribal. traditions (see 

above po Ilja) are no longer observable,. having been merged 

with other dominant Linguistic traditions or developments, 

within Al-chor. (However, in the matter of intonation,, a 

subject which could for lack of comparable data1not be 

dealt with systematically,, Al. -chor is strikingly similar 

to desert speech. ) 
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TEXTS 

Transcription 1. 

Name: Fatmih Haamid M. ahmuud 

No: 6 

Place: Wagqas 

; 
Vahda leeha sabv V'yaal ? ti maa iaradattum la J inha. binit, 

laakin leeha binit min juuzha laV V al., Iiiblat min 

(ugubvabiaal,, aluulha%! j J (ya. alha yaa yumma ? anti iubla 

?u wuudi vj ji. ibi,; lazier nahar m_aa vruddic "? i "yaalha sab'a 

Trassab fa buvwaardiya,. kull swaatiad baruuttu bidharu ?u 

yiruuhu idawwru alýanas wa; eed mitil maa tguul bahhiit hiiýa" 

ýaalu leeha yaa yumma ? in caannic" jibti binit tutti 
ammraa 

buwijha ttirii j min jiddam, mica 6uf na amrara tuubwi ni'rif 

? inha bint, win caannu sabi Mutti seef ..., abbaruuda, 0 es 
has&i ? alia if raj 'raleeha ?uj aaba L walad, leeha ? ibnayya 

.. %, ý .. 

'atiwi jhibiuug eaa(1) at yaa yumma, ? ixwaanic ? in saafu asseef 

wa 4a yaa yumma maa furaurhum i'aawdu siddi asaawi, yoomin 

tallau wunn. u asseef haay abbaruda, ýaalu maa aad ? inxus 

? acibiir m. abiihum xanna nraawid ?u nikasu war a. ? a; al 

jumf a iaani jum_ra , 
taalit jum (a raabi r jum'a bnayyitha 

gaalat yaa yumma ? ana wuddi atuss adavtwir taleehum*, gaalat 

yaa yumma ba'dic bint,, igdab_at Batt 
at zuvnlaada leeha hiic - 

?u 'keekit samin ?u iattata {araas (h) a ?uý aalat yaa 
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baab alla ? utf aýat ?u hii timsi baliliarat winha had. dahaara 

tguul ? idweeri, tguul ixseesa gaalat ? ag rud b jamb haM ajar 

? alli x al. agni. maa yidayi'(ni ? ig'adat ýaabat 
assams winha 

haddahaaraat mrati haat min i arrig tba i iir. ba i iaru_ winha 

xayithum yaa xayyah mneen jiiti yaa man'uuntawvraaldeen 

aalat yaa xayya iii t dawwir 1aleeku ?u mku waj'aaneh min 

hammku, baatat hii rtiyyaahum, gaa(1) at leehum widku traww iu 

mat'i lammku yaa seeniin bass x alliiha tsuufku, gaalu xallic 

la baacir rruddna ndawwir Janas gizlaan,, tajal,, t 
amaam, 

naaxidhin leeha. raa iu ma asur j a, abu 'iagiibit gizlaan..... 

findha bissih "gaalu baacir nravhiin". "lindhum naar 

nv; arti i. nha" jat ? abbissa- ibtiasat bijirha iusaxxat lamma 

ta: at ha jj amraat. j at abbnayya tibhas to tu tbux laxwaan(h) a 

lamma saafat gaalat ? alla yifdaiic yaa habbissa maa nxalya 
..... 

gutmit naar. Babb 
a 

Heel,, wigf at f aha ihaj ar ?u laf: f atat 

winhaddaxaani ni fuumadihs Taff at hasurus 'aba jinha ?u n''ial7at 

haddaxaani,, yoom. in at winha guula mf alijiih tiaatta juudha 

raadiitin hiis 'acatiffa, ?u tijris sukkarr ljaar ? aafya 

raaiat la" : at mnall_i tu jursu ?u jrc ab at 'adeedha wirda f at 

mi. nnu ..... bayyaa i imeedih mneen jitiini, walla ya looma 

ma kaleeti m-anaj jirra ?u ridi 1 ti mnaddirra laxalli 
` 

jbaala 

vsuud yasaa'in gart rdaamic, Saa(l) at Yruddi naar gaa(1) at 
"'" 

annar 'and abuuc ? im. si 'faleeh casgisi adaafir ideeh ?u 

adaafir ijreeh ? u. rm. uus lineeh ?u iavraajbeeh ?u xudi minnu 

naar. misat an äziinah siddha aawi. j at winnu ma? alif hiic 

misat faleeh 4asogasat ad. aafru ?u i-mUU yýuunu ?u adaafir 

id. eeh ?u ad, aafir ijreeh ?u iar; aajbu Calla mneen jitiini 
... .. 0o0 

yu yuba ýaalatlu jiit rrudi haar Baal arr'a naar yu yuba 

xaftat gutnit Haar visa a taraf nanaiilha 7u Mattat Habit 
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sacan ?u xazagu min tata riinhajat. ? asubuh may a±ar asacan 

?u lall yansi wa as lamannu jaa calla Yu Yuba yuhmeedah 

? inti haare pa(l)at yu Yuba walla ana haan. faat laleeha 

gaddatu ?u gafacl. gaalat lu yu yuba yoominnak tii ji tnaam 

wautruuh bannuum ceef yitdin i'yuunak caal wuddic tidba xiini 

gaalat minta abuui, gadd matra iwanatu ýa1. la lamannic 

tsuuf iinia nam wu fuuni yikdin 
tumur 

milil` anmi jabiis ? irifi 

? ini nim_t,: ?u carp yoom tnaain g aal sahar wu as artiyy aam,. 

ga . at t iakktik raf aasu lamannu incafa ?u naam, bahtar at 

'a 1uunu vrinhin yi tg aadat'iin paar e aalat xallu naayim lamma 

yiiju ixwaani, jum. ixv(aanha jaalat dooku saayfiin ? al? aafya 

jatni yamm ju "abawariid ?u taxxu ?u iarru ?u rarluu bavrwaadi, 

I 

6 
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Translation 

There was a woman who had seven sons, and there was 

also a girl from a previous husband. The woman became 

pregnant again. Her sons told her "You_ are pregnant and 

you want to give birth. You must on that day"(she has 

seven sons, and all of them are grown up, and each of them 

carries a rifle and goes hunting in the jungle daily. ) 

They said to their mother, "If you have a girl, put a 

mirror at the beginning of the road. When we see the mirror 

we will know that you have a girl because girls use a mirror, 

so we can see the mirror glittering, and if you give birth 

to a boy put a rifle or sword there. 11 When she gave birth,. 

she had a boy. Her daughter was approaching puberty. The 

mother said, "0 my daughter if your brothers saw the sword/ 

rifle they won't come back". She said to her, "What can I 

do?, . When they come down the hill,, and see the sword/ 

rifle they will go back up the hill! The oldest brother 

said, "Let us leave. " and they went. Their mother and 

sister waited for one week, two weeks, three weeks, and in 

the fourth preek, when they didn't turn up, their sister 

said to her mother, "Maybe something has happened to ray 

brothers, I want to go to look for them. " So her mother 

told her, "You are still young and you are a woman. " So 

the girl said, "Leave me alone". The girl had her provisions 

and she set off. She vwalked all day, when she looked she 

saw something, she said, "Maybe it's a bird or hut or 
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sonething, I will sit beside this rock, " And she said to 
herself, "The one who created ne will not neglect me. 11 

She sat until the sun set, and suddenly there Was some- 
thing coming from. the east. She looked at them saying, 
"Five men. 11 They came closer to the rock where she was 

sitting. They looked and she was their sister, they said 
to her, "0 ray sister where did you come from? " and cursed 
her parents. She said, "I came to look for you,, your 

mother is very ill_ because of you. " She spent the night 

with them.. In the morning she said to them, "You have to 

go back with me for the sake of your mother, just for her 

to see you and then you may leave again. " They said to 

her, "We don't want to go today, let us find somewhere to 

hunt for, today, some deer, partridge, or pigeons, and we 

will- take them to our mother. " So they went all day, and 

in the afternoon they came and brought a bag full of 

pigeons and partridges. They killed them, and put the game 

in the bag. - She had a cat - They told her,. "Today we 

acre not going home. Wait until tomorrow night. " - She 

had a cat ) and their camp-fire was kindled and covered with 

ashes, so as to keep the embers alive. So when they returned 

they would just open it up and make the fire, to cook food 

or make bread or so forth. So the cat dug the fire-place 

with its feet and urinated on the embers and put theca. out. 

The gi. r1 went to chek the fire-place in order to cook food 

for her brothers. Sahen. she saw what had happened she said, 

+"0 God, may God disgrace you, cat, you've put the fire out 
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completely. 11 She stayed until the sun set, then she stood 

on the rock. When she looked to the south,, suddenly she 

saw a smoke--cloud, she wrapped her dress around her body 

and went towards the smoke. When she arrived, she found 

a She-Dem on with wide open legs, grinding sugar or stones 

or something, it was one of God's m onsters. She jumped on 

her back and ate a little of what she was grinding and 

she sat on her breast and sucked some milk, The She-Demon 

said, "0 ' by God had it not been for the fact that you have 

eaten from my pot and sucked my milk, I would have made 

the black mountains hear the cracking of your bones. " The 

girl said, "I need a light. 11 The She-Demon said, "The 

light is near your father, Go to him 

cut his finger-nails, and toe-nails and his eye-lashes and 

his eye-brows änd take from him a light. " The poor girl 

went to him, what could she do? now she has taken the 

trouble to come so far and she can't go back without a light. 

When she arrived she found him like a monster. She went to 

him. and cut his eye-lashes and his finger-nails and his 

toe-nails and his eye-brows. He said to her, "Where did you. 

come from my daug hter? " She said, "I have come for a light. " 

He said, "That is the light my daughter, " She took what she 

wanted - So he put some ashes in the side of her scarf and 

tied it up and made a hole in the scarf. The girl went back. 

In the morning along with the tracks of the ashes he followed 

her until he reached her. He said, "My daughter Hamiidah,. 

are you there? " She said, "By God, 0 my father I am here. " 
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He dent to her. He sat down, the father said, "My daughter 

scratch my head. " She stretched her legs and put his head 

on them. She said to him, "0 my father, when you go to - 

sleep are you fast asleep? How do you sleep? What do your 

eyes look like. " The f ather said, "Oh,, you want to kill me. " 

0 my God,, she kept saying. How can L kill- you? You are 

my father, " Until she had found out how he slept. The 

fathersaid, "When you see me sleeping and my eyes strike 

red, like firebrands, then you will know that I an. sleeping*" 

She said, "For how long and how many days? " He said, "One 

month and ten days, " She scratched his head until he went 

to sleep. She looked at his eyes, they were -red like 

embers. She said, "Let him sleep until my brothers come. " 

Her brothers came. She said, "0 my brothers, look and see 

this monster he came today. " So they got their rifles and 

shot him, and pulled him and threw him in the valley. 
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Transcription 2 

Name: Nuura Muhammad al-Dwweelaat 

No: 1 

Place: al-Sawaiha 

.... , haada huu yiýaj j id 'ra 'ralya, liguul "ya iasi'ti ya man 

yi aawlnni ?u yaa man yis to'iinni ?u yaaman yirud altiiml 

,, ta j ii l t'inni lakaan m. aayi 1, " iguu 1, "yaa xaal analli 

tiinak erastotiinak warudda l iiral attajiil Irinnak la kaan 

m_aal, " iguul, "yaa xaal ? in-La sigiir assin- la tajha 1 Ada,, 

yaa ; aal been mixti ?u saayib, " yirid 1aleeh, "yaa xaal 

xidni tijirba tara rrjaal bitajaariib, " haaaa ? ummu Iiattat 

al iizin balja, rra, ? abu. zeed raf ii ju maa i taawid 
f ? unaa 

leeha geerhuu ? alýalad ? ismu faziiz wu iutt {ahal-faatir ?u 

° hatt hazzahaab, ?u yaa xayyi ? iwdaa'tak faziiz. iattu 

hazahaab ?u maddu yoomin wuslu. wai agsa tirgis la 6alya, 

lifu 1aL to juu z, yoomi n lifu f aleeha gaa(1) at "weer" 
ý. 

ilim. ajyyibku" "'alya yaa xayyi", "fukkI�, u (inns", "matruu i 

. tala 'alya ? irragsa tirgis ? illha walleela widha tu l(bur 11 

ea lha a2-ya widha tu lrbur, gaaýat ah' Baal hadool_ 1sriin 
667 

neera,; vritruuti jibiili alya ýaalatlu ana J jiibhal ak. 

haali s alib at . aalha ?u labb as a, 17alad to. ob , ?ue alla- 

? ana jaa"idlic misaariig aarab wint v fuuti ra( alya ? u. 

tagaddbiniyaha ?u titlriiha-1 xaatim haad.. "? alxaatim ý, lli 
... 

"4 

ismha taleeh" haa. i ýaamat al t'ßjuuz libsat hattoob ?u 

maddat,. yal; ayi ibi fdin yaxayaati viruddi suuz hint axuui, 
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ýaalirn ya xayyaati mineen hal farýma itla "at il'alya, gaalat 

ya ýayi ana "ammiUin ma ti rirfuuni ?u naasyiini matidru 

tinni, 
t faatat 'aleeha sallamat t'al_eeha ?u ''aalat ilha hiic, 

0, ? it'a. tha lxaatim, 
. haadi yoo-m laddat grin. ism araj jaal 'alee, 

gaalatyliha Fzeen huu eaal. at harii sarg l arab= ? ig'adat 

midda,. eaalat illha guuli wuddi asayyir haa. i raaiat 

tsayyir, ? ishabat taalha ?ur aaEat tabu zeed ?u jaabat 

a walad. ma(aaha ?u iattatu bardha. maddat alfaarda ?i tbar a± 

alraruus yoomin i"barat`alfaruus, haada l"arils wuddu 
" 

yu'butha, ? awwal leela,. taani l. eela yihitti ijjru ma 
ýtigbal, 

raah ilrraatad saraari,, gallu tayyib ana saarli 
liaawi 

. .. i ". " 

bhalFaruus, wal'aruus m-: an. amaaxid minnhala trag wala baatil, 

? amuddýiidi adeeha taglias iss_idd inni ajaal, gallu haak 

halmixraz. ?u ruut e annha ma; a ti (tiik is taaf fa ?uý aan_ 

izzlima yi (tiik caffü "haad Imixraz masmi" raw ati taleeha 

eaam yi'aa'ir biihal, bata i ia-,. yoom. bata to lagga caffu, 

bass id: f aru. bal. m. ixraz hadaak f ihim,; Baal xalla 
taalu naayim, 

haar a yam. tassab ýaiidu ?u nibb annabi wixliilu, aal gal 
.. 

tajuuz xaaa naagtu ?u gaal ieelak ween yaliag_ xaalu,, blaad 
v 

yiguLluulha meesara. yoom lifa (aleeh winnu hanaak,, ýallu 

jilt ya xaal, callu jilt, taraggu adaak alleela ?u baatu, 

gallu ya xaal ? ala hill Irin ? iidak, haada mu faahim rafii ju 
"""ve 

na yi (aawid, gaal hassa Wald ixti ? asagar minni wisiir 
"v"" 

? attayab minni bukkra yi "aayirni ? uiguul ? ana jibtha la 

xaali, xaali na jaabha, gallu ya xaal xanni asuuf ? iidaL, 

allu ya xaali la ttiill. Irin ? iidi, gallu ? illaý sill "in 

? iicdak,, eallu widdak 
hill (innha ýallu ah. ýallu ya 

ö 
xaaL 
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lan nuti t? idf inni iawraali ligrayya ?u xalli banaat ? ihlaal 

yizuuranni. haada bass sail alriixraz minnu m.. aat, balasu 

leeh Svudfanuu ?u ravTwa iu. 

f 
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Translation 

".... while his heart kindled with love for Alyia .... he 

said, "0 misery who will help me and who will shoulder 

part of riy heavy burden which is about to fall, ".. o so the 

boy said, "0 my uncle I will help you I will. lend support 

to your falling lead. " "Oh my nephew you are still too 

young to handle enemies, and you lack of experience is 

likely to make you lose,. 'the battle of the enemy"', The 

boy answered him,. "0 my uncle let me try, and the test of 

a man is by trying them,, by giving them a chance". So his 

mother felt very sad, because the companion of Abu-zeed 

never came back, and he was the only son she had. The boy 

called Aziiz. He prepared a fast she-camel with provisions 

and, his ao they askedl. Abu-zeed to.. take good care of Aziiz. 

Alter they loaded it with provisions they left. 

r 

When they reached there they found that Alyia's wedding 

dance was going on, The c amte to an old tiwcm an, when he 

entered her tent, the old woman said to him, "'That brings 

you here 0 my brother? My brother leave me alone, why don. ' t 

you go to Alyia where the dance is taking place, and she is 

getting married tonight. " He said to her,, "Is it true that 

Alyia is getting married tonight? " She said yes. He asked 

her, "Take these twenty liras and bring Alyia here. " She 

said, "I will bring her to you, " So the old woman Uten t and 

she put a woman's dress on the boy, She prepared the boy 

and dressed him and. put a scarf on his head. 
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He said to the old woman, The boy and I will. be 

waiting for you east of the encampment and you will, go to 

Alyia's house and give her this ring. " His name was 

engraved on the ring, The old woman dressed and went to 

the wedding. When she arrived, she start shouting to the 

girls, "Clear my way I want to see my niece. " The girls 

started wondering,, they said where has this aunt of Alyia's 

come from? So the old woman replied., "0 my dear girls I can 

your aunt and you don't know me, you don't recognize me,, 

you've forgotten? " And she went in toward Alyia. She 

greeted her and she showed her the ring and gave it to here 

When Alyia loaked at the ring,, she saw that the man's nar. e 

was engraved on it, and asked the old woman "Where is he? " 

The old wom. aa answered her, "There he is,. east of the Camp. " 

They sat for a, while. The old woman said to Alyia pretend 

you are going to the toil-et. So Alyia went to the toilet. 

She took her to Abu--zeed and returned with the disguised boy 

to the wedding celebration. The old woman put the disguised 

boy in Alyia's place. The wedding singers proceeded and 

took the disguised bride to the groom's house. When they 

were together, the groom tried to embrace her (the disguised 

boy) but it wasn't easy. He tried the first night and the 

second night he tried to touch the bride's (the disguised 

bob 'leg with his ! egg, her hand With his hand,; but there 

was no response. 

So he went to consult an old wise Bedouin fortune 
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teller. He said to hin{' I have been trying for three nights 

to sleep with my bride but in vain, j7henever I tried to 

hold her hand in my hand she jumps and turns asidd'. The 

old. man "Sharaari" said to the groori' take this piercing 

awL instrum_ent, " So the "Sharaari" gave the groom the 

piercing instrument and said to him, "When you pretend to 

attack her she will show her shoulder if she is a woman. and 

if he is a man he will stretch out his hand to fight you 

and this awl instrum. erit is- poisonous. " So the groom went 

home and tried to make love to her and he threw her down 

on the floor, the disguised boy stretched out his hand and 

the groom pierced his hand (the disguised boy) with the 

piercing awl instrument, at that moment the disguised boy 

knew that the groom had discovered the secret that he was 

really a man. 'So the groom pretended he fell. asleep. 

He wrapped a bandage round his hand and escaped. He went 

to the old woman and took his she-cartel and followed his 

unc]Je, he caught up with them at a place called Meisara. 

When he arrived he found. his uncle there, he said to him. 

"Have you come" he said yes, They sat down and had dinner 

with Abu-ziid and Alyia and afterwards he spent the night 

there. His uncle insisted on undoing the bandage. The 

boy knew that Abu-ziid's companions would never come back 

now. 
Ir The son of my sister became better than I, and will 

rock me,, and he will say I brought her (Alyia) to my uncle,. 

my uncle did not bring her''r he said to hin 0 my uncle let 

our hand,, to uncle me see y :; he said to his ,0 my uncle do not 
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unbandage my hand`; He said. (his uncle)" I must unbandage 

your hand, he said to hint t+ do you want to unbandage itI (my 

hand) he said" yes', He said, "' 0 my uncle if I died. bury 

ne near the village,, and let the daughters of Hil. aal 

visit me. " After he finished saying this, Abu zeed removed 

the piercing awl from his hand,, he died, they dug a grave 

for him, and buried him and they went. 

f 
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Transc ri tion 3 

Name: Ahm ad 
Iy 

aab s am aan 

No: 24 

P ace: al-Shuna l-Shamaliya 

""""" santa Limaani 
Jw'igriin. 

'iidat ma'aai jurum,: ? idahammt 

bizlim_a ntikammt xamista'is sing, maddeeta lxamita'is sina, 

?u tala'it, gabul laniabis tijawwazt, ga'ratt find 'eeiti 

xamista'is yoom,. maddeet minhim xarisa v, sabb "een sahar 

b 'rakka ?u.... walbaajyaat masldeet xamsa warba'iin sahar 

bnaablis, siwiis, (azamaan barataanya, yAuttu saraayit 

la"asaajiin� haala inta weed sugglak 1assi, r'iaddaad, 

musarji, haaslak kulman huu muhuntu. ba'deen marat vlii 

a isaabi ba"adha maajuudah, ya"ni an bass jilt lahaan, 

ga'att sit-Li ýshur, ti j awwazt taani wa ida ba'dajiic 

xallaf at minni wal'ad, ?u haa. i xallafat minni "yaal tneen ; 

uobint, 

""""""" %ý 

?u min yoo. m aaakaY ttaariix nu 'irut nudrus, 1iisa 

kuwoysa, ?a isan min hiic maa fist wassaf jaa"diin nisdd 

baraadi mkees, nu irut, nazra*,. gamut, nazra< <adas, nazral 

almaajuud, wil iamdulilla "aaysiin 'riisa kwoysa. Pala 

gabul 'azamaan assyuux ? isseex msaawin haliblaad kullha 

leeh,, widraa'ak mini xaam. yicsiik, ? alli widdu siddi sidd 
o"v 

wallijriddak dassru dassru, bala lyoo. a saar at v iwitidaat 

kullman 'aarif ardu. ? ana Ballet matibuus xaraista1is sina 

?u ma_xaat ard, ? assa wana sic1d fand ahilvmkees, ? istareet 

mistara min nass yiguluulhum mgaabla nin samraa" ? iii 

"(e)yaal talaata, o as iad min hal mara lawwal wi, neen mint 

mara haadi. 
0" 
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Translation 

In 1928 an event happened to me. I was been accused 

of killing a man and was sentenced to prison for fifteen 

years. The fifteen years passed and then I was released 

Before I was sent to prison I got married, and I stayed 

with my wife 15 days and then I went to prison. The fifteen 

years passed, during which time I spent seventy-five months 

in Akka (Acra),, and the rest of the time was forty-five 

months in Nablus, as a sergeant. At that time Britain 

used to. issue stripes according to man's professions, for 

instance a cook, blacksmith,, plumber and so on, and every- 

one had his profession and stripes. Then I finished the 

f if teen years and was released and my wife whom I had 

married was still alive. That meant that when I came here 

I stayed six or seven months and I got married again. My 

first wife gave birth to one boy,, and the new one to two 

boys and a girl, and from that time we used to work at 

ploughing. and threshing e We lived a good life, we don't 

complain about it anyone who is satisfied lives a good 

life -- now we are cultivating land in Um Qeis. We plough 

and grow wheat - lentils, maize,, okkra and most other 

things. Thank God we Live a good life. 
E 

In the old days in the time of Sheikhas Sheikh 

IMiishaweh owned all these lands - do whatever you like 

in another word its free to do what you like, if you want 
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to cultivate you can but if you want to leave it, leave 

it. Today when they divide the land into quarters every- 

body knows his own land. When I was in prison for fif teen 

years, I did not take any land, but now I cultivated with 

the people at "Umgeis". You see all. these lands I bought 

from people they call- them "Migaabla" from 'Samma". 

I have three sons, two of them are soldiers and the third 

one is here. I have three one of then by my first wife 

and the other two by my present wife. 
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Transcription 4 

Name: 'uf'a ? umm T, sallam_ 

7 No: 

Place: Azurn-al iya 

bii mara leeha ? arba fi ryaal� walarb a'a mi j awaziin, marta .... v. a to 

. -., 
I abiir ? ally, mi'tiiha wmi rim 'aleeha. gaalat yaa 

mweemt _ bar'iiinna_ gleesi, saxa, l, ? arrnab. ? alcanna haatta 

"eenha Pala dyuuk. iaaslak zeenaat, tee tat Teehin. 

? ukmusattin ?u rbuttatin ?u rumattin balxazaana, ?u wwees 

truu i tidbat leeha, jooz ? ijreelwaat ?i batat,. Bassalat, 

? itbaxat,, 'iattat haan taasa whaan taasa. 'find ma xallasat 

zanmat ? abiriij, _ wzammat.. j abuuna ?u; aahat tgassil "adeen 

f ammi tha. Mattat ji ddaamha J ak i 1,, k alat., alli k alatu, 

gaalat leeha yamma to"aali tagaddi ýaalat ana tagadd. eet, 

ba'ad ma kalat, xaAat al baaji ?u raatat kabbatu laija'ariin 

raa! jzzimaan, ? alfamma maatat, alcanna saa at Iramma, 

? a'amnrah biet iaraam laacinalcanna bint Malaal, muda sina, 

santeen, gaalat al'amma lac6anna ta'aali i. batiina jo. oz 

idyuuk hadlaak. ? ukmusattin, ? iýba iattin,. ?ua; ; anat al 
. 

mayya wigsalat wnaa afatin witba attin, haan taasa whaan 

taasa j iddaamha ba rad ma x alias at, Calla tat j oo za dyuuk, ?u 

hattatin rata siiniyya jiddaamhat yoom taýdim haaai jooz 
so 0 

ij reevTaat,: yoom twaxxir j oo z dyuuk, dallat ' ahadd. idaan, 
... 

gaalat walla ya mweemti ? inti maa msaawya Si, ? ana yoom - 00 

'agaddim 
'aleehin joo' v jreel7aat ?u yoo viaxxir joo zidyuuk. 

.? ana mi i tasf a, ?u rl a-ac i1 iaali. 
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Translation 

There was a woman, she had four sons and all. of 

them were married. The wife of the eldest, God gave her 

everything. The mother-in-law said one day "Oh my daughter- 

in--law why don't you kill. a kid goat or a rabbit? " The 

daughter-in-law spotted the two cockerels which she indi- 

cated. They W-ere good. She call them and caught them (the 

cockerels) and tied them and threw them in the cupboard, 

and what she did she do for her, she killed a pair of 

puppies instead. She washed them,, cooked them and each of 

them she put in a pot. When they were ready and cooled 

down she took a jug o. f water and some soap in order to 

allow her mother-in-law to wash her hands. She washed them 

then put the meal in front of her, and she beckoned her 

daughter-in-law to come and eat, but the daughter-in-law 

said to her "I have had my lunch",, She ate as much as she 

could and the rest she took it away (with respect to the 

listener) and threw it away (to the dogs). The time has 

gone and another time has come. The mother-in-law died 

and what resulted was that the daughter-in-law herself 

became a mother-in-law. The mother-in-law was wicked, but 

the daughter-in-law, was good. Af ter a year or two the 

mother-in-law told her daughter-in-law to kill for her 

those two cockerels. She caught them while she was sitting 

enjoying her coffee and cigarette, She cooked them and she 

boiled hot water and cleaned there, and put them in pots, 
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one in each. Then she put there in front of her, and took 

them out of the pots and put them on a tray,: and placed it 

before her. When she started eating she remembered what 

she had done to her mother-in-lave. Whenever she went to 

eat she imagined that instead of the two cockerels there 

were two puppies,, she did this for a while and her 

daughter-in-law noticed this strange action and asked her 

"What's the matter? " and the mother-in-law said to her 

"You have committed no wrong, but I, in the past, did 

something wrong to my mother-in-law, that is to say, I 

cooked two puppies for her instead of the two cockerels. 

I asked you to do the same in order to test you to. see 

if you would do the same thing as I did, but you are a 

good woman and I asked God to forgive me for what I did 

to my mother-in-law in the past. " 
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Transcription 5 

Name: Sulyman al-'uzbi 

No: 17 

Place: al-Diasharf' 

? awwal mintahaana kunna iarraatiin, tabbu abbadur haar, 
v ? abbadur 'indhum dulm iswayya, ? alla la yitammilna 

geebithum, ba'deen lifat ? aggzawiyya, ? arrvrala, ? iskanu 

haana, ?u dabbu haddinya ?u saarat ddinya dinya wannaas 

naas ? abbadur min dulumhum ? ingta Eu mimmarra. hadoola 
" 

? aggzawiyya ? alga yi tlam biihum tagvta Ilindhum, 
, 
tartara, 

vii jma (u tiaalhum ?u surna yadd wi ida ? alumaara Ji ina 

yaffallatiin, haadi kunna yadd witida, ya "ni ween ma misa- 

laniir ninsi_ ma cu ýazzeena rasseena nimsi ma u manitxallaag 

" 
finnu, ba Ideen saarat mnaawasaat bweena ?u bween ? assa ar, 

? assaar yigazuuna wiina nigaziihum,, ? aqýaar yinhabu mina, 

wi ina nanhab m. inhum, ba fdeen saacat tiaadta 'azimaan. 

turkiyya faleena haana, ?u lifat ? addoola, Tat Tattat 
00 es *0 
lrabasiir ?a hasan fazimaan ?ij jmaal tieesa min siena 

wabbgaal, wsguuf ?a ffarab, mnaddii j fallat, . all bisiir 
.,.. o 

1J'iaalu bhabbeet. 4allulhum, Ian ruffit var aatat ? aggzawriyya 

? umýla na ýuulni bhabbeet ? ism, aggzavdyya idall liayy. 7u 

barra haggoo.; r haar. balla wibseefu* ba fdeen ? itisabna 
; 

Ana 
wra4ýuura, bisii. r saadd ? ard igull_ulha? 

ýattbuga, 
to E'3du 

yakku. ura vruddhum. yanhabu 
Malaal bisiir, ?ai iar r atiin 

misilhiin ? alliJnaak,, yoom saar at ? anranaavrasa ? igtalu 
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vtaatad minnhum, Zooman ? igtalu, fiz fat ? akkura ?u jarradat 

m_narddaha larddha wistaiallu ? abuga. saar ? assyaai 
06". 

T! " S. 

latt zawiyya, fiz Ifa t ? akg zavfiyya ku llha ? af fa llaliiin 

raa6biin ? irkuub m iarciin leena taxx, wattzat iyya minn to 'ia. 

? agtzawiyya m. itirsa, iifa ? abu Hamad ya lfni seex ? abbiaad. 

wa' fabaa 'addraa lru waseef Iracatfu, wattaxýC "aleeh min fa jj 

ugamiij, loornin ýaaf hiica, lifa ? abu hazzaa' wazulum 

mtiati i a, gaal wusKu, eaal., ? abu hiamad saa7, 'attbuga ?u 

of za ( ? agg zawiyya ?u nutrudhum ball-i ti Irrfu, yoom kasarnaahum 

? istatial. Leena ? ardna. 
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Translation 

At the beginning of our lives we were farmers. 

First the tribe of A1-B: adur lived here. They came, they 

Were unjust people,, may God forgive us for maligning them. 

Then Al-Ghzawiyya, Awwala came and lived here,. and they 

attracted people from different places, and the world and 
the people became real (liveable) under their protection. 

Due to their injustice, the Badur became extinct. 

Those A1-Ghzawiyya, God knows, were pious, they prattled, 

they gathered together and we became united, the princes 

and the farmers become united, and wherever the prince went 

we followed him whether the cause was right or wrong, and 

we wouldn't abandon him.. 

Then there was a clash (battle) between us and the 

Saggur. The Saggur raided us and we raided them. The 

Saggur 1oo, ted our property and we in turn looted theirs. 

Then an event happened to us during the Turkish rule, 

and the government came and stayed (with forces) at Basheir 

El-Hasan's home. At that time camels and mules were 

commonly used (I beg the listerner pardon), and you see the 

folk of Basheir El-Hasan at that time who ran away because 

of adversity, but Basheir stayed alone at his home. He 

said if rc I leave here the tribe of Al-ghzaviyyia will be 

finished, but if I stay here the name of A1-ghzawwyyia will 

remain alive,, and because of his unflinching attitude he 

gained the land of Gho: s. He earned it with God's help and 
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with his sword. 

Then we clashed with A1-Kuura, (Basheir used to 

cultivate the land known Al-tabaga). Al-Kuura attacked us, 

they wanted to steal Basheir's cattle. The farmers who 

were there were armed. When the actual clash started,. 

they killed one of them. When they killed him,, Al-Kuura 

mobilized themselves and occupied Al-tabaga. The Al-ghzawyya 

heard the news and they hurried to the scene of the battle, 

The farmers were attacking from above and they shot down at 

us, and the A1-ghzawyya who formed a barricade to protect 

themselves. The chief, i. e. the prince Abu-hamad came, and 

he folded his cloak on his arm and put his sword on his 

shoulder and he went away made a passage while under fire 

from all sides. When he saw what was happening, Abu-Hazza 

cane to where the Iren were stationed. He asked "What did, 

Abu-Hamad say? " They said"he went to Al-tabaga and the 

A1-ghzawyya gathered, and we drove them (the attackers) 

back. "' When we defeated there we regained our land. 
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0 

The of the informants: - 

The names of persons are s-jelled here according to 

the conventions used in the main body of this thesis. 

Place names are however spelled as they are given on the 

map of Jordan, compiled and drawn by the Department of 

Lands in the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, and published 

in 1948. 

1. Nuura Muhammad al-Dweelat. 

Age: 40 years 

Place: al -$,. vwalha 

Housewife 

20 IFIiryam Saalim al-Faraj. 

Age: 70 years 

Place: al-Sheikh Iiusein 

Housevrif e 

V 
3, Miryam SFadeh al-Fur jan. 

Age: 4o years 
w 

Place: al-Manshiya 

Housewife 

4. Fadiyyah al-Fah ad al-Gweesila_. 

Age: 65 years 

Place: al-Raya. ýna 

Housewife 
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5. Fatmih Sallnan al-Gaasi^. 

Age: 75 years 

Place: al-Mashari' 

Housewife 

6. Fatmih Haamid Hmuud. 
6 lb 

Age: 70 years 

Place: Wagqa: 

Housewife 

7. tuf a ? umrl PZs all am . 

Age: 75 years 

Place: Azumaliya 

Housewife 

8. Mnaawer ? amfadi . al Gaasim. 

Age: 75 years 

Place: al-Mashri ' 

Farmer 

9. Muhammad al-Fazza' aljhwaraat. 

Age: 100 years 

Place: Um Azigan 

Farmer 

10, Tarif al'-Znaati. 

Age: 87 years 

Place: Wadi al-Yabis 

Schooling: He went to school when he was 
very young. 

Landoivner. ý e. º ent to Syria at the time 

of the Veraailles conference. 
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11. Abfiel gaadir Ibraahim al- (tees. 

Age: 60 years 

Place: Damya 

Farmer 

12, ": Abdalla Ifli Mrsid. 

Age: 55 years 

Place: al-I'Manshiya 

Schooling; very little 

Farmer 

13. Beef alla al-hinclaawi . 

Age: 65 years 

Place: Abu ' ubayda 

Schooling: very little 

Farmer 

14, Saalit Mu+! ammad al-Muusa. 

Age: 50 years 

Place: al-HaraWiyya 

Farmer 

15o Sf uud mi i lit al--Xaaldi . 

Age: 110 years 

Place: Azunaljya 

Farmer 

16. Sulayman $aayil a1-6awa, a i. 

Age: 75 years 

Place: Wao 

Farmer 
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17. Sulayman al- 1uzbi 
. 

Age: 80 years 

Place: al-Mashari 

Farmer 

184, S ul aym an ' P-s an al -1 al as jna. 

Age: 75 years 

Place: al-ýawalha 

Farmer 

19. Sallman al--tweesaat. 

Age: 40 years 

Place: al-Zunaliya 

Farmer 

20. Raasid Muhammad al-n'eem. 

Age: 80 years 

Plac ei al-ý awalha 

Farmer 

21. Xaalid 'yaab al-rabiit. 

Age: 70 years 

Place: al-Shuna al -Shamaliyya 

Farrier 

ti 22. seen al-Shaab. 

Age: 75 years 

Place: IOadi 

Schooling: very little, and he is a 
Chief of his tribe. 
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23" Iamad Qyaab al-dalci. 

Age: 90 years 

Place: al-Shuna al-Shamaliya 

Farmer 

24. A nad 
tyaab namaan. 

Age: 75 years 

Place: al-Shuria al-Shamaliya 

Farmer 

25o Ibrahim al -Falaa i abu' oos . 

Age: 75 years 

Place: Abu 'ubayda 

Farmer 

26. Mull amnad Slemaan al--Falaah. 

70 years Age: C 

Place: Damya 

Farmer 

27. Daahir Slemaan al-garatiir. 

Age: 110 years 

Place: Darr 'al-la 

Farmer 

28, Barakaat al-Falaa al- "adwraan. 

Age: 100 years 

Place: al-Shuna al-Janubiya 

Farmer 
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29. X alid al-Fahad a1-' advraan. 

Age: 77 years 

Place: al-Kafreen 

Farmer 

30. Ibrahiim MZu'iarrmad al-n' eem. 

Age: 75 years 

Place: al-y awalha 

Schooling: very little 
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